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CHAPTER

ONE
INTRODUCTION

1.1

Motivation

The Semantic Web is an initiative of turning the Web into a global, distributed
repository of machine-understandable information. The machine-understandability, or equivalently, the semantic aspect of this project is achieved by the use of
collectively agreed upon, well-defined knowledge representation formalisms
for publishing information on the Web, in particular: Resource Description
Framework (RDF), RDF Schema (RDFS), and the family of Web Ontology Languages (OWL). In the popular illustration of the Semantic Web architecture,
known as the Semantic Web layer cake (see Figure 1.1), these three formalisms
are laid on top of each other, and further topped with the layer simply referred
to as logic. The positioning of this latter layer signals two messages: a descriptive and a normative one. The first one says that RDF(S) and, especially, OWL
are equipped with sufficiently rich formal semantics and precisely defined syntaxes, so that managing knowledge expressed in those formalisms can be seen
as a task of a genuinely logical nature, in the strict, traditional sense of mathematical logic. Indeed, OWL languages and considerable parts of RDF(S) are
simply notational variants of specific Description Logics (DLs), thereby close
relatives of modal logics, and consequently, fragments of first-order logic. For a
logician this is quite a fortunate circumstance, as he is justified to abstract from
the often verbose notation in which pieces of knowledge are actually exposed
on the Web, and instead, consider them as logic formulas. Moreover, he can directly apply his home perspective and expertise to many problems pertinent to
1
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Figure 1.1: Semantic Web layer cake.
information management on the Semantic Web. However, the firm logic foundations shared by RDF(S) and OWL are not themselves enough to regulate the
semantic and algorithmic standards for all knowledge-intensive tasks to which
the Semantic Web is and might be employed. Different application scenarios
reveal diverse knowledge-related phenomena and problems which cannot be
resolved within the formal limits of the underlying representation languages.
The normative message, implied by the layer cake, states therefore that in such
cases, an additional layer of logic must be imposed on the Semantic Web architecture. In this context, logic should be understood in a broader sense, as the
requirement of adhering to certain rational principles, possibly articulated as a
coherent formal system.
The contextuality of knowledge is a well-known epistemological phenomenon, of a notorious reputation in the field of symbolic AI. In short, it is the
problem of the general inability of determining the meaning of a piece of information, or verifying its validity, without assuming the context in which this information
has been stated, and thereby, in which it should be interpreted. Regardless of the
particular field of interest, this constant observation has been motivating diverse formal mechanisms for explicit handling of contexts in knowledge-based
systems. As it turns out, the phenomenon lies also at the heart of numerous
knowledge representation problems encountered in the practice and theory of
the Semantic Web, and as such it is the core subject of the presented thesis. It
is addressed here from a logician’s viewpoint, or more specifically, from the
perspective of the DL-based knowledge representation paradigm. Let us illustrate the problem with a simple example. Consider the following statements
expressed in the DL or OWL/RDF(S) syntax:

1.1. Motivation
PhDstudent v Student
Student u Staff v ⊥
PhDstudent(john)

3
hPhDstudent rdfs:subClassOf Studenti
hStudent owl:disjointWith Staff i
hjohn rdf:type PhDstudenti

These state formally that all PhD students are students, that no one can be a
student and a staff member at the same time, and that John is in fact a PhD
student. Suppose now that this knowledge is exposed on, and subsequently
collected from the Web, and let us ask: is it justified to infer that John is not
a staff member? The answer to this question obviously cannot be decided without taking into account the respective contexts in which the expressions are
stated. In certain countries or particular universities PhD students are indeed
considered regular students, but in others, they are full-time employees, and
therefore staff members. If the first two axioms assume such two different
contexts, then the inference should fail. Also, John might have been a PhD
student at some earlier time or at a different institution, while at the time of
querying he is a legitimate staff member. If any of such circumstances apply,
the inference again does not hold. Only when all the statements refer to the
same institution, at the same place and time, is the inference justified.
An orthodox logician could rebut the issue by resorting to the standard DL
nomenclature and claiming that the inference holds whenever the two axioms
are in the same knowledge base (resp. OWL ontology, RDF graph). Whether
or not this is the case is a question going beyond logic. Such a response, however, dismisses the problem rather than solving it. On the one hand, including
the axioms in the same knowledge base could be already taken as a sign that
the same context for them is implicitly assumed by the author. One should
therefore rightfully argue, that involving an explicit, declarative contextualization mechanism would not alter the formal or conceptual character of the
representation but merely render it more transparent and easier to manage.
On the other hand, the classical notion of knowledge base, originating from
the early era of stand-alone DL systems, hardly lives up to the standards of
the knowledge representation practice on the Semantic Web. Information on
the Web is spread across many physical locations, and is generated, revised,
combined and interlinked in a non-centralized manner by many independent
parties. Very often, the fact that two axioms are published within the same or
different datasets might be largely coincidental, and should not be treated as
a decisive factor for whether such axioms can be employed within the same
inference process or not.
Driven by this motivation, our goal is to develop a generic logic-based framework, compatible with the paradigm of DLs, for explicit representation and

4
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reasoning with contexts and contextual information in the Semantic Web environment. In other words, we extend the logic layer of the Semantic Web
architecture with a mechanism for dealing with different problems related to
the phenomenon of contextuality of knowledge. In doing so we set ourselves
and propose answers to the following research questions:
• What theory of contexts is adequate for integration with the DL-based
knowledge representation paradigm?
• How should such theory be technically reinterpreted and implemented
on the grounds of DL semantics, syntax, and the general philosophy and
methodology of DL-based knowledge representation?
• What are the formal properties of the resulting framework (the expressiveness, relationships to other known formalisms, computational complexity of reasoning tasks, etc.)?
• How and to what extent can such a framework be applied in and adapted
to different application scenarios, motivated by use-cases and problems
observed in the practice of the Semantic Web?

1.2

Contributions and content

The key concept which we technically explicate and utilize in this thesis is that
of context. What is a context? In the full generality, a context is the whole of relevant information about the situation in which a certain piece of knowledge is true,
necessary for a correct and complete interpretation of this knowledge. Unfortunately,
most attempts of making this formulation more specific fall victim of implicit application biases, as ‘context’ is likely one of the most context-dependent
terms used in science, and particularly in computer science and AI. In order
to avoid such arbitrariness, and keep our approach maximally generic, we embrace an ingenious proposal of John McCarthy, which is the cornerstone of his
theory of formalizing contexts in AI. A context, according to McCarthy, is simply a formal object which can be used in the place of the constant c in assertions
of the form:
ist(c, PhDstudent v Student)
ist(c, Student u Staff v ⊥)
ist(c, PhDstudent(john))

1.2. Contributions and content
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where the predicate ist reads is-true-in. This description is seemingly vacuous,
but in fact highly non-trivial. What is crucial about it is that it does not adjudicate what essentially context is, as a deeply involved philosophical concept,
but instead directly suggests how to operationalize it as a first-class citizen in
a formal system. In the above case, we learn that all axioms presented earlier hold in the same context c. Further, we can describe this context on the
meta-level, e.g. by stating that:
University(c)
locatedIn(c, poland)
Such a conceptual leap — introduction of a primitive term — is something that
mathematicians and other formal scientists must usually do to avoid the trap
of descending into an infinite definition chain. For the Semantic Web community this is also a familiar manoeuvre. For those doubting, we propose an
exercise of defining terms ‘web resource’ or ‘OWL individual’. There are obviously numerous common-sense intuitions associated with the notion of context. Although these must be treated with high reserve, as more likely leading
to confusion than clarity, we should nevertheless try to provide at least a rough
guideline to our suggested understanding of context. Let us do it by analogy
to the notion of DL/OWL individual. Individuals are first-order objects said
to be representing things in the real world. Their descriptions in the ontology
language are then meant to represent the real-world properties of those things.
But what are those things? This naturally depends on the application at hand
and the intentions of the ontology modeler. Sometimes they are physical objects, other times, abstract entities, yet in different cases, just handy, conventional reifications of some complex occurrences in the modeled domain. What
eventually matters is only that a set of assertions about a designated individual, being the formal abstraction of some fraction or aspect of the real world,
leads to a sufficiently intelligent behavior of the system reasoning over it. In
our take, a context is an alike formal, instrumental entity, whose meaning manifests itself only in the practical function it plays in a particular knowledge
representation system. Intuitively, it is an abstraction of a situation in which
some domain knowledge is said to hold. Contextual information is then a description of the properties of this situation, relevant for proper interpretation of
the knowledge. What counts as a relevant situation description is again a purely application-driven choice, made by the knowledge engineer. In different
use-cases, which we study in this thesis, we identify contexts and contextual
information, respectively, with different data sources and meta-level descriptions of their content or origin (Chapter 4), different stages of data-oriented

6
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computations and descriptions of their history (Chapter 5), or time points and
their descriptions in temporal vocabularies (e.g. calendars) (Chapter 6). There
might be naturally many others. The AI and Semantic Web literature mentions also as possible types of relevant contextual information: propositional
attitude, point of view, geographic location, culture, topic, granularity, justification, and others [Len98, GM03, GMF04].
The main conceptual contribution of the presented thesis is a reinterpretation of the theory of contexts, outlined above, in terms of two-dimensional,
two-sorted combinations of DL-based representations. Consider a DL language LO in which domain knowledge is expressed, such as captured by axioms
PhDstudent v Student or PhDstudent(john). The standard model-theoretic
semantics of LO is defined through interpretations of the form I = (∆I , ·I ),
where ∆I is a domain of individuals and ·I is an interpretation function, which
fixes the meaning of the vocabulary of LO by mapping all atoms (concepts,
roles, individual names) on the domain ∆I . Such interpretations are obviously
the basis for deciding any reasoning problems over the formulas of LO . We advocate a shift from this perspective towards two-dimensional possible world
semantics given via interpretations of the form M = (C, {I(i)}i∈C ), where C is
a domain of contexts, and for every i ∈ C, I(i) is a usual DL interpretation of
LO in the context i. Consequently, C is considered to be the second dimension
in the semantics, with respect to which the meaning of LO , and thus all reasoning problems over LO are defined. For instance, in our running example,
it will logically follow that ¬Staff (john) holds in c. Additionally, we introduce another language LC for describing contexts per se, as in University(c) or
locatedIn(c, poland), whose meaning is fixed by means of a separate interpretation function, mapping the context vocabulary onto C. All through this thesis
we refer to LO as the object or domain language, and to LC as the context or
metalanguage, modulo the differences in definitions of LO and LC in the specific scenarios considered. Analogically, from the ontology modeling perspective, we talk about the object- or domain-level and the context- or meta-level
of the representation, to denote the sets of axioms expressed in the respective
languages.
We argue that this general setup brings a unifying and highly explicatory
perspective on a number of diverse problems related to contextuality of knowledge expressed in DL-based formalisms. It is generic and conceptually very
natural — in fact, not rarely implemented in practical Semantic Web applica-

1.2. Contributions and content
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tions,1 although without proper understanding of its formal aspects. This thesis advances the state of the art precisely on this frontier. Through our investigations, we lay down broad logical foundations for representing knowledge
and reasoning in two-level, object-context DL-based systems.
The content of this thesis is divided into five major chapters, whose particular contributions are highlighted in the following paragraphs.
Chapter 2: We introduce the necessary technical background, covering DLs
and relevant reasoning problems over DL-based representations. Next, we lay
down the conceptual foundations for our proposed context framework. We
carefully outline how this framework is derived from McCarthy’s theory of
formalizing contexts in AI, and further, we ground it in two-dimensional semantics by identifying context entities with possible worlds comprising the
second dimension included in DL interpretations. Finally, we give a brief overview of the state of the art in the research areas most related to the subject of
our thesis.
Chapter 3: We define a novel family of two-dimensional, two-sorted DLs incorporating our proposed context framework. We evaluate the expressiveness of
the formalisms by establishing precise relationships to better known productlike combinations of DLs with modal logics, in particular (Kn )L and S5L . We
demonstrate potential applicability of the proposed logics to such diverse problems as modeling inherently contextualized knowledge or expressing interoperability constraints between DL ontologies. Finally, we study the basic decision problems and deliver corresponding complexity results, ranging from
E XP T IME-completeness, in certain fragments of smaller expressiveness, up to
2E XP T IME-completeness, in the most expressive formalisms in the family.
Chapter 4: We adapt our framework to address the well-known problem of
ontology integration, and we introduce a novel task of metaknowledge-driven
selection and querying of data. In this scenario, the context entities are associated with ontology names, while the context language is used for describing arbitrary meta-information about those ontologies, as witnessed in several reallife use-cases. This meta-information is used to identify relevant portions of
data to be queried over with standard ontology query languages. As in the remaining chapters of the thesis, the logical interaction between the object- and
1 See e.g., NCBO BioPortal project http://bioportal.bioontology.org/, Jena MultiModel http://www.swed.org.uk/, applications of named RDF graphs http://www.w3.org/
2004/03/trix/#apps, annotated RDF data architecture http://ardfsql.blogspot.nl/.
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meta-level representations is considerably restricted here to guarantee good
computational behavior of the resulting systems. We highlight the ease of the
addressed tasks under the proposed approach, and report on a case study of
aligning different versions of Wordnet ontologies.
Chapter 5: Data provenance is the history of derivation of a data artifact from
its original sources. A provenance record can be seen as a directed graph with
nodes representing datasets involved in the derivation and edges with particular derivation steps. In recent years, the use and management of such records
have become important and challenging tasks for the Semantic Web community. In this chapter, we apply the context framework to model this problem.
We interpret the nodes of derivation graphs as contexts, express datasets in the
object language, and encode the corresponding provenance information in the
context language. Further, we define provenance specification logic, based on a
combination of Propositional Dynamic Logic with ontology query languages,
and use it for verifying and querying thus represented provenance records.
We validate our proposal against the test queries of The First Provenance Challenge, and analyze the computational properties of the logic.
Chapter 6: In this chapter, we apply our framework in a more remote scenario of representing and querying temporal data in DLs. Here, contexts correspond to time instants on a time line. Unlike in usual temporal databases,
we advocate the use of a metalanguage for describing a variety of practical
temporal concepts over the time domain, which can be utilized on the level of
queries and data annotations. This, as we claim, brings the approach closer to
the Semantic Web practices of dealing with temporal information, involving
popular time ontologies. We introduce a generic mechanism of defining corresponding temporal query languages, based on combinations of linear temporal logics and ontology query languages. We elaborate on the practicality of
our approach by proposing special restrictions that, as we demonstrate, render temporal querying computationally cheap and relatively straightforward
to implement.
Notably, the four major chapters, 3–6, differ in the adopted research methodology. Chapter 3 is largely theory-driven, and contains technically most
challenging results. Its aim is to define a monolithic logic with desired properties, in the traditional fashion of constructing a logic-based knowledge representation formalism. Chapters 4–6, on the other hand, are more practical and
follow the spirit of logic engineering. There, we adapt our context framework

1.3. Sources of chapters
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to some real-life problems encountered in the practice of the Semantic Web and
then develop lightweight, possibly hybrid, logic tools and techniques, having
a reasonably low implementation overhead, which can be efficiently applied in
addressing those problems. To ease the reading of the thesis, each of those four
chapters are preceded with a short summary, highlighting basic connections
between the framework and the contributions proposed in the chapter. Appendix A contains the proofs of the complexity results provided in Chapter 3.
Finally, in Chapter 7 we conclude the work with a discussion and an outlook
on open problems.

1.3

Sources of chapters

This thesis includes the work presented in the following of the author’s publications and technical reports:
Section 2.3 and Chapter 3:
• Szymon Klarman and Vı́ctor Gutiérrez-Basulto, ALC ALC : A Context Description Logic, Proceedings of the 12th European Conference on Logics in
Artificial Intelligence (JELIA-10), LNCS 6341, Springer Berlin Heidelberg,
2010.
• Szymon Klarman and Vı́ctor Gutiérrez-Basulto, Two-Dimensional Description Logics for Context-Based Semantic Interoperability, Proceedings of the
25th Conference on Artificial Intelligence (AAAI-11), AAAI Press, 2011.
• Szymon Klarman and Vı́ctor Gutiérrez-Basulto, Two-Dimensional Description Logics of Context, Proceedings of the 24th International Workshop on
Description Logics (DL-11), CEUR Workshop Proceedings 745, 2011.
• Szymon Klarman and Vı́ctor Gutiérrez-Basulto, Description Logics of Context, Journal of Logic and Computation, accepted for publication.
Chapter 4:
• Szymon Klarman and Vı́ctor Gutiérrez-Basulto, Two-Dimensional Description Logics for Context-Based Semantic Interoperability, Proceedings of the
25th Conference on Artificial Intelligence (AAAI-11), AAAI Press, 2011.
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• Paul Groth, Szymon Klarman, Stefan Schlobach and Jacco van Ossenbruggen, Metadata-Driven Selection and Integration of Object-Level Knowledge, Technical Report, VU University Amsterdam, 2011.

Chapter 5:
• Szymon Klarman, Stefan Schlobach and Luciano Serafini, Formal Verification of Data Provenance Records, Proceedings of the 11th International
Semantic Web Conference (ISWC-12), LNCS 7649, Springer Berlin Heidelberg, 2012.
Chapter 6:
• Vı́ctor Gutiérrez-Basulto and Szymon Klarman, Towards a Unifying Approach to Representing and Querying Temporal Data in Description Logics,
Proceedings of the 6th International Conference on Web Reasoning and
Rule Systems (RR-12), LNCS 7497, Springer Berlin Heidelberg, 2012.

CHAPTER

TWO
PRELIMINARIES

2.1

Description Logics

Description Logics (DLs) are a popular family of knowledge representation formalisms, intended for modeling and reasoning with terminological and assertional (factual) knowledge about an application domain [BCM+ 03]. In the previous section, we used as examples some well-formed DL axioms:
PhDstudent v Student
Student u Staff v ⊥
PhDstudent(john)
where the first two express terminological constraints, and the last one, assertional information about some object in the domain. All through this thesis we
use the standard nomenclature and notation for the syntax and semantics of
DLs. A DL language L is defined over a vocabulary Σ = (NC , NR , NI ), where
NC = {A, B, . . .} is a countably infinite set of concept names, NR = {r, s, . . .}
a set of role names, and NI = {a, b, . . .} a set of individual names. The semantics of L is given through interpretations I = (∆I , ·I ), where ∆I is a non-empty
domain of individuals and ·I is an interpretation function, which fixes the meaning of the vocabulary by mapping AI ⊆ ∆I , for every A ∈ NC , rI ⊆ ∆I ×∆I ,
for every r ∈ NR , and aI ∈ ∆I , for every a ∈ NI . The grammar of L is defined
relative to the given DL. Particular logics in the DL family allow different collections of constructors for expressing complex concepts, roles and axioms. The
interpretation function is inductively extended over those complex expressions
11
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(1)
(2)
(3)
(4)
(5)
(6)
(7)
(8)
(9)
(10)
(11)
(12)
(13)
(14)
(15)

Concept and role constructors
∆I
∅
{x ∈ ∆I | x ∈ C I ∩ DI }
{x ∈ ∆I | x ∈ C I ∪ DI }
{x ∈ ∆I | ∃y : (x, y) ∈ rI ∧ y ∈ C I }
{x ∈ ∆I | ∀y : (x, y) ∈ rI → y ∈ C I }
{x ∈ ∆I | x 6∈ C I }
{aI }
{(x, y) ∈ ∆I × ∆I | (y, x) ∈ rI }
Axioms
C(a)
aI ∈ C I
r(a, b)
(aI , bI ) ∈ rI
CvD
C I ⊆ DI
rvs
rI ⊆ sI
dom(r) v C {x ∈ ∆I | ∃y : (x, y) ∈ rI } ⊆ C I
ran(r) v C {y ∈ ∆I | ∃x : (x, y) ∈ rI } ⊆ C I

>
⊥
C uD
C tD
∃r.C
∀r.C
¬C
{a}
r−

top
bottom
intersection
union
exist. restriction
univ. restriction
complement
nominal
role inverse
concept assertion
role assertion
concept inclusion
role inclusion
domain restriction
range restriction

Table 2.1: DL constructors and their semantics.
according to the fixed conditions associated with each constructor. Table 2.1
presents an overview of the syntax and semantics of the constructors referred
to in the technical discussions and examples used in this thesis. In the table,
C, D are (possibly complex) concepts, r, s ∈ NR , and a, b ∈ NI . Different DLs
are named with conventional acronyms, indicating the sets of constructors allowed in the logic. In this thesis, we address in more detail the following DLs:
• ALC, defined by constructors (1)-(7), (10)-(12),
• ALCO, defined by constructors of ALC and (8),
• ALCI, defined by constructors of ALC and (9),
• SHI, defined by constructors of ALCI, (13) and transitive roles, i.e. a
distinguished subset of role names NR+ ⊆ NR , such that every r ∈ NR+
must be interpreted as a transitive relation,
• SHIO, defined by constructors of SHI and (8),
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• EL++ , defined by constructors (1)-(3), (5), (8), (10)-(15), role inclusions of
type r1 ◦ . . . ◦ rn v s, where (r1 ◦ . . . ◦ rn )I = r1I ◦ . . . ◦ rnI , and additional
extras1 and syntactic restrictions [BBL08].
Additionally, we sometimes refer to EL, defined by (1), (3), (5), (10)-(12),
SHIQ, based on SHI with qualified role restrictions (Q), and SROIQ, which
is one of the most expressive DLs in popular use, allowing for all constructors
introduced above and more [HKS06]. We also mention the DL-Lite family of
lightweight DLs, whose design is deeply motivated by database applications
[ACKZ09] (see below). This selection of languages is motivated mainly by two
reasons: their different logical and computational properties, which lead to different characterizations of the resulting context framework, and their specific,
typical applications. Given two DLs, L1 and L2 , we write L1  L2 to mark
that L2 is at least as expressive as L1 . In many cases, we refer generically to an
“arbitrary DL language”, meaning that the claims made in that context apply
equally to all DLs introduced here, and possibly others not explicitly addressed
in the thesis.
A DL knowledge base K (sometimes also marked as O) is a finite set of DL
axioms, of the syntax permitted in a given DL language. Knowledge bases are
conventionally split into two components: the (terminological) TBox, which
formalizes the relationships between roles and concepts, and the (assertional)
ABox, which includes descriptions of domain individuals. For a knowledge
base K = (T , A), the TBox T is a finite set of concept and role inclusions (12)(13). Whenever both C v D and D v C (resp. r v s and s v r) belong to T one
can abbreviate them into a single equivalence axiom C ≡ D (resp. r ≡ s). The
ABox A is a finite set of assertions of types C(a) and r(a, b).
The term ontology is most of times used synonymously to knowledge base.
However, in some scenarios regarding ontology-based data access, which we
touch upon in Chapter 6, it has a narrower meaning. The ontology-based data access (OBDA) is a paradigm of managing data in presence of background knowledge, represented as a formal ontology, enabling convenient query answering
over incomplete data. In recent years, special attention has been given to ontologies based on DL languages. In this context, as it is commonly used, the
term ontology denotes just the TBox of a knowledge base, whereas the ABox is
considered the data, accessed through this ontology. Moreover, without loss of
generality, it is assumed that ABox consists exclusively of assertions of types
A(a) and r(a, b), where A ∈ NC . A considerable amount of research has been
1 For

the brevity of presentation these are omitted here but are accounted for in the proofs of the
relevant results.
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devoted to the problem of query answering in DLs, focusing predominantly
on conjunctive queries, which we discuss in the next section. This has led to
establishing a clear picture of the computational complexity of query answering, and to the development of algorithmic approaches. The study has been
focused on two major lines: 1) utilization of classical DLs with high expressive
power, where the complexity of query answering typically turns out too high
for practical applications [GHLS08]; 2) development of DLs allowing efficient
query answering over large amounts of data. Calvanese et.al. [ACKZ09] introduced the DL-Lite family of DLs, for which efficient OBDA can be achieved
by reduction to query answering in relational database management systems
(RDBMSs).
Another prominent application of DLs, which is of central interest to this
work, is their use as the logical underpinning of the Semantic Web knowledge
representation formalisms. Notably, the OWL languages are defined entirely
as notational variants of designated DLs [HPsH03]. In particular, OWL 2 DL
corresponds to the DL SROIQ, OWL 2 EL to EL++ and OWL 2 QL to the DLLite family [MGH+ 09]. Further, considerable fragments of RDF(S) have been
also found out to be rewritable into DLs [DBH07]. Table 2.2 gives a rough
overview of the correspondence between the syntaxes of DLs and the usual
OWL/RDF(S) notation. Based on this relationship, most claims regarding DLs
made in this thesis, naturally carry over to OWL/RDF(S). In this sense, contributions presented in this thesis apply to the Semantic Web environment.

2.2

Reasoning problems

The methodology of DL-based knowledge representation comes with a number of well-defined reasoning problems, underlying practical reasoning services most commonly employed in managing DL knowledge bases. All these
problems are grounded on the classical entailment relation.
A DL axiom α is satisfied in an interpretation I, written I |= α, whenever the
semantic condition associated with the axiom is satisfied in I (see Table 2.1).
An interpretation I is a model of a knowledge base K (resp. TBox T , ABox A),
written I |= K (resp. I |= T , I |= A) iff it satisfies all axioms from K (resp.
T , A). An axiom α is entailed by a knowledge base K iff α is satisfied in every
model of K.
The basic reasoning problem for most DLs is satisfiability checking, i.e. deciding whether a knowledge base has a model. Whenever this is the case,
the knowledge base is called satisfiable, and unsatisfiable otherwise. In less
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DL Syntax

OWL/RDF(S) syntax
Concept/Class constructors
>
owl:Thing
¬
owl:complementOf
u
owl:intersectionOf
t
owl:unionOf
∃
owl:someValuesFrom
∀
owl:allValuesFrom
Axioms
C(a)
ha rdf:type Ci
r(a, b)
ha r bi
CvD
hC rdfs:subClassOf Di
C≡D
hC owl:equivalentClass Di
rvs
hr rdfs:subPropertyOf si
r≡s
hr owl:equivalentProperty si
{a} ≡ {b}
ha owl:sameAs bi
dom(r) v C hr rdfs:domain Ci
ran(r) v C
hr rdfs:range Ci
Table 2.2: DL vs. OWL/RDF(S) syntax.
expressive languages, such as EL, where due to the lack of negation satisfiability becomes trivial, or at least not interesting from the knowledge engineering perspective, the main reasoning task is (concept) subsumption, i.e. deciding
whether for two concepts C, D it is the case that the knowledge base entails the
inclusion C v D. Obviously, in more expressive languages, this problem is
directly reducible to satisfiability. The computational complexity of the two
problems depends on the expressiveness of the given DL, and ranges (among
others) over the following classes:
• E XP T IME-complete for satisfiability/subsumption in L, for ALC  L 
SHIO [BCM+ 03, HM04],
• N2E XP T IME-complete for satisfiability/subsumption in SROIQ [Kaz08],
• PT IME-complete for subsumption in EL, EL++ [BBL05, BBL08].
Whenever we generically refer to the complexity of reasoning in a given DL
language, we implicitly assume the reasoning problem considered central in
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this DL, as indicated above. All the standard reasoning tasks in dedicated DLs
are performed by off-the-shelf DL reasoners, such as Pellet [SPG+ 07], FaCT++
[TH06], KAON2 [Mot06], ELK [KKS12], and others.2
Another type of reasoning services of great practical importance is querying. The basic form of this reasoning, known as instance retrieval, is defined
as follows: given a concept C and an individual name a (resp. a role r and
individuals a, b) decide whether K |= C(a) (resp. K |= r(a, b)). In this form,
the complexity of the problem remains the same as for other basic reasoning
tasks in the respective DLs. For many applications, however, instance retrieval
is too restrictive to offer sufficiently flexible access to ABox information, hence
more expressive query languages are often considered. One of the most popular classes of first-order queries studied in the context of DLs are conjunctive
queries [Ros, GHLS08], which we extensively use in Chapters 4–6.
Let NV be a countably infinite set of variables. A conjunctive query (CQ)
over a DL vocabulary Σ is a first-order formula ∃~y .ϕ(~x, ~y ), where ~x, ~y are sequences of variables. The sequence ~x denotes the free, answer variables in the
query, while ~y denotes the quantified ones. The formula ϕ is a conjunction of
atoms over Σ of the form A(u), r(u, v), where u, v ∈ NV ∪ NI are called terms.
By default, we assume that CQs are always expressed over the same DL vocabulary as the knowledge bases over which they are used. The following is
an example of a CQ retrieving all people having the same parent as individual
john:
q(x) ::= ∃y.(Person(x) ∧ hasParent(x, y) ∧ hasParent(john, y))
Let I be an interpretation and q(~x) a CQ with the answer variables ~x =
x1 , . . . , xk . By term(q) we denote the set of all terms occurring in q. For a
sequence ~a = a1 , . . . , ak ∈ NI , an ~a-match to a query q(~x) in I is a mapping
µ : term(q) 7→ ∆I , such that µ(xi ) = ai I , for every 1 ≤ i ≤ k, µ(a) = aI , for
every a ∈ NI ∩ term(q), for every A(u) in q it is the case that µ(u) ∈ AI and
for every r(u, v) in q it is the case that (µ(u), µ(v)) ∈ rI . We write I |= q[~a]
whenever there exists an ~a-match to q in I, and T , A |= q[~a] whenever there
exists an ~a-match to q in every model of T and A. In the latter case ~a is called a
certain answer to q w.r.t. T and A.
The problem of finding all certain answers is known as query answering,
whereas deciding whether some ~a is such an answer as query entailment. Clearly,
the former problem is reducible to the latter. The complexity of query entailment is usually measured relative to two parameters: the combined com2 See

http://www.cs.man.ac.uk/˜sattler/reasoners.html.
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plexity and the data complexity. The combined complexity is the complexity
with respect to the total size of the knowledge base together with the query.
The data complexity reflects the complexity of the problem only with respect
to the size of the ABox (data). In this thesis, we make several references to
the combined complexity of CQ entailment in DLs. Although particular complexity classes are not of primary importance here, we recall the following results:
• E XP T IME-complete for CQ entailment in L, for ALC  L  SHQ [Lut08],
• 2E XP T IME-complete for CQ entailment in L, for ALCI  L  SHIQ
[GHLS08, Lut08].
One of the major reasons for the interest behind the class of CQs is their reasonable balance regarding the complexity-expressiveness trade-off. It has been
noted that more expressive languages become easily undecidable, for instance,
when negation over atoms of CQs is allowed [Ros]. One of the largest classes of
queries that has been shown decidable over DLs, are the unions of conjunctive
queries (UCQs) defined as formulas of the form:
q ::= q1 ∨ . . . ∨ qn
where every qi is a CQ. UCQs and CQs are supported by practical query engines for DL-Lite family, e.g.: Presto [RA10], Mastro [CDGL+ 11] and others.
Query answering in more expressive DLs is only partially supported by existing tools, including DL reasoners, e.g. Pellet, KAON2, and SPARQL-based
query engines, currently under development [KGH11].

2.3

Context framework

Over two decades ago John McCarthy introduced the AI community to a new
paradigm of formalizing contexts in logic-based knowledge systems. This idea,
presented in his Turing Award Lecture [McC87], was quickly picked up by
others and by now has led to a significant body of work studying different
implementations of the approach in a variety of formal frameworks and applications [BM93, BBM95, Buv96, McC93, Guh91, Nos03]. The great appeal of
McCarthy’s paradigm stems from the simplicity and intuitiveness of the three
major postulates it is based on:
1. Contexts are formal objects. More precisely, a context is anything that can
be denoted by a first-order term and used meaningfully in a statement of the
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form ist(c, ϕ), saying that formula ϕ is true (ist) in context c, e.g., ist(Hamlet,
‘Hamlet is a prince.’) [McC87, McC93, Guh91, BM93]. By adopting a strictly
formal view on contexts, one can bypass unproductive debates on what they
really are and instead take them as primitives underlying practical models of
contextual reasoning.
2. Contexts have properties and can be described. As first-order objects, contexts
can be in a natural way described in a first-order language [Buv96, Guh91].
This allows for addressing them generically through quantified formulas such
as ∀x(C(x) → ist(x, ϕ)), expressing that ϕ is true in every context of type C,
e.g., ∀x(barbershop(x) → ist(x, ‘Main service is a haircut.’)).
3. Contexts are organized in relational structures. In commonsense reasoning,
contextual assumptions are dynamically and directionally altered [Nos03],
[BM93]. Contexts are entered and then exited, accessed from other contexts
or transcended to broader ones. Formally, this can be captured by allowing
nestings of the form ist(c, ist(d, ϕ)), e.g., ist(France, ist(capital , ‘The city river
is Seine.’)).
In this thesis, we study a number of formalisms and application scenarios
dealing with contexts within the DL-based knowledge representation paradigm, which conceptually adhere to the theory of contexts postulated by McCarthy. Let us now formally reconstruct those conceptual foundations, in a
way which is in our belief most faithful to McCarthy’s position and allows for
a convenient operationalization of the theory.
The key step to importing McCarthy’s theory into the DL framework is to
faithfully reinterpret his three postulates on the model-theoretic grounds of
DLs. Essentially, what needs to be settled is what kind of formal structures we
generally intend to speak about. DLs, just like other modal logics, are tailored
for expressing constraints about one-dimensional relational structures, whose
nodes represent domain objects and edges the relations between them. Our intuitive reading of McCarthy’s postulates compels us to extend this picture with
another dimension, leading to structures of the type illustrated in Figure 2.1.
The figure presents a model of an application domain supporting multiple
contexts of representation, where each context sustains its own viewpoint and
focus on the represented world. This model (the upper part of the figure) has
two visible levels. The context-level (the outer graph, bold line/font) consists
of context entities (postulate 1), which are possibly described in a language
containing constants and unary predicates (postulate 2), and linked to each
other via certain relations (postulate 3). For instance, context c is of type D
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Figure 2.1: A formal context-object structure representing an application domain, based on McCarthy’s postulates.

and is related to d through a relation of type t. Intuitively, each context in the
model carries a piece of the object-level representation (the inner graphs, thin
line/font). Thus, instead of a unique, global model of the object domain, we
associate with every context a single local model of the object domain. Hence,
rather than with standard DL interpretations of type I = (∆I , ·I ), we want to
work with models of type M = (C, {I(i)}i∈C ), where C is a domain of contexts,
and for every i ∈ C, I(i) is a usual DL interpretation over the domain of objects. The object models might obviously differ from each other, reflecting specific viewpoints on the represented world. Moreover, they might not necessarily cover the same fragment or aspect of the application domain and not
necessarily use the same fragment of the object language for describing it. For
instance, objects a and b occur at the same time in contexts c, d, e, but in each of
them they are described differently and remain in different relations to other
objects. The central insight emerging under such a perspective is that the se-
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mantic structures addressed in the projected context framework are inherently
two-dimensional.
Once the intended structures are identified, the next step is to find convenient languages for speaking about them. It is crucial here to distinguish between languages playing two very different functions in our investigations: representation languages, used for expressing knowledge about a particular application domain, including its object- and context-level descriptions, and languages required for executing certain reasoning tasks over the resulting representations, for instance query formalisms. In the scope of this work, we consider DLs as suitable representation languages for describing the object-level
knowledge, and DL-oriented query languages, particularly CQs and UCQs,
as the languages for accessing the DL-based knowledge models. The key challenge is then to support this kind of formalisms with additional expressive
means that would facilitate representing and accessing the context-level information. A first crucial observation in this direction is that the context-level
structures, as pictured in Figure 2.1, can be seen as Kripke frames, with possible worlds representing context entities and accessibility relations capturing
relations between contexts. Interestingly, such a perspective offers a very clearcut formal reading of the notoriously elusive notion of context. Namely:
CONTEXT = POSSIBLE WORLD
This interpretation of contexts resonates very well with the philosophically
neutral and application-agnostic notion of context-as-formal-object lying at the
heart of McCarthy’s theory. At the same time it is technically non-trivial, as
it immediately encourages the use of the rich machinery of modal logics for
capturing and studying different aspects of contextualization. In particular,
various contextualization and lifting operations, i.e. context-sensitive transfers
of knowledge between different contexts [McC87], can be naturally modeled
by means of modal operators 3, 2. Based on these insights, we advocate that
the context-level representation should be modeled and managed using a separate modal language, with its own vocabulary for describing properties of
contexts. Consequently, we find ourselves in the realm of two-dimensional, twosorted modal representations and formalisms, where the respective dimensions
and sorts are suitably crafted and combined on the semantic and syntactic level, depending on the considered application scenario. In the following chapters, we study a number of such constructions, each one shortly summarized
at the beginning of the respective chapter. In a nutshell:
• In Chapter 3, we develop a full-fledged representation language combining two DL languages, and consider the standard satisfiability problem
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for the proposed contextualized knowledge bases.
• In Chapter 4, we consider systems consisting of only finite sets of context, where each context is uniquely associated with a DL ontology and
described on the meta-level in another DL language. The object language
is augmented with restricted modal operators enabling cross-referencing
between the ontologies. Thus we obtain a practical mechanism for ontology integration. Further, we propose a new type of two-sorted queries,
which allow for metaknowledge-driven querying over preselected subsets of ontologies.
• In Chapter 5, we assume an analogical, two-level representation, where
the object ontologies are arbitrary datasets contextualized with provenance information. On top of it, we develop a new query language for
executing provenance-driven verification of data, which combines Propositional Dynamic Logic [Lan06], for traversing the context dimension,
with object-level queries, for accessing data in the object ontologies.
• In Chapter 6, in a similar fashion as in the previous chapter, we combine Linear Temporal Logics with object queries, in order to query data
contextualized with temporal information. Here, the context-level representation is expressed in Linear Temporal Logics with integer periodicity
constraints [Dem06], which allow for compact representation of a number of interesting temporal constraints, such as calendars.

2.4

State of the art and related work

The problem of formalizing and operationalizing contexts for use in AI applications has a relatively long history and has been addressed by numerous
researchers in a plethora of works. For a comprehensive overview we refer
the reader to [AS96]. Next to McCarthy’s contexts-as-formal-objects, discussed
in detail in the previous section, another dominant tradition in this area is the
paradigm of multi-context logics (MCLs), originally proposed and developed
by Giunchiglia, Serafini et al. [Giu93, GS94, GG01]. This proposal is largely
motivated by observations on human ability of reasoning with local representations, while adequately migrating between them depending on the problemsolving task at hand. The main accent in this approach is thus placed on formalizing contextual reasoning, understood as “translating” information between
different contexts. A context is understood here metaphorically as a “box”
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containing certain local theory, which is related to the theories contained in
other contexts via so-called bridge rules — i.e. rules whose bodies and heads
are interpreted in different contexts. This conceptual perspective is arguably
quite different from the one adopted in McCarthy’s approach. There the focus
is mostly on the representation of object knowledge with respect to a complex
context structure, and the formalisms are augmented with a number of specific operations used for traversing this structure, such as entering, exiting context, lifting knowledge between contexts, etc. [BGGB03, SB04]. Regardless of
those differences, the convenience of modal logics has been exploited in the design of formalisms based both: on McCarthy’s theory [BM93, Buv96, Nos03] as
well as MCLs [Giu93, GSS92, Ghi99]. Although both types of logics adopt also
some limited two-dimensional perspective on the problem, in none of them
are contexts so straightforwardly embedded in the possible world semantics
as proposed in our thesis, nor they are supported with a dedicated, expressive enough context language to facilitate simple, ontological-style modeling
of context structures. The power of our approach lies, as we believe, exactly in
that we strongly refrain from focusing on specific intuitions regarding mechanisms of contextual reasoning per se or context-oriented operations and from
hard-coding them in the formalism and its semantics, as is commonly done in
the existing context logics. Instead, we simply offer as rich languages as possible for expressing knowledge about contexts and knowledge about domain
objects with respect to those contexts, and further, we advocate a clear-cut separation of this representation layer from additional application-specific mechanisms added in a second stage, for solving particular context-driven problems.
As a consequence we gain a substantial generality for our approach, lacked by
different competing formalisms, and the flexibility needed for our framework
to be applicable in a variety of use-cases.
The need for explicit treatment of context on the Semantic Web by extending the current knowledge representation paradigm and existing formalisms
has been by now broadly acknowledged by the Semantic Web community
[BGvH+ 03, GMF04, BSS05, GWW07, BTMS10, BHS12a, HS12]. Remarkably,
the common motives, persistently recurring in this related work, include all
three McCarthy’s postulates, even if those are stated in diverse disguises. Regardless of those conceptual commonalities and largely shared motivation, however, the proposed contributions do not offer a complete nor a generalizable
solution to the problem. From the perspective of the DL-based knowledge
representation paradigm, adopted in our thesis, especially noticeable is the
virtual lack of more generic contributions, offering deeper insights into logic
foundations of the problem, which could foster better understanding of the
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subject and approaching it in a principled and a theoretically rigorous manner.
This is exactly the gap that this thesis aims to fill.
A detailed comparison of our contributions with work by other authors is
given alongside the individual chapters of the thesis. Here we want to briefly summarize three main research themes, addressed in the literature, which
besides McCarthy’s theory of contexts relate to and influence our work to the
largest extent in various aspects.
The first such theme, from which we derive the semantic foundations for
our framework, are two-dimensional DLs [WZ99, BL95]. Two-dimensional
DLs are a family of logics constructed by extending the syntax of standard
DL languages with pairs of modal operators 3i , 2i applicable to chosen types
of DL expressions: concepts, roles or axioms. The resulting language is interpreted over extended, two-dimensional DL interpretations whose core is
a pair (W, {I(w)}w∈W ), where W is a set of possible worlds, and I(w) is a
usual DL interpretation associated with world w. Intuitively, concept 3i C describes the set of all domain individuals which are instances of C in some possible world reachable from the current one through the accessibility relation
associated with 3i . The operators, quantifying over possible worlds of the second dimension, enable explicit modeling of a variety of intensional aspects of
knowledge, e.g. temporal [LWZ08], evolutionary [ALT07], probabilistic [LS10],
epistemic [DLN+ 92] or dynamic [WZ00]. The research on two-dimensional
DLs, carried on for over two decades now, has brought a spectrum of technical
results regarding mathematical foundations and computational properties of
the logics. In particular, it has been observed that two-dimensional DLs are a
special type of product-like combinations of modal logics [MV97, KWZG03].
What is essential in terms of our research goals, is that two-dimensional DLs
constitute a concrete paradigm of constructing logics which are intended for
capturing different types of dependence of DL-expressed knowledge on implicit states present in the semantics. This capacity is fully exploited in the design
of DLs of Context, in Chapter 3, but is also pivotal in shaping the semantics
for the languages studied in all remaining chapters of this thesis. On the syntactic level our formalisms differ from the standard two-dimensional DLs in a
number of specific aspects, predominantly, in that they involve a second sort of
language, as explained in the previous section. To our knowledge, extension of
this form to the framework of two-dimensional DLs has not been so far studied
in the literature.
The second research area which partially overlaps with our work focuses
on logic-based ontology integration. The central problem in this field is formulated as follows: how does one logically combine knowledge contained in
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several DL ontologies, without spoiling the local, context-specific scope of their
axioms? As such the problem is clearly a reminiscence of the view on contextuality inherent to the framework of MCLs, mentioned in the beginning of this
section. Most widely known solutions are Package-based DLs [BVSH09], Distributed DLs [BS03, BGvH+ 03], and E-Connections [KLWZ03, CGPS09]. For a
detailed survey, we refer the reader to [CK07], while here we only sketch the
technical intuition behind the proposals. Essentially, each of the frameworks
offers a formal mechanism of relating vocabularies between different sources,
while preserving the independent semantics for every source. Let c and d be
the identifiers for two knowledge bases, and c:A, d:A be two concept names
from the languages in which the respective sources are expressed. Package DLs
allow for a direct use of concept c:A in the source d, ensuring that its interpretation in both sources remains identical. In Distributed DLs one can impose an
external bridge rule c:A
d:A, which states that for every object of type c:A in
c there must be a “corresponding” object of type d:A in d, where this correspondence is interpreted in terms of special mapping relations between the models
of the ontologies. Finally, in the framework of E-Connections one can express a
concept ∃con.d:A in the ontology c, which describes the set of all objects which
are “E-connected” to some objects of type d:A in d. The E-connection relation
(here con) is again interpreted via designated semantic mappings. The differences in the proposed mechanisms obviously result in different properties of
the integrated systems, e.g. in terms of strength of integration (more or less
inferences possible) or robustness to inconsistency, which tend to satisfy certain intuitive expectations to different degrees, under different circumstances.
Hence, the merits of each approach cannot be ultimately judged without a reference to some particular use-cases. The problem of ontology integration has
motivated also similar frameworks in technically less demanding setting of
RDF [BSS05, SBPR07]. As the idea of integrating multiple, local knowledge
sources lies at the heart of our subject of study, the context framework proposed in this thesis also provides a substantial support for such scenarios, and it
achieves it strictly on the grounds of two-dimensional semantics. This problem
is addressed in detail in Chapter 4 and is also touched upon in Chapter 3.
Finally, we are strongly interested in representing and reasoning with metalevel descriptions of knowledge. One existing proposal in this area involves
higher-order DLs, introduced in [GLR11], which allow for domain metamodeling by quantifying and expressing constraints over the domain vocabulary. Although this approach is theoretically well-elaborate, it is based on
mechanisms typical to higher-order logics rather than two-dimensional formalisms, addressed here. Arguably, logics of the latter type are conceptually
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and technically easier to manage, hence, not surprisingly, their features are
more commonly employed on the Semantic Web. For instance, some data
providers have been delivering meta-level descriptions over RDF using socalled Named Graphs [CBHS05], i.e. RDF graphs accompanied by their unique
identifiers which can be treated as objects in other RDF graphs — a characteristic mechanism of introducing two-dimensionality. In other use-cases, the
owl:Annotation property is sometimes used to attach additional qualifying
information to particular axioms in OWL ontologies. A more systematic research on those representation methodologies has led to a couple of proposals
on how to express and utilize such metadata in certain applications. In the pure
RDF paradigm one such framework, called RDF+ [DSSS09], supports queries
over domain data, qualified in terms of the data’s provenance, uncertainty level or other meta-description. Another approach, based on axiom annotations,
allows for selection of sets of OWL axioms, whose annotations match given
specifications [THM+ 08]. Another similar framework, proposed in [ZLPS12],
considers arbitrary Semantic Web data described with annotations belonging
to certain well-behaved annotation languages, e.g. temporal or fuzzy, and supports some basic forms of annotation-driven inference over such data. For instance, whenever annotation t1 is more specific than t2 , then the knowledge holding with respect to t2 must also hold in the scope of t1 . The main shortcoming
of those and similar contributions is, in our view, a quite limited treatment
of the meta-level representation, which is often expressed in restricted, nonlogical languages strongly impeding the semantic transparency and reasoning
capabilities of the proposed systems. Nonetheless, the very idea of describing
knowledge on the meta-level has a great impact on our work and is prevalent
all through this thesis. In particular, Chapters 4-6 focus on how such knowledge can be systematically represented and utilized on the query level.
As our last general mention, we acknowledge the substantial work by Homola et al. [HS12, BHS12b], in which the framework of Contextualized Knowledge Repositories (CKRs) is defined. Notably, this proposal integrates to a certain extent all key aspects discussed so far: DL-based representation of object
knowledge, contexts as formal objects, two-dimensional semantics, a mechanism of knowledge integration, and meta-level descriptions of contexts. However, apart from the unrestricted use of DL languages for expressing object
knowledge, all the remaining features are considerably restricted. For instance,
the number of contexts involved is always finite, integration is always performed on one-to-one basis, and the metalanguage is pruned down to a fixed
set of contextual properties (dimensions), e.g. time, location, topic, along with
their pre-defined values, and the coverage relation for organizing contexts in a
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generality-specificity hierarchy. Our work, although very closely aligned with
this one in terms of motivation, conceptual foundations, and basic formal insights, could be seen as a result of pushing the envelope of the CKR proposal far beyond the limits drawn by its authors, in almost all possible respects.
Consequently, we are able to demonstrate that the key principles of handling
contexts, underlying the work by Homola and ours, indeed generalize beyond
the specific setting of CKRs or other particular systems developed in the chapters of this thesis.

CHAPTER

THREE
DESCRIPTION LOGICS OF CONTEXT

In this chapter, we define a novel family of two-dimensional, two-sorted DLs
of context, similar to product-like combinations of DLs with modal logics. We
present results regarding their expressiveness, relationships to other known formalisms, and computational complexity of the basic decision problems, ranging
from E XP T IME- to 2E XP T IME-completeness. We consider the following setting:
.
contexts = abstract entities of the second semantic dimension
.
context representation language = DL
.
contextual information = descriptions in the context language
.
object representation language = DL with modal-like context operators on
concepts and annotations on axioms
.
reasoning task = satisfiability checking

3.1

Introduction

Description Logics have been applied successfully in a number of fields as logic
tools for constructing and managing ontologies, i.e. formal models of terminologies and instance data, representative of particular domains of interest. The
Semantic Web is one of the outstanding environments where such ontologies,
expressed in the DL-based OWL languages, play a key architectural role: facilitating publication of knowledge on the Web in a machine-understandable way
[BHS03]. Through the close ties to OWL, DLs effectively provide the Seman27
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tic Web with its mathematical foundations and determine the methodology
of knowledge modeling and the reasoning regime observed by the ontologybased Web applications. Along with the benefits gained from this relationship,
come also significant limitations inherent to the DL paradigm. One such shortcoming, which we focus on here, is the lack of well-defined, generic theory of
dealing with contextual aspects of knowledge in DLs.
Under the standard Kripkean semantics, a DL ontology imposes a unique,
global and uniform view on the represented domain. Put technically, the axioms
of an ontology are interpreted as unconditionally and universally true in all
models of that ontology, e.g. Heart v HumanOrgan ∈ O enforces all domain
individuals of type Heart to be of type HumanOrgan in all possible models of
O. Such a representation philosophy is well-suited as long as everyone shares
the same conceptual perspective on the domain and there is no need for considering alternative viewpoints. Alas, this is hardly ever the case as most of times
a domain should be modeled differently depending on the context in which it
is considered, where the context might depend on a spatio-temporal coordinate, the thematic focus, a subjective perspective of the modeler, the adopted
level of granularity of the representation, an intended application of the ontology, etc. For instance, axiom Heart v HumanOrgan, valid about the domain of
human anatomy, loses its generality once it is considered from a broader perspective of mammal anatomy. This intrinsic inability of accounting for contexts
in DLs poses two kinds of fundamental problems. 1) In principle, it is impossible to create ontologies that would be at the same time broad enough as
to capture all relevant information about the domain and yet sufficiently detailed as to cover all context-specific peculiarities in the formal representation
of that knowledge. This challenge is commonly faced by the creators of huge
knowledge bases, aiming at maximum coverage of the representation, such as
SNOMED [Spa08] or CYC [Len98], and typically leads to development of ad
hoc, application-driven mechanisms of contextualization. 2) The second problem concerns the reuse of knowledge from multiple existing sources — such
as the numerous DL-based ontologies already published on the Web — in new
applications. Naturally, portions of such knowledge retrieved from different
ontologies are likely to pertain to different, heterogenous contexts, which are
implicitly assumed on the creation of the sources. Consequently, a faithful
reuse of such data cannot be achieved without special semantic mechanisms
which are capable of acknowledging and respecting its local, context-specific
character [GMF04, BTMS10].
Interestingly, variants of these two problems are well-recognized in the field
of knowledge representation and used as a motivation for two basic views on
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the use of contexts in knowledge representation systems. Bouquet et al. denote these views as divide-and-conquer and compose-and-conquer [BGGB03] and
describe them as follows:
[...] According to the first view, which we call divide-and-conquer,
there is something like a global theory of the world. This global
theory has an internal structure, and this structure is articulated
into a collection of contexts. According to the second view, which
we call compose-and-conquer, there is not such a thing as a global
theory of the world, but only many local theories. Each local theory
represents a viewpoint on the world. Also, there may exist relations
between local theories that allow a reasoner to (partially) compose
them into a more comprehensive view. [...]
According to Bouquet et al., these two theories of context are relevant for problems of two very different types and hence they naturally give rise to two
diverse sorts of formal solutions. Not surprisingly, the ongoing research efforts on incorporating contexts into the DL framework exhibit this exact dichotomy as well. On the one side, there have been specific attempts of extending
the DL languages with operators for modeling the dependence of knowledge
on implicit contextual states, such as levels of abstraction over an ontology
[GWW07, Gro07] or states of some fixed modal dimension — most typically a
temporal one [LWZ08] [AKL+ 07]. On the other side, there have been several
formalisms proposed for supporting the task of integrating local ontologies,
including Distributed DLs [BS03, BGvH+ 03], Package-based DLs [BVSH09] or
E-connections [KLWZ04, GPS06], with no real consensus on the most natural
or generic approach.
As the existing solutions are notoriously specialized in their scope, the problem of formulating a broad and well-grounded theory of contexts within the
DL paradigm remains open. In this chapter, we systematically develop an extension of classical DLs called Description Logics of Context (DLCs), which aims
at filling this gap, and arguably, bridges the two theories of context under one
unifying formal approach. Our proposal is inspired by J. McCarthy’s theory
of formalizing contexts [McC87], whose gist is to replace logical formulas ϕ,
as the basic knowledge carriers, with assertions of the form ist(c, ϕ). Such assertions state that ϕ is true in c, where c denotes an abstract first-order entity
called a context. Further, contexts can be on their own described in a first-order
language. For instance, the formula:
ist(c, Heart(a)) ∧ HumanAnatomy(c)
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states that the object a is a heart in a certain context c of type human anatomy.
Formally, we interpret McCarthy’s theory in terms of two-dimensional possible world semantics, characteristic of product-like combinations of DLs with
modal logics [WZ99, KWZG03], or even more generally, of products of modal
logics [MV97, KWZG03]. In DLCs, one semantic dimension represents a usual
object domain and the other a (possibly infinite) domain of contexts. Thus, the
notion of context is identified with that of Kripkean possible world, which provides the former with a philosophically neutral, yet technically substantial reading, presupposed at the core of McCarthy’s theory. Unlike conventional twodimensional DLs, the DLCs are equipped with two interacting DL languages
— the object and the context language — interpreted over the respective domains. These languages allow for explicit modeling of both: the (contextualized) object-level knowledge and the meta-level knowledge, i.e. descriptions
of contexts as first-class citizens. Consequently, we define a whole family of
two-sorted, two-dimensional combinations of pairs of DLs, comprising the DLC
framework.
Problem: This chapter addresses and suggests new answers to the following
research questions:
1. How to extend DLs to support the representation of inherently contextualized knowledge?
2. How to use knowledge from coexisting classical DL ontologies while respecting its context-specific scope?
3. Is it possible to capture these two perspectives on contextualization within one unifying formal framework?
Contributions: In this chapter, we propose a novel family of logics for modeling and studying mechanisms of contextualization in the DL paradigm. The
framework is derived from two roots: conceptually — from McCarthy’s theory
of formalizing contexts, grounding our approach in a longstanding research
tradition in AI; formally — from two-dimensional DLs, ensuring strong and
well-understood mathematical foundations. We demonstrate the applicability
of DLCs to a range of representation problems dealing with contexts. We prove
2E XP T IME-completeness of the satisfiability problem in the maximally expressive fragment of the framework studied here, with the object and the context
language based on the DL SHIO [HM04]. As a corollary, we show that the
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same result holds also for several underlying two-dimensional DLs with global TBoxes and local interpretation of roles, including the prominent (Kn )ALC .
Further, we deliver tight complexity bounds for several less expressive fragments of DLCs, ranging between E XP T IME- and 2E XP T IME-completeness.
Content: The chapter is organized as follows. We start in the next section
with discussing the formal motivation behind the proposed design of DLCs. In
Section 3.3 we present the syntax and semantics for DLs of Context. Further, in
Section 3.4, we provide an overview of possible application scenarios, emphasizing their relation to the divide-and-conquer and compose-and-conquer theories
of contexts. Finally, in Section 3.5 we address the formal relationships of the
framework to the well-known two-dimensional DLs (Kn )L and S5L and elaborate on the computational properties of a number of discussed logics. The
chapter is concluded with a discussion in Section 6.7. Some technical proofs of
the presented results are deferred to Appendix A.

3.2

Overview

The logics proposed in this chapter originate as an attempt of constructing an
extension of DLs which faithfully accommodates the context framework inspired by McCarthy’s theory of formalizing contexts in AI. As is usually the
case, the extent of such accommodation can be purposely limited in its scope
in order to obtain formalisms of different expressiveness and, consequently, of
different computational properties. Thus, rather than a single logic, we develop a family of formalisms generically referred to as Description Logics of
Context (DLCs).
In Sections 2.3, we have observed that the semantic structures implied by
McCarthy’s postulates have two apparent levels, where each level can be seen
as a Kripke frame over different set of objects and relations. It is known, that
such frames can be formally combined in a product-like fashion, giving rise
to two-dimensional modal logics [MV97, KWZG03], and in our case, to twodimensional DLs [WZ99, BL95], shortly introduced in Section 2.4 and further
presented in more detail in Section 3.5. As context-dependency bears many
apparent similarities to other dynamic aspects of knowledge, commonly addressed on the grounds of two-dimensional DLs, building DLCs on top of
the architecture of such logics seems indeed very appealing. In particular,
such an approach offers potential benefits of easing the transfer of known results and proof techniques. However, there is one serious caveat which re-
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Figure 3.1: A model of a two-dimensional DL.

quires revisiting this strategy. Namely, typical two-dimensional DLs do not
come with means of describing properties of the possible worlds, and so the
formal structures captured by the semantics of those logics clearly do not include rich meta-level information (see Figure 3.1). From our perspective, this
means that we can easily augment a DL language with modal ‘contextualization’
operators for traversing the context dimension of the models and quantifying
over the context entities, but it is not possible to explicitly assert properties
of the accessed contexts per se, for instance to express global contextual dependencies, such as ‘In every context of type human anatomy, it holds that:
Heart v HumanOrgan’. Intuitively, such functionality seems essential for obtaining a fine-grained contextualization mechanism, at least if one follows closely the provisions declared by McCarthy. The solution which we propose here
is to employ a second DL language for describing the context dimension. As a
consequence, we obtain a two-sorted, two-dimensional logic, where each sort of
the language is interpreted over the respective dimension in the semantics. The
two languages are suitably integrated on the syntactic and semantic level, so
that their models can be eventually combined as presented in Figure 3.2. The
style of combination is fully compatible with the underlying two-dimensional
DLs. In principle, the two-dimensional models of the object language are embedded in the models of the context language, where possible worlds are mapped on selected (context) individuals and accessibility relations are mapped
on selected (context) roles. Thus, we are able to show that, depending on the
choice of the context operators, our logics are proper extensions of the wellknown two-dimensional logics (Kn )L or S5L [WZ99].
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Figure 3.2: Combining models of two DLs.

3.3

Syntax and semantics

In this section we define the syntax and semantics of DLCs. A Description LoC
gic of Context CL
LO consists of the DL context language LC , supporting context
descriptions, and of the object language LO equipped with context operators
for representing object knowledge relative to contexts.
LC
C
Definition 1 (CL
LO -context language). The context language of CLO is a DL language LC over vocabulary Γ = (MC , MR , MI ), with a designated subset MI? ⊆ MI
of context names.

Distinguishing a subset of context names MI? from the set of all individual
names belonging to the context language reflects a broader intuition, that not
all elements of the context domain are to be considered as contexts per se. Certain elements of this domain might instead serve only as individuals used for
describing contexts (cf. Figure 2.1), without any object knowledge associated
with them. For instance, this is often the case in applications concerned with
provenance of knowledge [BTMS10]. A context c, associated with a single
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knowledge source, might be described there with an axiom hasAuthor(c, henry),
where henry is an individual related to c, but not a context itself.
C
Definition 2 (CL
LO -object language). Let LO be a DL language over vocabulary
C
Σ = (NC , NR , NI ). The object language of CL
LO is the smallest language containing
LO and closed under the constructors of LO , and additionally closed under at least one
of the two types — F1 resp. F2 — of concept-forming operators:

hr.Ci D | [r.C] D

(F1 )

hCiD | [C]D

(F2 )

where C and r are a concept and a role of the context language and D is a concept of
the object language.
Intuitively, the concept hr.CiD denotes all objects which are D in some context of type C accessible from the current one through r. Analogically, [r.C]D
denotes all objects which are D in every such context. In the case of F2 operators, the concept hCiD denotes all objects which are D in some context of type
C, whereas [C]D all objects which are D in every such context. For example,
hneighbor.CountryiCitizen, refers to the concept Citizen in some context of
type Country accessible through the neighbor relation from the current context. Analogically, hHumanAnatomyiHeart refers to the concept Heart in some
context of HumanAnatomy.
Clearly, the operators F1 and F2 behave very similar to the usual modalities
of Kn and S5, respectively. In particular, for any r and C the expected dualities
hold: hr.Ci = ¬[r.C]¬ and hCi = ¬[C]¬. In fact, the only difference is that
the contexts (possible worlds) accessed by means of F1 or F2 are additionally
qualified with a certain concept of the context language. We formally elaborate
on this relationship in Section 3.5.
LC
C
Definition 3 (CL
LO -knowledge base). A CLO -knowledge base (CKB) is a pair
K = (C, O), where C is a set of axioms over the context language (in the syntax
allowed by LC ), and O is a set of formulas of the form:

c:ϕ|C:ϕ
where ϕ is an axiom over the object language (in the syntax allowed by LO ), c ∈ MI?
and C is a concept of the context language.
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A formula c : ϕ states that axiom ϕ holds in the context denoted by the
context name c. Note, that this corresponds directly to McCarthy’s ist(c, ϕ).
Axioms of the form C : ϕ assert the truth of ϕ in all contexts of type C. For
example, the formula:
Country : hneighbor.CountryiCitizen v NoVisaRequirement
states that in every country, the citizens of its neighbor countries do not require
visas. Observe, that the style of contextualization involved here is very generic. The constraint applies to every pair of contexts in the system consisting
of a country and its respective neighbor, depending purely on the descriptions
of those contexts supplied in the context language. To compare with, typical
multi-context logics, e.g. DDLs (see Section 2.4) would allow for expressing
similar constraints only between two explicitly indicated contexts (boxes), without a possibility of addressing them by their abstract types, for instance:
v

germany : Citizen → france : NoVisaRequirement
LC
C
The semantics is given through CL
LO -interpretations and CLO -models, which
combine the interpretations of LC with those of LO . As explained before, the
(possibly infinite) domain of contexts C is subsumed by the interpretation domain of the context language Θ. For technical reasons, we assume a constant
object domain ∆ for all contexts. This assumption, though often unnatural in
practical scenarios, grants greater generality to the complexity results and can
be most of times relaxed to the varying domain case without consequences for
the hardness of reasoning [KWZG03].
LC
J
C
Definition 4 (CL
LO -interpretations). A CLO -interpretation is a tuple M = (Θ, C, · ,
∆, {·I(i) }i∈C ), such that:

1. (Θ, ·J ) is an interpretation of the context language, where Θ is a non-empty
domain of individuals and ·J an interpretation function, where:
• C ⊆ Θ is a non-empty domain of contexts,
• cJ ∈ C, for every c ∈ MI? ,
2. ∆ is a non-empty domain of individuals,
3. (∆, ·I(i) ), for every i ∈ C, is an interpretation of the object language, where ·I(i)
an interpretation function, such that:
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(F1 ) for every hr.CiD and [r.C]D:
– (hr.C i D)I(i) = {x ∈ ∆ | ∃j ∈ C : (i, j) ∈ rJ ∧ j ∈ CJ ∧ x ∈ DI(j) },
– ([r.C ] D)I(i) = {x ∈ ∆ | ∀j ∈ C : (i, j) ∈ rJ ∧ j ∈ CJ → x ∈ DI(j) }.
(F2 ) for every hCiD and [C]D:
– (hC iD)I(i) = {x ∈ ∆ | ∃j ∈ C : j ∈ CJ ∧ x ∈ DI(j) },
– ([C ]D)I(i) = {x ∈ ∆ | ∀j ∈ C : j ∈ CJ → x ∈ DI(j) }.

Clearly, the difference between the context operators of type F1 and F2 lies
in the choice of the relational structures observed when quantifying over the
context domain. F1 -operators bind contexts only along the roles of the context
language (as K-modalities), while F2 -operators follow the universal relation
over C (as S5-modalities). This leads to some clear consequences in the scope
and the character of the distribution of the object knowledge over contexts in
C
CL
LO -models. For instance, in Figure 2.1, the concept ht.FiB is satisfied by object a only in context c, while hFiB is satisfied by a in all contexts in the model.
From the perspective of McCarthy’s theory, employing operators F2 , rather
than F1 , is equivalent to sacrificing postulate (3). This means that every two
contexts in the model become in principle accessible to each other. The focus
on K-like and S5-like modalities is quite arbitrary here and driven merely by
the formal simplicity of the two types of operators and easiness of their integration with the DL semantics. In principle, however, nothing prevents from
constructing logics containing contextualization operators which mimic other
common modalities.
C
Finally, we define the notion of CL
LO -model.
LC
C
Definition 5 (CL
LO -models). A CLO -interpretation M
I(i)
{· }i∈C ) is a model of a CKB K = (C, O) iff:

=

(Θ, C, ·J , ∆,

• for every ϕ ∈ C, (Θ, ·J ) satisfies ϕ,
J

• for every c : ϕ ∈ O, (∆, ·I(c ) ) satisfies ϕ,
• for every C : ϕ ∈ O and i ∈ C, if i ∈ CJ then (∆, ·I(i) ) satisfies ϕ.
C
Analogically to the standard DLs, we say that a CL
LO -knowledge base is
LC
satisfiable iff it has a CLO -model. Likewise, the central reasoning problem in
C
CL
LO is deciding knowledge base satisfiability.

3.4. Application scenarios

3.4
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Application scenarios

As reflected in the dichotomy of theories of context [BGGB03] (see Section 3.1),
context-based applications can be in a natural way classified into two categories: divide-and-conquer and compose-and-conquer. These two types are
commonly considered as incompatible with each other, hence the formal solutions that are developed are typically specialized in tackling exclusively either
of the two types of applications. As pointed out before, DLCs are proposed as a
general framework capable to give solutions to both kinds of context-based applications, within the DL representation paradigm. In this section, we roughly
indicate how this can be achieved.

Divide-and-conquer
The divide-and-conquer philosophy is characterized by the assumption of the
existence of a unique and universal view of the knowledge. Such global view is
then assumed to be partitioned in a set of interrelated fragments, where every
fragment specializes the global view into a specific local view. The pieces of
representation belonging to these fragments are lifted [McC87] from one local
view to another via structural relations between the different local views. Formally, each local view is regarded as a separate context. The main application
scenario under the divide-and-conquer approach is then to represent and reason about knowledge of an inherently contextual nature, in such a way that
the underlying contextual structure assumed in the knowledge is faithfully
accounted for. We present two examples showing that DLCs can be used as
native representation languages dedicated to such applications. Here, the local views are naturally represented as the elements of the context domain in
C
CL
LO -models, enforced by individual context names and context operators.
C:

O:

Country(germany)
neighbor(france, germany)
hasLanguage(france, french)
germany : ∃hasParent.Citizen(john)
Country : ∃hasParent.Citizen v Citizen
france : hneighbor.CountryiCitizen v NoVisaRequirement
C
Table 3.1: A sample knowledge base in CL
LO with F1 -operators.

(1)
(2)
(3)
(4)
(5)
(6)
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j NoVisaRequirement
NoVisaRequirement

neighbor

hasParent

Citizen

france

Country

j Citizen

germany

hasLanguage
french

(*) j = john

Figure 3.3: A possible model of the CKB in Table 3.1.
A contextualized knowledge base with F1 -operators Consider a simple representation of knowledge about the legal status of people, contextualized with
respect to geographic locations. In Table 3.1, we define a CKB K = (C, O)
with F1 -operators, consisting of the context (geographic) ontology C and the
object (people) ontology O. Countries, in particular france and germany, play
here the role of contexts, described in the context language by axioms (1)-(3).
Notably, the individual french serves in the description of the context france
without carrying any specific object knowledge on its own. One would thus
assume that france, germany ∈ MI? , while french ∈ MI \ MI? , and consequently
franceJ , germanyJ ∈ C while frenchJ ∈ Θ \ C . In the context of germany, it is
known that john has a parent who is a citizen (4). Since in every Country context — thus including germany — the concept ∃hasParent.Citizen is subsumed
by Citizen (5), therefore it must be true that john is an instance of Citizen in
germany. Finally, since germany is related to france via the role neighbor, it follows that john (assuming rigid interpretation of this name across contexts) has
to be an instance of NoVisaRequirement in the context of france (6). A sample
C
CL
LO -model of K is depicted in Figure 3.3.
C:
O:

Geometry v Math
disambiguation : Ring v hMathiRing t hPeopleiRing
Math : Ring v AlgebStruct t hGeometryiAnnulus
People : Ring v {nickRing}

(1)
(2)
(3)
(4)

C
Table 3.2: A sample knowledge base in CL
LO with F2 -operators.

A contextualized knowledge base with F2 -operators In Table 3.2, we model
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II.

Ring

III.

Ring

disambiguation

Ring

disambiguation
Math

Ring,
AlgebStruct

Ring,
Annulus

disambiguation
Math,
Math
Geometry

People
Ring,
{nickRing}

Figure 3.4: Possible models of the CKB in Table 3.2.
a piece of information presented on the disambiguation website of Wikipedia
on querying for the term Ring. In particular, Ring is contextualized according
to whether it is defined as a mathematical object or as person.1 Observe, that
the named context disambiguation provides basic distinction on Ring in some
Math context and in some People context (2). This is further enhanced, by the
distinction defined on the level of all Math contexts. There, Ring denotes either
AlgebStruct or Annulus in some further Geometry context (3), where Geometry
contexts are known to be a subset of Math contexts. In case of People context,
C
Ring actually denotes an individual nickRing (4). Some possible CL
LO -models
of this representation are depicted in Figure 3.4.
These two examples illustrate that DLCs allow in a natural way to contextualize knowledge. In particular, the contextual language allows to refine the
representation at different levels of detail in each local view. Furthermore,
DLCs permit to lift the knowledge from one context to another by means of
the contextual operators, e.g., hCi (hr.Ci) lifts the knowledge from any context
C (C accessible via r) to the current context.

Compose-and-conquer
In contrast to divide-and-conquer, the compose-and-conquer approach
assumes neither the existence of a global view of the knowledge nor of a predefined relational structure among the different local views comprising the
global view. Instead, compose-and-conquer assumes the existence of many
1 See

http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Ring.
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independent local theories, each of them representing a particular viewpoint
on the world. Naturally, each local view, can be focused on a particular part
of the world, or can be described on a different granularity level. To create a
composed view of the world from the local views, one needs to use a sort of
bridge rules [Giu93, GS94, BS03], i.e. constraints stating the relationships between the knowledge in two different views. In peer-to-peer environments,
such constraints allow peers to locally derive new information given the relationships of their own knowledge to the knowledge of other peers [BGK+ 02,
BGGB03]. Analogical problems emerge in scenarios concerned with ontology
alignment, reuse and versioning, where each ontology is treated as a separate
local theory in some way or another related to other ontologies. In general, under the compose-and-conquer philosophy each autonomous local view can be
seen as a knowledge source, a peer or a context. Essentially, what we are interested in is establishing formal interdependencies over both object- and metaknowledge descriptions, in order to facilitate the semantic interoperability and
coordination of the local views [BGK+ 02, AKK+ 03].
Below we show how such constraints can be expressed in the DLC framework. It is important to note that in compose-and-conquer applications, very
often rather than imposing constraints on the information flow in a possibly
unbounded space of local views, we might need to integrate only a finite set
of views, where each view is syntactically represented as a single DL ontology.
For instance, at query time one is usually interested only in the knowledge pertaining to the views currently participating in the system [AKK+ 03]. Observe,
that in DLCs a collection of DL ontologies O1 , . . . , On in some language LO
C
can be seen as a set of formulas O = {ci : ϕ | ϕ ∈ Oi , i ∈ (1, n)} in CL
LO ,
where every ontology corresponds to a unique context name. Further, whenever required, one can straightforwardly finitize the context domain by using
the nominals of the context language representing exactly the ontologies to be
integrated. This is achieved by imposing the axiom > v {a} t {b} t . . . for all
relevant context names a, b, . . .. In this way, the context operators are forced to
implicitly quantify over a finite set of named ontologies. Similar assumptions
regarding the finiteness of the set of contexts are employed in the scenarios
studied in Chapters 4 and 5.
Interoperability constraints for ontology alignment and reuse. Consider an
architecture such as the NCBO BioPortal project2 , which gathers numerous published biohealth ontologies, and categorizes them via thematic tags, e.g.: Cell,
Health, Anatomy, etc., organized in a meta-ontology. The intention of the pro2 See

http://bioportal.bioontology.org/.
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ject is to facilitate the reuse of the collected resources in new applications. Note,
that the division between the context and the object language is already present
in the architecture of the BioPortal, this is naturally reflected in the example of
Table 3.3 where (2) maps the concept Heart from any HumanAnatomy ontology to the concept HumanHeart in every Anatomy ontology; (3) imposes the
axiom Heart v Organ of an upper anatomy ontology over all Anatomy ontologies, which due to axiom (1) carries over to all HumanAnatomy ontologies.
C:
O:

HumanAnatomy v Anatomy
> : hHumanAnatomyiHeart v [Anatomy]HumanHeart
Anatomy : Heart v Organ

(1)
(2)
(3)

Table 3.3: A set of interoperability constraints expressed as a knowledge base
C
in CL
LO with F2 -operators.
C
In general, CL
LO provides logic-based explications of some interesting notions, relevant to the problem of semantic interoperability of ontologies, such
as:

concept alignment: > : hAiC v [B]D
every instance of C in any ontology of type A is D in every ontology of type B
semantic importing: c : hAiC v D
every instance of C in any ontology of type A is D in ontology c
upper ontology axiom: A : C v D
axiom C v D holds in every ontology of type A
Interoperability constraints for ontology versioning management and change
analysis. The context operators can be also interpreted as change operators,
in the style of DL of Change [ALT07], for instance, for representing and studying dynamic aspects of ontology versioning, especially when evolutionary
constraints apply to a whole collection of semantically interoperable ontologies. Some central issues arising in this setup are integrity (constraining the
scope of changes allowed due to versioning), evolvability (ability of coordinating the evolution of ontologies) and formal analysis of differences between
the versions [HS05]. In the examples below, we assume that contexts represent
possible versions, each metalanguage concept refers to all versions of the same
ontology and updatedBy denotes the relation of being an immediate updated
version.
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version-invariant concepts: > : hAiC ≡ [A]C
C is a version-invariant concept within the scope of versions of type A,
dynamic analysis: > : hAi(C u hupdatedBy.>i¬C) v C ?
C ? retrieves all instances which are C in some version of type A and
evolve into ¬C in some immediate updated version,
evolvability constraints: A : C v hupdatedBy.BiD
in any version of type A, every instance of C has to evolve into D in some
immediate updated version of type B.
Examples like the ones above demonstrate how DLCs can be used to establish the semantic relationships of different local views which are given in
terms of standard DLs representations. Note that, as in the divide-and-conquer
scenario, the context operators are used to control the information flow from
one context to another, i.e. they are the main mechanism involved in the bridge
rules. Recall that one of the key feature of the compose-and-conquer philosophy is that the local views are autonomous. Hence, the ability to describe
particular properties of the local views using the metalanguage plays a central role in the successful establishment of their semantic interoperability and
coordination. In particular, it has been argued that the description of each
source or view requires not only tags naming the source but also complex properties [BTMS10, Haa06], e.g. for expressing 1) provenance (authorship, date,
place), 2) description of the source (keywords, topic, name), 3) relationships of
the source to other sources, etc.

3.5

Formal properties

In this section we touch upon two basic formal properties of DLCs: expressiveness and complexity of reasoning. In addressing these issues we rely heavily on the fact that the DLC framework is grounded in the well-known twodimensional DLs [WZ99]. Having such properly established mathematical
foundations provides us with two kinds of benefits. Firstly, it allows for a
rough demarcation of expressive limits of the DLCs by direct comparisons to
related formalisms, which have already been investigated in the literature. Secondly, it enables the adoption of some known proof techniques for studying
computational properties of the framework. The results which we deliver here
are not exhaustive, but nevertheless, they offer a good limiting characterization of the proposed logics. We show that the expressive power of the full DLC
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framework properly subsumes the expressiveness of the two-dimensional DLs
C
(Kn )L and S5L and that the problem of satisfiability of CL
LO -knowledge bases,
for LC and LO up to the DL SHIO, is decidable — in fact, 2E XP T IME-complete.
Finally, we show that for certain fragments of DLCs, involving only the operators F2 , the complexity of the satisfiability problem can be lowered to NE XP T IME- and even E XP T IME-complete.

3.5.1

Relationships to other logics

We consider two-dimensional DL languages with modal operators applied
only to concepts.
Definition 6 (Two-dimensional DL). Let L be a DL language and 3i , 2i , for i ∈
(1, n), be a set of n pairs of modalities of a modal logic L. Then a two-dimensional DL
concept language LL is the smallest set of concepts closed under constructors of L and
two concept constructors:
3i C | 2i C
for any concept C ∈ LL .
An interpretation of LL is a tuple (W, {Ri }i∈(1,n) , ∆, {·I(w) }w∈W ), where:
• W is a non-empty set of possible worlds,
• each Ri , for i ∈ (1, n), is an accessibility relation over W associated with the
operators 3i , 2i ,
• ∆ is a non-empty domain of individuals,
• for every w ∈ W, ·I(w) is a DL interpretation over ∆ in the world w, such that:
– (3i C)I(w) = {x ∈ ∆ | ∃v : wRi v ∧ x ∈ C I(v) },
– (2i C)I(w) = {x ∈ ∆ | ∀v : wRi v → x ∈ C I(v) }.
The logic (Kn )L is defined as an extension of a DL language L with n pairs
of K-modalities, i.e. operators associated with arbitrary relations Ri ⊆ W × W.
Analogically, the logic S5L augments L with a single pair of S5-modalities associated with the universal relation over W. We consider the problem of concept
satisfiability w.r.t. global TBoxes, i.e. the problem of deciding whether given a
concept C and a TBox T in LL there exists an interpretation of LL such that
every axiom in T is satisfied in every possible world in the interpretation and
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there exists at least one possible world w ∈ W and an individual x ∈ ∆ such
that x ∈ C I(w) .
Definitions 4 and 6 reflect the formal relationship between the interpretations of two-dimensional DLs and those of DLCs. Essentially, the latter structures are built strictly on top of the former in the following sense. For every
two-dimensional DL interpretation (W, {Ri }i∈(1,n) , ∆, {·I(w) }w∈W ) there exist
J
I(i)
C
infinitely many different CL
}i∈C ), such that
LO -interpretations (Θ, C, · , ∆, {·
J
C = W and (Θ, · ) is an interpretation of the context language, such that for
every non-universal accessibility relation Ri , there exists a context role ri with
LC
Ri = r J
i ∩ C × C. Conversely, for every CLO -interpretation there exists a unique
two-dimensional DL interpretation contained in it with C = W. The comparison of the expressive power of DLCs, which follows in this chapter, hinges
exactly on this observation. It aims at demonstrating that since semantic structures associated with DLCs are in fact just “enriched” two-dimensional DL interpretations, the DLC languages, which extend two-dimensional DLs with additional syntactic constructs, can naturally express more properties over such
structures.
In the following theorem we show that for (Kn )L the problem of concept
satisfiability w.r.t. global TBoxes can be immediately restated as the problem
C
of knowledge base satisfiability in CL
LO with F1 operators. Notably, this correspondence holds regardless of whether object roles are interpreted rigidly in
both types of logics, i.e. rI(w) = rI(v) , for every r ∈ NR and w, v ∈ W, as in
proper products of modal logics, or only locally, as defined in the semantics of
C
CL
LO presented in this chapter.
C
Theorem 1 ((Kn )L vs. CL
LO ). Deciding concept satisfiability w.r.t. a global
C
TBox in (Kn )L is linearly reducible to knowledge base satisfiability in CL
LO , for LO =
L, with the context operators of type F1 only, regardless whether object roles are interpreted rigidly or locally.

Proof. Let (C, T ) be a problem instance in (Kn )L . Define the corresponding
C
knowledge base K = (C, O) in CL
LO as follows. First, set C = ∅ and O =
{> : B v D | B v D ∈ T } ∪ {> : (hs.>iC)(a)}, for a context role s and
some fresh individual object name a. Then, with every pair of K-modalities
3i , 2i in (Kn )L associate a distinct context role name ri and replace every occurrence of 3i in O with hri .>i and every occurrence of 2i with [ri .>]. Then,
C is satisfiable w.r.t. T in (Kn )L iff the resulting knowledge base K is satisC
fiable in CL
LO . This conclusion follows immediately by observing the direct
correspondence between the semantics of both languages, in particular the
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semantics of the K-modalities and global TBox axioms in (Kn )L and of the
C
corresponding F1 operators and formulas > : ϕ in CL
LO . Based on this observation, it is easy to see that (W, {Ri }i∈(1,n) , ∆, {·I(w) }w∈W ) is a model of
T iff (Θ, W, ·J , ∆, {·I(w) }w∈W ) is a model of K, where Ri = (ri )J , for every
i ∈ (1, n), and the concept C is satisfied in some w ∈ W by the individual
aI(w) ∈ ∆.
q
C
In the same manner, we devise a reduction from S5L to CL
LO with F2 operators.
C
Theorem 2 (S5L vs. CL
LO ). Deciding concept satisfiability w.r.t. a global TBox in
C
S5L is linearly reducible to knowledge base satisfiability in CL
LO , for LO = L, with
the context operators of type F2 only, regardless whether object roles are interpreted
rigidly or locally.

Proof. Let (C, T ) be a problem instance in S5L . Again, define the knowledge
C
base K = (C, O) in CL
LO by setting C = ∅ and O = {> : B v D | B v D ∈
T }∪{> : (h>iC)(a)}, for some fresh individual name a. Then, replace every occurrence of 3 in O with h>i and every occurrence of 2 with [>]. Consequently,
C is satisfiable w.r.t. T in S5L iff the resulting knowledge base K is satisfiable
C
in CL
LO . Analogically to the previous case, observe that the semantics of S5modalities coincides with that of F2 operators and so (W, R, ∆, {·I(w) }w∈W ) is
a model of T iff (Θ, W, ·J , ∆, {·I(w) }w∈W ) is a model of K, where R is the universal relation over W and the concept C is satisfied in some w ∈ W by the
individual aI(w) ∈ ∆.
q
Observe that for the reductions we use only a residual context language.
In the former case we merely require the top concept and a set of context role
names, while in the latter only the top concept is used. Clearly, there is also no
need for employing axioms of the context language. This suggests that the expressive power of DLCs might be in general even greater and strictly subsume
that of the union of (Kn )L and S5L . Indeed, it is not difficult to instantiate this
C
intuition with concrete examples of properties which are expressible in CL
LO
but cannot be captured by any of the underlying two-dimensional languages.
For instance, context names allow for introducing certain forms of functional
modalities pointing at uniquely identifiable possible worlds, as done e.g., in
axioms of type c : ϕ, where the constraint ϕ is placed exactly over the world
named c. By allowing nominals in the context language, one can further ex-
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ploit this expressive capability, for instance, to impose cardinality constraints
over the possible worlds domain:3
> v {c} t {d},

{c} u {d} v ⊥,

The context language supports also construction of other complex modalities,
as e.g., in the concept:
hAiC t [A u ¬B]C,
which describes the set of objects which are C in any context of type A or in
all contexts of type A and ¬B. Obviously neither (Kn )L or S5L , nor any of the
standard two-dimensional DLs, allows for expressing such properties, as they
require a more fine-grained mechanism of quantifying over possible worlds,
C
offered by the context language in CL
LO .
C
Our next result suggests, that such a behavior of CL
LO can be to some extent
simulated in two-dimensional DLs extended with global concepts, i.e. concepts
C such that for every w ∈ W it either holds that αI(w) = ∆ or αI(w) = ∅. Technically, rigid concepts can be seen as context concepts. However, even if a
C
complete reduction of CL
LO to two-dimensional DLs with global concepts was
possible, this approach would be still conceptually inadequate to our motivation, as the semantics of global expressions would be defined purely in terms
of the object domain and not the domain of contexts. Moreover, the interaction
between the two levels of representation would be highly obscured, making it
C
hard to define fragments of CL
LO in a modular fashion — simply by selecting
DLs of desired expressiveness for LC and LO . Nevertheless, to give a final
C
insight into the expressiveness of DLCs, we show that CL
LO with operators of
type F1 and rigid interpretation of roles is equally expressive to the full ALC
language over the union of two vocabularies interpreted in product models,
where one sort of concepts is interpreted globally. This shows, similar to TheoC
rems 1 and 2, that CL
LO (in its concept component) does not seriously deviate,
at least in the technical sense, from the usual products of modal logics. In
principle, the only feature distinguishing it from (Kn )ALC (both with and without rigid roles) is the condition (†) imposed on the interpretations of selected
C
concepts, which in CL
LO we happen to call context concepts. What also follows
3 One could therefore argue that context names introduce some characteristic features of hybrid
logic over the possible world dimension in the same way as individual names introduce them over
the object dimension [AdR01]. From this perspective, the DLC languages come close to productlike combinations of DLs with hybrid logics, or even more — to combinations of pairs of hybrid
logics [San10].
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C
from this result is that the syntactic constraints of CL
LO , mainly regarding the
adopted shape of context operators, which make the logic more intuitive and
well-behaved, by no means lead to loss of expressiveness.
Let L1 and L2 be two ALC concept languages over disjoint vocabularies
Γ = (MC , MR , ∅) and Σ = (NC , NR , ∅), respectively. Now, let L1×2 be the ALC
concept language over vocabulary Θ = (MC ∪ NC , MR ∪ NR , ∅). The semantics
for L1×2 is given through product interpretations P = (C × ∆, ·P ), which align
every r ∈ NR along the ‘vertical’ dimension and every p ∈ MR along the
‘horizontal’ one. Thus, rP , pP ⊆ (C × ∆) × (C × ∆) and for every u, v, w ∈ C
and x, y, z ∈ ∆:

h(u, x), (v, y)i ∈ rP → u = v & h(w, x), (w, y)i ∈ rP ,
h(u, x), (v, y)i ∈ pP → x = y & h(u, z), (v, z)i ∈ pP .
All concepts are interpreted as subsets of C × ∆. Additionally, we force every
A ∈ MC to be interpreted rigidly across the ‘vertical’ dimension, i.e., for every
v ∈ C and x, y ∈ ∆ we assume:
(v, x) ∈ AI → (v, y) ∈ AI

(†)

Finally, ·P is extended inductively as usual. A concept C ∈ L1×2 is satisfiable
iff for some product model P = (C × ∆, ·P ) it is the case that C P 6= ∅. On
the contrary to the others, the condition (†) is rather uncommon in the realm
of products of modal logics. Nevertheless, it captures precisely the difference
between the semantics of the two sorts of concepts. Without it the sorts collapse
into one, while the whole logic turns into a notational variant of (Kn )ALC . It
turns out that the following claim holds:
LC
Theorem 3 (CL
vs. modal products). The language L1×2 interpreted in product
O
C
models is exactly as expressive as the concept language of CL
LO with operators of type
F1 interpreted in models with rigid interpretation of object roles.
C
Proof. To prove the claim we will show that (1) for every CL
LO concept D there is
a concept C ∈ L1×2 and, conversely, (2) for every concept C ∈ L1×2 there is an
C
CL
LO concept D, such that C is satisfied in some product model iff D is satisfied
C
in some CL
LO model in which object roles are interpreted rigidly. Note that we
consider C and D to be arbitrary syntactically well-formed concepts. In case of
C
CL
LO this includes both context and object concepts.
We start by defining a mapping between two kinds of interpretations w.r.t.
C
the vocabulary in C and D. We say that a product interpretation P and an CL
LO
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interpretation M in which object roles are interpreted rigidly are matching iff
P = (C × ∆, ·P ), M = (C, ·J , ∆, {·I(i) }i∈C }), and the functions ·P , ·J and ·I are
related as follows:
• for every p: hv, wi ∈ pJ iff h(v, x), (w, y)i ∈ pP , for any x, y ∈ ∆,
• for every A: v ∈ AJ iff (v, x) ∈ AP , for any x ∈ ∆,
• for every r and i ∈ C: hx, yi ∈ rI(i) iff h(i, x), (i, y)i ∈ rP ,
• for every A and i ∈ C: x ∈ AI(i) iff (i, x) ∈ AP .
C
Obviously every product interpretation has a matching CL
LO interpretation and
vice versa.
C
Case (1) is straightforward. Let D be an CL
LO concept. Apply the following
0
rules to all subconcepts D of D:

• if D0 = hBip C then replace it with ∃p.(B u C),
• if D0 = [B]p C then replace it with ∀p.(¬B t C).
Let C be the result of the transformation. Clearly, C is a well-formed L1×2 .
By structural induction on the concepts it is easy to see that if D is satisfied in
some M then C is satisfied in the matching product interpretation, and if C is
satisfied in some P then D is satisfied in the matching ALC ALC interpretation.
In particular, if x ∈ (hBip C)I(c) then for some j we have: j ∈ BJ , hi, ji ∈
pJ and x ∈ C)I(j) . This to the matching product model, where (j, y) ∈ BP ,
h(c, y), (c0 , y)i ∈ pP , for all y ∈ ∆, and (j, x) ∈ C P . Similarly in the opposite
direction.
Case (2) is a bit more tedious. Basically, we need to first transform an L1×2
concept into a form in which concepts of MC occur right after the restrictions
C
on roles MR . Then we can smoothly translate them into CL
LO following the
opposite transformation to the one used in case (1). Let C ∈ L1×2 . W.l.o.g. we
can assume that C = ∃s.C 0 for some role name s ∈ MR and C 0 in NNF. We say
that a concept B is:
d F
1. in Conjunctive Normal Form (CNF) iff B = i j Bij ,
F d
2. in Disjunctive Normal Form (DNF) iff B = i j Bij ,
F
F
3. in clausal form iff B = i Bi t j Bj ,
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i

Bi u

d

j

Bj ,

where every Bij is a role restriction or a literal, i.e., a concept name, its negation, ⊥ or >; every Bj is a Σ-literal (including ⊥ and >), or a role restriction
(on any role from NR ∪ MR ); every Bi is a Γ-literal (excluding ⊥ and >). First,
we perform a number of equivalence preserving transformations on C. We follow the structure of nestings of role restrictions, starting from the innermost
restrictions and proceeding inside-out. On the way we exhaustively apply the
π rule:
1. for ∃r.B:
d
d
(a) if B is in conjunctive
form
d
d and B = i Bi u j Bj , then:
π(∃r.B) = i Bi u ∃r. j Bj ,
F d
F
d
(b) if B is in DNF and B = i j Bij then: π(∃r.B) = i ∃r. j Bij ,
(c) else transform B to DNF and repeat.
2. for ∀r.B:
F
F
(a) if B is in clausal
form F
and B = i Bi t j Bj , then:
F
π(∀r.B) = i Bi t ∃r. j Bj ,
d F
d
F
(b) if B is in CNF and B = i j Bij then: π(∀r.B) = i ∀r. j Bij ,
(c) else transform B to CNF and repeat.
3. for ∃p.B:
(a) if B is in DNF and B =

F d
i

j

Bij then: π(∃p.B) =

i

∃p.

d

i

∀p.

F

F

j

Bij ,

j

Bij ,

(b) else transform B to DNF and repeat.
4. for ∀p.B:
(a) if B is in CNF and B =

d F
i

j

Bij then: π(∀p.B) =

d

(b) else transform B to CNF and repeat.
Note, that given the difference in the semantics of concept names from NC
and MC , steps 1a and 2a also preserve equivalence. As a result we obtain a
concept in which all concept names of MC occur only on the first depth inside
restrictions on roles MR . Moreover, in all concepts of the form ∃p.B, B is in
conjunctive form and in all concepts of the form ∀p.B, B is in clausal form.
Using these observations we can translate the outcome of the transformation
C
into the syntax of CL
LO by applying the following rules:
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1. for ∃p.B where B =

d

i

Bi u

d

j

Bj :

d
d
(a) if i 6= 0 and j 6= 0 then π(∃p.B) = h i Bi ip j Bj ,
d
(b) if i = 0 then π(∃p.B) = h>ip j Bj ,
d
(c) if j = 0 then π(∃p.B) = h i Bi ip >.
F
F
2. for ∀p.B where B = i Bi u j Bj :
F
F
(a) if i 6= 0 and j 6= 0 then π(∀p.B) = [¬( i Bi )]p j Bj ,
F
(b) if i = 0 then π(∀p.B) = [>]p j Bj ,
F
(c) if j = 0 then π(∃p.B) = [¬( i Bi )]p ⊥.
C
Let D be the result of the translation. Clearly, D is an CL
LO concept. Again
it is not difficult to find out by structural induction on the concepts that if D
is satisfied in some M then C is satisfied in the matching product interpretaC
tion, and if C is satisfied in some P then D is satisfied in the matching CL
LO
interpretation.
q

3.5.2

Complexity

What follows immediately from Theorems 1 and 3 is that deciding concept saC
tisfiability w.r.t. global TBoxes in CL
LO with operators of type F1 interpreted in
models with rigid interpretation of object roles, must belong to the same complexity class as in the case of proper products of DLs with Kn . This class, however, turns out to be an undecidable one in general. We demonstrate this by
a straightforward reduction of the N × N-tiling problem [KWZG03]. For greater generality we focus on the logic (DAltn )L , which given its specific frame
conditions allows to quickly transfer obtained results also to several other combinations of DLs with modal logics. We first show that (DAltn )L can be reduC
ced to (Kn )L , which in turn, as shown in Theorem 1, can be embedded in CL
LO ,
for LO = L. The logic (DAltn )L extends a DL L with a set of functional modalities i , i.e. operators associated with accessibility relations Ri satisfying the
properties of seriality (D) and quasi-functionality (Alt):
(seriality) ∀w ∈ W ∃v ∈ W (wRi v),
(quasi-functionality) ∀w, v, u ∈ W (wRi v ∧ wRi u → v = u).
It is easy to show that there exists a chain of straightforward reductions
relating the logics between (DAltn )L and (Kn )L , including also (Dn )L , based
on serial frames, and (Altn )L , based on quasi-functional frames.
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Proposition 1. Concept satisfiability w.r.t. global TBoxes is polynomially reducible
between the following logics (where 7→ means reduces to):
(DAltn )L 7→ {(Dn )L , (Altn )L } 7→ (Kn )L .
Proof. To see that the reductions indeed hold, it is sufficient to notice that the
properties of seriality and quasi-functionality can be axiomatized (or at least
emulated) in the languages of the considered logics. Hence, if (C, T ) is an
instance of the concept satisfiability problem w.r.t. a global TBox in some lefthandside logic, then one can decide it in a righthandside logic by applying
simple transformations of C and T which encode the missing conditions and
thus allow for enforcing only models which are bisimilar to those of the original logic:
(seriality) Let T 0 = T ∪ {> v 3i > | i ∈ (1, n)}, where n is the number of all
modalities occurring in T and C. Then, (C, T ) is satisfiable on a serial
frame iff (C, T 0 ) is satisfiable.
(quasi-functionality) W.l.o.g. assume that C = NNF(C), where NNF stands
for Negation Normal Form, and T = {> v CT }, for some CT = NNF(CT ).
Let C 0 and CT0 be the result of replacing every subconcept 3i B occurring
in C and CT , respectively, with (3i >) u (2i B). Then, (C, T ) is satisfiable
q
on a quasi-functional frame iff (C 0 , {> v CT0 }) is satisfiable.
Theorem 4 (Undecidability of DAltALC ). Concept satisfiability in DAltALC w.r.t.
global TBoxes and with a single rigid role is undecidable.
First, we observe the following correspondence:
Proposition 2. A concept C is satisfiable w.r.t. a global TBox T in DAltALC iff it is
satisfied w.r.t. T in some model M = (N, <, ∆, {·I(i) }i∈N ), where hN, <i is a linear
order over natural numbers and < is the accessibility relation of .
Consequently, we can consider only such linear DAltALC -models. This
shows that DAltALC can be in fact seen as the subset of LTLALC consisting
of the ALC component and the next-time operator. This turns out to be enough to encode the undecidable N × N tiling problem, in the same way as in
[LWZ08, Theorem 4]. An instance of the problem is defined as follows: given
a finite set S = {t0 , . . . , tn } of tile types, where each ti is a 4-tuple of colors
hleft(ti ), right(ti ), up(ti ), down(ti )i, decide whether it is possible to cover N × Ngrid with tiles of these types. Moreover, it has to be ensured that only types of
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matching colors can be horizontal (vertical) neighbors in the tiling, i.e., ones for
which right(ti ) = left(tj ) (up(ti ) = down(tj )). Let A0 , . . . , An be concept names
representing the tile types from S and r be a rigid role. The following TBox T
encodes the constraints of the tiling problem:
G
l
>v(
Ai ) u (
¬(Ai u Aj ))
(3.1)
i≤n

i6=j≤n

> v ∃r.>
G

Ai v ∀r.

(3.2)

Aj , for every

i≤n

(3.3)

Aj , for every

i≤n

(3.4)

up(ti )=down(tj )

G

Ai v

right(ti )=left(tj )

Now we can prove the target claim:
Lemma 1. The concept > is satisfiable w.r.t. T iff there exists a tiling τ : N×N 7→ S.
Proof. (⇒) Let M = (N, <, ∆, {·I(i) }i∈N ) be a model of T . For an arbitrary
individual d ∈ ∆ we first fix the vertical axis ρ of the N × N-grid:
• ρ(0) = d;
• ρ(n + 1) = e, for any e such that hρ(n), ei ∈ rI(0) .
By the axiom (2) of T , every individual in the domain has an r-successor,
hence, it is easy to see that the infinite chain ρ can be extracted from the model. Moreover by (1) it follows that every individual satisfy exactly one of the
concepts representing tile types.
I(n)

• τ (n, m) = ti iff ρ(m) ∈ Ai

Finally, since r is rigid the conditions (3) and (4) of the encoding sufficiently
guarantee proper coloring of the neighbors.
(⇐) For tiling τ define an interpretation M = (N, <, ∆, {·I(i) }i∈N ), where ∆ =
{di | i ∈ N}, and:
I(n)

• dm ∈ Ai

iff τ (n, m);
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• hdn , dn+1 i ∈ rI(m) , for n, m ∈ N.
Clearly > and all axioms from T are satisfied by I so we obtain a desired
DAltALC model.
q
Theorems 4 and 1, together with the reductions established in Proposition 1,
immediately entail the target undecidability result.
C
Theorem 5 (Undecidability of CL
LO with rigid roles). Satisfiability of a knowledge
LC
base in CLO , with at least context operators of type F1 and ALC  LO is undecidable
for rigid interpretation of roles.

This result reveals an obvious limitation of the formalism, but a limitation one has to live with, considering that combinations of rigid roles with
global TBoxes are rarely decidable in two-dimensional DLs, unless the expressive power of the modal or the DL component is significantly reduced
[KWZG03, LWZ08]. This also explains the general impossibility of applying
context operators over (local) roles, as then their rigidity can be enforced by
the use of the modal box operator. Although we have not proven it, we conjecture that the problem remains decidable, in fact 2E XP T IME-complete, when
only operators of type F2 are present. This result is likely to follow from the
2E XP T IME-completeness result for the satisfiability problem in S5ALC with rigid roles, obtained in [ALT07].
C
To regain decidability we must restrict our attention to the case of CL
LO with
local interpretation of roles only. With this assumption we are able to demonstrate decidability of the knowledge base satisfiability problem in the most exC
pressive fragment CL
LO studied in this thesis, including both type of context
operators and LO = LC = SHIO. For the proof we devise a quasistate elimination algorithm, similar to [KWZG03, Theorem 6.61], which extends the standard
Pratt-style type elimination technique, commonly used in demonstrating upper bounds for modal logics. Essentially, instead of looking directly for a model
of a knowledge base, we abstract from the possibly infinite domains C and ∆
and consider only a finite number of quasistates which represent possible types
of contexts, inhabited by a finite number of possible types of objects. Further,
all object types and all quasistates which do not satisfy certain criteria are iteratively eliminated. If at the end of the elimination process there are some
non-empty quasistates left, it is guaranteed that a model exists. In the opposite
case, the knowledge base is unsatisfiable. As the proof is quite involved we
only sketch its key steps below, while full details are presented in Section A.1
of Appendix.
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C
Theorem 6 (Upper bound). Satisfiability of a knowledge base in CL
LO , for LO =
LC = SHIO, any combination of context operators F1 /F2 and for local interpretation
of object roles, is decidable in 2E XP T IME.
C
Proof sketch. Let K = (C, O) be a CL
LO -knowledge base whose satisfiability we want to decide. For simplicity we consider simplified semantics based only on models M = (Θ, C, ·J , ∆, {·I(i) }i∈C ) with Θ = C, abbreviated to
M? = (Θ, ·J , ∆, {·I(i) }i∈Θ ). In fact, there exists a straightforward, linear reduction ·? such that K is satisfiable with respect to the standard semantics iff
K? is satisfiable with respect to the simplified semantics. We assume that K is
given in such a reduced form and, moreover, that several satisfiability preserving transformations have been applied to K, in order to reduce the number
of syntactic cases to by addressed in the proof. Among others, we assume that
all axioms a : ϕ ∈ O are replaced with their equivalents {a} : ϕ. We use the
following notation to mark the sets of symbols of particular types occurring in
K:

• conc (K): all context concepts, closed under negation,
• cono (K): all object concepts, closed under negation,
• subo (K): all axioms in the set {ϕ | C : ϕ ∈ O for any C}.
Next, we introduce three central notions: context types, object types and
quastistates.
A context type for K is a subset c ⊆ conc (K), where:
• C ∈ c iff ¬C 6∈ c, for all C ∈ conc (K),
• C u D ∈ c iff {C, D} ⊆ c, for all C u D ∈ conc (K).
An object type for K is a subset t ⊆ cono (K), where:
• C ∈ t iff ¬C 6∈ t, for all C ∈ cono (K),
• C u D ∈ t iff {C, D} ⊆ t, for all C u D ∈ cono (K).
A quasistate for K is a tuple q = hcq , fq , Oq i, where cq is a context type for K,
fq ⊆ subo (K) and Oq is a non-empty set of object types for K.
Intuitively, a context type represents a possible element of the context doC
main in a CL
LO -model. The precise identity of this element is irrelevant. What
matters is only the set of concepts of the context language which could completely describe this element in a model of K, where the context language is
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restricted only to the concepts (and their negations) explicitly occurring in K.
Analogically, an object type represents a full description of a possible element
of the object domain. Finally, a quasistate captures a “slice” of a model representing one possible context inhabited by a set of possible objects.
Eventually we define the notion of quasimodel, which corresponds to a fiC
nitized abstraction of a CL
LO -model. A quasimodel for K is a set N of quasistates
for K satisfying a number of specific “integrity” conditions. Most importantly,
it has to be guaranteed that all axioms of K are satisfied by the appropriate
types (object and context) in the appropriate quasistates. Also, it has to be ensured that for all types containing concepts based on some forms of existential
restrictions (∃r.·, ∃r.·, hr.·i, h·i) there exist suitable types that could possibly represent their matching successors in a model. Under these constraints we are
then able to prove the key quasimodel lemma.
C
Lemma 2. There is a quasimodel for K iff there is an CL
LO -model of K.

The basic, brute-force algorithm deciding whether a quasimodel for K exists
starts by enumerating the set N of all possible quasistates and then iteratively eliminates all those which violate any of the constraints mentioned above.
If the elimination terminates returning a non-empty set of quasistates each
containing at least one object type, then this set is guaranteed to be a quasimodel and the search is finished with the answer “K is satisfiable”. Else, no
quasimodel exists and the algorithm returns “K is unsatisfiable”.
As the size of a quasimodel is at most double exponential in the size of K,
therefore the elimination procedure must terminate in at most double expoC
nential time in the size of K. Hence deciding satisfiability of a CL
LO -knowledge
base is in 2E XP T IME.
q
It turns out that the 2E XP T IME upper bound obtained above is optimal
in the assumed setting, at least whenever context operators F1 are involved
and ALC  LO . To demonstrate this we reduce the 2E XP T IME-hard word problem for exponentially space-bounded Alternating Turing Machine [CKS81] to
the concept satisfiability problem in (DAltn )ALC . The full proof is presented
in Section A.2 of Appendix.
Theorem 7. Deciding concept satisfiability in (DAltn )ALC w.r.t. global TBoxes and
only with local roles is 2E XP T IME-hard.
Proof sketch. Let M = (Q, Σ, Γ, q0 , δ) be an Alternating Turing Machine
(ATM), where:
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• Q is a set of states, including existential, universal, halting, accepting and
rejecting states,
• Σ is an input alphabet and Γ a working alphabet, where Σ ⊆ Γ,
• q0 is the initial state,
• δ is a transition relation, which to every pair (q, a) ∈ Q × Γ assigns at least
one triple (q 0 , b, m) ∈ Q × Γ × {l, n, r} describing the transition, where
m = l / m = r indicates a shift of the head to the left/right, whereas
m = n indicates no shift.

A configuration of an ATM is a sequence ωqω 0 , where ωω 0 is a word based
on Σ, q is a state of the machine and the head of the machine is on the leftmost
symbol of ω 0 . A succeeding configuration is defined by transitions δ. An ATM
computation tree is a finite tree whose nodes are labeled with configurations,
where:
• the root contains the initial configuration q0 ω, where ω is of length n,
• every configuration ωqω 0 on the tree, where ωω 0 is of length at most 2n , is
succeed by:
– at least one successor configuration, whenever q is an existential
state,
– all successor configurations, whenever q is a universal state,
• all leaves are labeled with halting configurations.
A tree is accepting iff all the leaves are labeled with accepting configurations
and rejecting otherwise. An ATM accepts an input ω iff there exists an accepting
ATM tree with q0 ω as its initial configuration.
To reduce the word problem, for a word ω over Σ, we formulate a global
TBox TM and a concept CM,ω in (DAltn )ALC , such that M accepts ω iff CM,ω
is satisfiable w.r.t. TM . The size of the resulting problem instance (CM,ω , TM )
is at most polynomial in the size of M and ω. The reduction is quite involved
and essentially relies on an extensive use of DAlt-modalities. We define two
separate sets of such operators:
alphabet modalities:

a,

for every a ∈ Γ,

transition modalities: q,a,m , for every (q, a, m) ∈ Θ, where Θ = {(q, a, m) |
(q 0 , b, q, a, m) ∈ δ for any b ∈ Γ and q 0 ∈ Q},
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Figure 3.5: Embedding of ATM computation trees (left) and ATM tapes (right)
in (DAltn )ALC -tree-models.

By a suitable use of these operators we are able to encode the complete syntactic structure of an ATM computation tree in the specific fragments of
(DAltn )ALC -tree-models, as illustrated in Figure 3.5. In particular, a selected
object domain individual d ∈ ∆ is forced to instantiate the designated concept
Tape exactly in those DAlt-worlds which represent the cells of the ATM tape
in the subsequent configurations. The accessibility relations connecting those
worlds encode the content of the cells and the transitions between the configurations. Further, specific concepts are used to represent the corresponding
positions of the head and the states of the machine. Finally, using special counting concepts, which enable traversing the ATM tree structure downwards and
upwards, we align the succeeding configurations semantically, ensuring they
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satisfy the constraints of the respective transitions.

q

C
This result grants immediately a lower complexity bound for CL
LO .
C
Theorem 8 (Lower bound). Deciding satisfiability of a knowledge base in CL
LO , for
LO = ALC and arbitrary LC , with context operators F1 and for local interpretation
of object roles, is 2E XP T IME-hard.

Proof. Immediate by Proposition 1 and Theorems 1 and A.2.

q

As an interesting corollary, we also obtain a lower bound for the problem
of concept satisfiability w.r.t. global TBoxes in several two-dimensional DLs
considered above, most prominently in (Kn )ALC .
Corollary 1. For any L ∈ {DAltn , Dn , Altn , Kn }, deciding concept satisfiability
in LALC w.r.t. global TBoxes and only with local roles is 2E XP T IME-hard.
Proof. Immediate by Proposition 1 and Theorem A.2.

q

This increase in the complexity by one exponential, as compared to ALC
alone (for which the problem is E XP T IME-complete [BCM+ 03]), is notable and
quite surprising. It could be expected that without rigid roles the satisfiability
problem in two-dimensional DLs can be straightforwardly reduced to satisfiability in fusion models of conventional DLs. This in turn should yield E XP T IME
upper bound by means of the standard techniques. However, as the following
counterexample for (Kn )ALC shows, this strategy fails.
(†) 3i C u ∃r.2i ⊥

(‡) ∃succ i .C u ∃r.∀succ i .⊥

Although (†) clearly does not have a model, its reduction (‡) to a fusion language, where context operators are translated to restrictions on fresh ALC
roles, is satisfiable. The reason is that while in the former case the information about the structure of the K-frame is global for all individuals, in the latter
it becomes local. The r-successor in (‡) is simply not ‘aware’ that it should
actually have a succ i -successor. This effect, amplified by presence of multiple modalities and global TBoxes (which can enforce infinite K-trees), makes
the reasoning harder. The result is quite robust under changes of domain assumptions and holds already in the case of expanding/varying domains in
(Altn )ALC . The only exception applies to (DAltn )ALC and (Dn )ALC with expanding/varying domains, where reduction to ALC is still possible.
Both complexity bounds established above warrant the following consequences.
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C
Theorem 9. Deciding satisfiability of a knowledge base in CL
LO , for LC  SHIO,
ALC  LO  SHIO, with at least context operators F1 (and possibly also F2 ) and
for local interpretation of object roles, is 2E XP T IME-complete.

Proof. Immediate by Theorem 6 and Theorem 8.

q

Corollary 2. For any L ∈ {DAltn , Dn , Altn , Kn } and ALC  L  SHIO deciding concept satisfiability in LL w.r.t. global TBoxes and only with local roles is
2E XP T IME-complete.
Proof. Immediate by Proposition 1, Corollary 1 and Theorems 6 and 1.

q

As the increase in the complexity can be observed already in two-dimensional
DLs, the only way of obtaining better behaved DLCs is to reduce the expressiveness of those underlying formalisms, by restricting the use of context operators. It turns out that when only operators of type F2 are allowed, the complexity of the satisfiability problem in DLCs can be taken down to NE XP T IMEand even E XP T IME-complete, depending on the configurations of context and
object languages. In the following two theorems we establish precise conditions warranting the respective results.
C
Theorem 10. Deciding satisfiability of a knowledge base in CL
LO , for ALC  LC 
SHIO, ALC  LO  SHIO, and for LC  {SHIO, EL++ }, ALCO  LO 
SHIO, with context operators F2 only and for local interpretation of object roles, is
NE XP T IME-complete.

Proof. Immediate by Theorems 16, 17, 22 (see Sections A.3 and A.4) and Theorem 2.
q
++
C
Theorem 11. Deciding satisfiability of a knowledge base in CL
,
LO , for LC  EL
ALC  LO  SHI, with context operators F2 only and for local interpretation of
object roles, is E XP T IME-complete.

Proof. Immediate by Theorem 23 (see Section A.4) and the known complexity
results for DLs [BCM+ 03, Tob01].
q
The jump from E XP T IME to NE XP T IME-completeness, captured in Theorem 10, is triggered in two cases: by employing at least ALC as the context
language, or ALCO as the object language. The non-determinism involved in
the first case can be interpreted by the need of guessing the interpretation of
the context language first, before finding the model of the object component
of the combination. In particular, the lower bound is obtained by an encoding
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of the 2n × 2n tiling problem, known to be NE XP T IME-complete [KWZG03].
In the case of LO = ALCO this jump can be explained by the interaction of
nominals and the context operators, which enables encoding the 2n × 2n tiling
problem. For the upper bounds we devise another variant of the type elimination algorithm. As shown in Theorem 11, if the nominals are avoided in the
object language, while the context language is restricted to the tractable EL++ ,
the satisfiability problem remains no harder than in the object language, at least
up to the DL SHI. These results transfer further to S5L .
Corollary 3. Deciding concept satisfiability in S5L w.r.t. global TBoxes and only with
local roles is E XP T IME-complete for ALC  L  SHI and NE XP T IME-complete for
ALCO  L  SHIO.
Proof. Immediate by Theorems 10 and 11.

3.6

Conclusion

The problems of representing inherently contextualized knowledge within the
paradigm of DLs and reasoning with multiple heterogenous, but semantically
interoperating DL ontologies, are both interesting and important issues, motivated by numerous application scenarios. It is our strong belief that these two
challenges are in fact two sides of the same coin and, consequently, they should
be approached within the same, unifying formal framework. In this chapter,
we have proposed a novel family of two-dimensional, two-sorted Description
Logics of Context. We have argued, that these formalisms achieve this objective
to a large extent, by providing sufficient syntactic and semantic means to support both functionalities, seamlessly integrated on the grounds of one formal
theory. The pivotal premise of this theory is that contexts should be interpreted as possible worlds in the second modal dimension added to the standard
semantics of DLs. In this way the formalistic, application-agnostic spirit of McCarthy’s theory of contexts can be successfully combined with the machinery
of modal logics.
The richness and diversity of the expressive means offered by the presented logics afford a considerable space for choice of specific fragments with desirable properties, suitable for particular applications. Naturally, the largest
fragment studied here, CSHIO
SHIO with operators F1 and F2 , is computationally
quite expensive, and admittedly, not the most straightforward in practical use.
However, as we have also demonstrated, by properly balancing the expressiveness of the object language along with the power of the involved contextua-
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lization mechanism, as in the case of CEL
SHI with operators F2 , one can obtain
convenient, contextualized DLs without paying a significant price in the computational complexity, which remains the same as in the underlying (object)
DLs. Furthermore, the reasoning task which we have focused on in this chapter, is the standard satisfiability checking. Nevertheless, one of the most interesting application lines for DLCs might in fact be centered around variants
of model checking problems, which are in general less computationally challenging. We share the view that the Semantic Web architecture is currently
saturated with logic-based knowledge representation formalism, and the cost
of a broad adoption of yet more expressive extension of the existing W3C ontology languages can hardly be afforded by the community in the near future.
Hence, the divide-and-conquer scenarios, although very exciting from the purely knowledge representation perspective, are not likely to be soon picked up
as realistic use-cases for DLCs. On the contrary, the practice of the Semantic
Web shows that different compose-and-conquer methodologies are very much
required, in order to deal with the distributed character of the Web. In this
respect, DLCs, or their suitable modifications, can indeed be useful in modeling high-level interdependency constraints over the contents and meta-level
descriptions of different datasets, to be verified (thus model-checked) against
structures composed of those datasets. One type of such structures is discussed
further in Chapter 4, while Chapters 5 and 6 study some reasoning problems
that can be formally related to model-checking over certain two-level representations.
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CHAPTER

FOUR
INTEGRATION AND SELECTION OF
KNOWLEDGE

In this chapter, we apply the context framework to the problem of ontology integration, and introduce a novel task of metaknowledge-driven selection and querying of data. We demonstrate the ease of the tasks under the proposed approach
and report on a case study of aligning different versions of Wordnet ontologies.
We consider the following setting:
.
contexts = logical entities denoted by ontology URIs/names
.
context representation language = DL
.
contextual information = arbitrary information about the ontologies associated with the URIs
.
object representation language = DL over prefixed vocabulary, where prefixes
correspond to the URIs
.
reasoning task = integration, selection, querying
.
task-specific language = two-part context-object queries

4.1

Introduction

As the adoption of Semantic Web approaches has grown so has the availability
of large amounts of overlapping knowledge sources pertaining to the same domain. For example, in the Web of Data, we see macro clusters of knowledge in
63
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diverse areas from government and research to music and biomedicine. At a
micro level, we see ontologies being progressively updated and multiple versions of the same ontology being used simultaneously. Additionally, knowledge is often being generated by a variety of different mechanisms from automated mapping techniques to expert entry. For instance, the sig.ma search
engine [TCC+ 10], at the time of writing, returns twenty different knowledge
sources used to describe the concept of “heart disease”, ranging from Wikipedia to Examiner.com, a local news site, to slide sets from anonymous users and
the Pew Internet Trust.
Problem: In this environment, applications developers are faced with a challenge, how does one select and integrate the right set of object-level knowledge
while not statically encoding which knowledge to use. Applications, for example, may want to focus on up-to-date knowledge, knowledge generated by
particular software mechanisms, or knowledge provided by a particular organization. This metaknowledge is key to being able to select the right set of
domain data to be used within the application. In practice, applications often
encode the decisions about which object-level knowledge to use either in an
off-line selection process or in every query they issue to an integrated knowledge base. Thus, developers are faced with either less flexible approaches or
increased query complexity. Furthermore, these approaches provide no formal
grounding about the consequences of reasoning when integrating knowledge.
Specifically, we formulate the problem as follows: How does one systematically,
rigorously and simply deploy metaknowledge in order to facilitate selective reasoning
over object-level knowledge?
Contributions: To address this problem, we introduce a framework for the
selection and integration of object-level knowledge based on formally modeled
metaknowledge. The framework provides three crucial benefits:
1. it has a clear formal grounding ensuring guarantees that reasoning complexity does not exceed that of the underlying languages used,
2. it builds upon widely deployed Semantic Web representations and tools,
3. it is timely, as many semantic datasets come already with formal annotations such as OPMV1 and VOiD2 , which are ready for use in the framework.
1 See
2 See

http://open-biomed.sourceforge.net/opmv/ns.html.
http://semanticweb.org/wiki/VoID.
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Our framework thus strikes a balance between theoretical rigor and ease of
implementation. To emphasize this ease of use we have built the selection
component of the framework using an existing Semantic Web development
platform, the Large Knowledge Collider [FvHA+ 08], and explain its potential
with a use-case study from the automated alignment of the Wordnet vocabulary for the cultural heritage domain.
In summary, the contributions of this chapter are as follows:
1. a generic formal framework combining two key features: representation
and reasoning with metaknowledge and integration of multiple, contextspecific object knowledge representations,
2. the first such framework expressed purely in terms of compositions of
standard Semantic Web representations (DL/OWL/RDF(S) ontologies),
3. formal results showing that the complexity of reasoning in the framework does not exceed that of the underlying languages,
4. an implementation of the approach showing that the framework can be
easily deployed using an existing Semantic Web development platform.
Content: The rest of the chapter is organized as follows. We begin by presenting an informal overview of the framework in Section 4.2. In Section 4.3 we introduce a detailed formalization of the framework, study its formal properties
and the considered reasoning tasks. Further, we discuss our implementation in
Section 4.4 and describe the case study in Section 4.5. Then, in Section 4.6, we
provide an overview of the related work, particularly emphasizing relationships to alternative formal approaches and conclude the chapter in Section 4.7.

4.2

The ISM framework: overview

The proposed framework supports integration of multiple representation systems containing possibly fragmentary and heterogenous object-level knowledge, with a parallel representation of the meta-level knowledge over those
systems, concerning their content, provenance and any other relevant types of
contextual information. Reasoning over the framework intertwines inference
over these two levels. Importantly, the framework is reducible to existing formalisms and reasoning problems, which ensures strong and well-understood
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formal foundations and straightforward implementations. Moreover, the formulation of our approach is sufficiently generic to permit most current Semantic Web languages for modeling object and meta-ontologies.
The knowledge models supported by the presented framework shall be denoted as Interoperability Systems with Metaknowledge (ISM). The central components of an ISM, as illustrated in Figure 4.1, are:
object ontologies:
meta-ontology:

formal representations of different portions of objectlevel knowledge about an application domain,
formal representation of meta-level knowledge about
the object ontologies.

The object ontologies are standard DL ontologies which can be metaphorically depicted as “boxes” [BBG00, BBG08]. Each box is equipped with its own
vocabulary and associated with a unique formal entity called a context. A box
contains a portion of domain knowledge specific to its context. Boxes can be
integrated by sharing their local vocabularies. An interpretation of a shared
term is always restricted by its original box. This approach is motivated by the
typical solutions found in the Web environment, where contexts correspond to
the URIs (names) of ontologies and allow one to involve pieces of vocabulary
from different sources. The meta-ontology is another DL ontology, in which
the contexts are represented as individuals. A box is thus given a two-fold
representation in an ISM: on the meta-level it is treated as an atomic individual described in the metalanguage — on the object level it is associated with
a unique ontology.
Interestingly, constructions similar to this one can be commonly witnessed
in the actual publishing practice on the Web, typically based on named RDF(S)
graphs [CBHS05] or OWL ontologies. For instance, in the BioPortal project,
all collected biomedical ontologies are described as instances in the BioPortal’s meta-ontology 3 . Hence, rather than a novel representation standard, our
framework is proposed as a simple, yet motivated and rigorous way of systematizing the logical foundations behind that practice.
The semantics of the framework is grounded directly in the standard modeltheoretic semantics of the languages used on the object and the meta-level of
representation, by adopting a simple, compositional approach. A model of an
ISM is a composition of (standard) models of the ontologies included in the ISM,
which must satisfy certain compatibility criteria. The formal characteristics of
the framework are determined largely by the following two properties, whose
3 See

http://bioportal.bioontology.org/.
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Figure 4.1: An Interoperability System with Metaknowledge.
formal explications are provided in the next section:
P1 The semantic interoperability mechanism used for relating the contents
of the object ontologies is of a purely extensional character, in the sense that
two ontologies can be semantically related only by aligning the interpretations (extensions) of some parts of their vocabularies.
P2 The semantic relationship between the object and the meta-level of the
representation is largely conventional, i.e. it involves no genuine formal
interaction between the semantics of both levels.

4.3

Formalization

In this section we formally introduce components of the ISM framework. We
start with discussing the object-level representation and the corresponding problem of ontology integration, and further extend it with the meta-level features
used for knowledge selection. In terms of DLCs, studied in the previous chapter, ISM can be seen as a fragment involving always only a finite number of
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contexts, and the object language with a strongly restricted use of context operators, of type h{c}i, for any context name c. The context names are intuitively
interpreted as the names of object ontologies (context boxes) containing local
object knowledge.

4.3.1

Object-level knowledge integration

The definition of the object language involves the context names as unique
prefixes for distinguishing between box-specific vocabularies.
Definition 7 (Object language). Let MI? be a countably infinite set of context names,
and let Σ = (NC , NR , NI ) be a DL vocabulary. Then an object language LO over
MI? and Σ is a DL language over the vocabulary Σ? = (NC? , NR? , NI? ), where:
• NC? = {c:C | c ∈ MI? , C ∈ NC },
• NR? = {c:r | c ∈ MI? , r ∈ NR },
• NI? = {c:a | c ∈ MI? , a ∈ NI }.
The elements of the sets NC? , NR? , NI? are concept names, role names and individual
names of LO , respectively.
The design of the object language aims at capturing the following intuition:
a vocabulary Σ, interpreted over the object domain, might be used differently
in different contexts. To avoid ambiguities, instead of referring to a plain atom
α ∈ Σ, one should rather use it in combination with a prefix c ∈ MI? , explicitly
indicating the intended context of interpretation. Effectively, the object vocabulary can be restated as the set of all prefixed atoms Σ? = {c:α | c ∈ MI? , α ∈ Σ},
where interpretation of atoms with the same prefix c ∈ MI? is effectively restricted by the designated DL interpretation Ic = (∆Ic , ·Ic ), as specified in Definition 8. Note, that the prefix c: is in fact a notational variant of the (functional)
operator h{c}i of DLCs, with the same semantics as implied by Definition 4.
Complex expressions, containing atoms with possibly different prefixes, are
given their meaning straightforwardly by combining the respective interpretations.
Definition 8 (Object language semantics). An interpretation of LO is a pair M =
(∆, {Ic }c∈MI? ), where ∆ is a non-empty (global) domain of individuals and for every
c ∈ MI? , Ic = (∆Ic , ·Ic ) is an interpretation of Σ and ΣLC such that ∆Ic ⊆ ∆ and:
• >Ic = ∆Ic ,
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• AIc ⊆ ∆Ic , rIc ⊆ ∆Ic × ∆Ic , aIc ∈ ∆Ic , for every A ∈ NC , r ∈ NR , a ∈ NI ,
• (d:A)Ic = ∆Ic ∩ AId , for every d:A ∈ NC? ,
• (d:r)Ic = ∆Ic × ∆Ic ∩ rId , for every d:r ∈ NR? ,
• (d:a)Ic = aId whenever aId ∈ ∆Ic , or (d:a)Ic is undefined otherwise, for every
d:a ∈ NI? ,
• ·Ic is further inductively extended in the usual way over all complex expressions
of LO .
Consequently, the language supports interoperability of DL ontologies, in
the sense of the property P1. Interoperability is understood here as the ability of a system to interpret expressions in different ontologies via shared extensions, according to specified constraints. A collection of ontologies in the
object language forms an interoperability system (IS), as stated in the following
definition.
Definition 9 (Interoperability system). An object ontology O is a set of DL axioms
over LO . An interoperability system over LO is a finite set of object ontologies
{Oc }c∈Ω over LO , for Ω ⊆ MI? . An interpretation M = (∆, {Ic }c∈MI? ) is a model of
{Oc }c∈Ω iff Ic |= Oc for every c ∈ Ω. An axiom ϕ over LO is entailed by {Oc }c∈Ω in
c ∈ Ω, written {Oc }c∈Ω , c |= ϕ, iff for every model M = (∆, {Ic }c∈MI? ) of {Oc }c∈Ω ,
it is the case that Ic |= ϕ.
Observe, that whenever a term c:α is used in an object ontology Od it is
ensured that its extension is always restricted by the interpretation Ic of its
“source” context. The form of this restriction depends essentially on the assumption regarding the scope of the local object domain in d. As an example
let us consider an atomic concept A ∈ NC , as illustrated in Figure 4.2. Under
the default, varying domain assumption, it is known that:
(c:A)Id ⊆ (c:A)Ic = AIc
where ⊆ might be in principle the proper subset relation. This is because the interpretation of c:A in d is always restricted to the local domain ∆Id , as imposed
by Definition 8, via the condition:
(c:A)Id = ∆Id ∩ AIc

c
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Figure 4.2: A sample model of an interoperability system.
This basic and natural setup captures the intuition that every context covers a
certain fragment of the domain, and the knowledge expressed in this context
applies only to that given fragment. In some scenarios, however, it might be
useful to ensure that in fact AIc ⊆ ∆Id — for instance by imposing ∆Id = ∆
i.e. that the local object domain of d covers the whole global domain. Such an
assumption would automatically entail that:
(c:A)Id = ∆Id ∩ AIc = AIc
The choice of appropriate domain assumptions for particular contexts depends
on the intended application, and leaves a crucial degree of freedom in parameterizing the interoperability mechanism. Below we present two examples, in
which we make use of different type of assumptions in order to adequately
structure the desired interoperability mechanism.
Example 1 (local importing). Consider an IS {Oc }c∈Ω , where Ω = {c, d, e}. Suppose context c is associated with a generic, upper ontology for international academic
institutions, whereas d and e are contexts of two local universities: one in the Netherlands, the other in the US.
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c:PhDstudent v ∃c:enrolled .c:PhDprogram
c:Employee v ∃c:receives.c:Salary
d:AiO ≡ c:PhDstudent
d:Medewerker ≡ c:Employee
d:AiO(d:jSmith)
d:Medewerker (d:jSmith)
e:GradStudent ≡ c:PhDstudent
e:Staff ≡ c:Employee
e:Staff u e:GradStudent v ⊥

Here, we leave the default, varying domain assumption for all contexts. Observe,
that contexts d and e “import” certain vocabulary from the context c. For instance,
within context d, concept d:AiO is said to be equivalent to c:PhDstudent. Similarly, in context e, e:GradStudent is equivalent to c:PhDstudent. Consequently,
it is possible to infer that d:AiO v ∃c:enrolled .c:PhDprogram holds in d, while
e:GradStudent v ∃c:enrolled .c:PhDprogram. However, it does not follow in any
context that d:AiO ≡ e:GradStudent, as due to the varying domain assumptions,
asserted equivalences apply only to the fragments of the global domain covered by the
particular contexts.
Example 2 (global integration). Consider an {Oc }c∈Ω , with Ω = {c, d, e, f, g},
where contexts c, d, e are associated with three knowledge sources to be integrated,
while f and g correspond to sets of ontology mappings to be globally imposed over the
sources.
Oc :
Od :
Oe :
Of :
Og :

c:Employee v ∃c:receives.c:Salary
c:Employee(c:jSmith)
d:Staff v ∃d:hasInsurance.d:CollectivePolicy
d:Staff (d:mBrown)
> v e:Person
>(e:johnSmith)
c:Employee v d:Staff
d:Staff v e:Person
{c:jSmith} ≡ {e:johnSmith}

In this scenario, we set the varying domain assumption for the knowledge sources,
while for contexts f and g we require that ∆If = ∆Ig = ∆. Clearly, statements in
the ontologies associated with the two latter contexts are intended as global constraints
over the entire domain, and hence must be interpreted over the global domain. As a result, we obtain a number of desired inferences, for instance c:Employee v
∃d:hasInsurance.d:CollectivePolicy, which holds in every context.
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Observe, that in both examples taking the union of the ontologies instead of
interpreting them in the context-based semantics introduced here, violates the
local character of axioms, leading to unintended consequences. In the first case,
the union is clearly unsatisfiable. In the latter, we would obtain some undesired
inferences, such as c:Salary v e:Person or d:CollectivePolicy v e:Person.
The “contextualized” entailment relation, introduced in Definition 9 and
involved in the examples above, can be in a natural way extended towards the
problem of query entailment, and further, to the problem of query answering.
We consider arbitrary first-order queries, for instance the standard CQs (see
Section 2.1).
Definition 10 (IS query answering). Let q(~x) be a query over LO , with answer
~ = (c:a)1 , . . . , (c:a)k ∈ NI? is a
variables ~x = x1 , . . . , xk . A sequence of names c:a
certain answer to q(~x) w.r.t. an interoperability system {Oc }c∈Ω , in c ∈ MI? , written
~ iff for every model M = (∆, {Ic }c∈MI? ) of {Oc }c∈Ω , it is the case
{Oc }c∈Ω , c |= q[c:a]
~
that Ic |= q[c:a].
As an example, consider the query:
q(x) ::= d:Staff (x) ∧ e:Person(x)
The answers to this query w.r.t. the IS used in Example 2 are:
• c:jSmith, d:mBrown, e:johnSmith in d, e, f ,
• c:jSmith, e:johnSmith in c.
Given the standard DL foundations of interoperability systems, both the satisfiability problem and query answering are solvable using existing reasoning
tools. To this end we employ a reduction of any arbitrary IS to an equisatisfiable DL ontology. The reduction, presented in Table 4.1 and shown correct
in the subsequent proposition, is straightforward and can be accomplished in
linear time in the size of the input. It applies directly to all non-trivial DLs.
Proposition 3 (Correctness). Let {Oc }c∈Ω be an interoperability system in LO and
O the ontology resulting from applying the reduction procedure (Table 4.1). Then
{Oc }c∈Ω is satisfiable iff O is satisfiable.
Proof. Suppose {Oc }c∈Ω is satisfiable and let M = (∆, {Ic }c∈MI? ) be its model,
with Ic = (∆I(c) , ·I(c) ), for every c ∈ MI? . The proof is by construction of a
model I = (∆I , ·I ) of O. We fix the following:
• ∆I := ∆,
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INPUT: An interoperability system {Oc }c∈Ω in LO
1. For every c ∈ Ω, replace every occurrence of > in Oc with a fresh concept c:>.
2. Set O? := ∅. For every d ∈ MI? and every concept name d:A, individual name d:a
and role name d:r occurring in {Oc }c∈Ω , extend O? with the following axioms:
d:A v d:>,

d:>(d:a),

dom(d:r) v d:>,

ran(d:r) v d:>.

3. For every c ∈ MI? , whenever ∆Ic = ∆ is imposed, extend O? with > v c:>.
4. For every c ∈ Ω, d ∈ MI? and every individual name d:a occurring in Oc , extend
Oc with axiom c:>(d:a).
5. Replace every occurrence of C ≡ D in {Oc }c∈Ω with C v D, D v C. Further, for
every c ∈ Ω, replace every C v D ∈ Oc with c:> u C v D.
6. If LO does not support role inclusions, then for every c ∈ MI? , r ∈ NR , concept C,
d ∈ Ω, replace every occurrence of ∃c:r.C (resp. ∀c:r.C) in Od with ∃c:r.(d:> u C)
(resp. ∀c:r.(¬d:> t C)).
7. If LO supports role inclusions, then for every c ∈ MI? , r ∈ NR , d ∈ Ω, replace
every occurrence of c:r in Od with a fresh name c:rd and extend O? with the
following axioms:
dom(c:rd ) v d:>,
8. Set O :=

S

c∈Ω

ran(c:rd ) v d:>,

c:rd v c:r.

Oc ∪ O? .

OUTPUT: DL ontology O

Table 4.1: Reduction of an interoperability system to an equisatisfiable DL ontology.
• (c:>)I := ∆I(c) , for every c ∈ MI? ,
• (c:α)I := αI(c) , for every c ∈ MI? and α ∈ NC ∪ NR ∪ NI ,
• if LO supports role inclusions, then (c:rd )I = (c:r)I(d) , for every c ∈ MI? ,
r ∈ NR and d ∈ Ω.
Further, ·I is extended inductively in the usual manner, according to the standard semantics of the constructors of LO . By the construction of I, it follows
that all axioms in O must be satisfied in I. In particular:
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• satisfaction of axioms added in step 2, 3, 4, 7 follows immediately by the
construction and the semantics of the object language,
• satisfaction of ABox assertions follows immediately by the construction,
• for satisfaction of concept inclusions, observe that for every possibly complex concept C in LO and c ∈ Ω, C Ic = (c:> u π(C))I , where π(C)
denotes the result of applying steps 1 and 6 (resp. 7) to C. This can
be shown by structural induction over the syntax of C, of which the
only step requiring a comment concerns role restrictions. Suppose C =
∃d:r.D, for an arbitrary d ∈ MI? and a possibly complex concept D.
Then π(C) = ∃d:r.(c:> u D) (resp. π(C) = ∃d:rc .D). By the semantics (∃d:r.D)Ic = {x ∈ ∆Ic | ∃y.(x, y) ∈ (d:r)Ic ∧ y ∈ DIc }, while
(c:> u π(C))I = ∆Ic ∩ {x ∈ ∆ | ∃y.(x, y) ∈ rId ∧ y ∈ (∆Ic ∩ DIc )}
(resp. (c:> u π(C))I = ∆Ic ∩ {x ∈ ∆ | ∃y.(x, y) ∈ (d:r)I(c) ∧ y ∈ DIc }),
which clearly must coincide. The case of C = ∀d:r.D follows analogically.
• satisfaction of role inclusions follows by the construction of I and step 7.

By an analogical, converse construction of a model M = (∆, {Ic }c∈MI? ) of
{Oc }c∈MI? from a model I = (∆I , ·I ) of O, the opposite direction of the argument can be made. In that case, for all c ∈ MI not occurring in O, we arbitrarily
q
pick some d ∈ MI? and fix Ic := Id .
Proposition 4 (IS query answering reduction). Let {Oc }c∈Ω be an interoperability
system, O the ontology resulting from applying the reduction procedure (Table 4.1),
and q = ∃~y .ϕ(~x, ~y ) a query over LO with free variables ~x = x1 , . . . , xk and bounded
~ = (c:a)1 , . . . , (c:a)k ∈ NI?
variables ~y = y1 , . . . , yn . For any sequence of names c:a
?
~ is aVcertain answer w.r.t.
and d ∈ MI , it is the case that c:a
V {Oc }c∈Ω in d iff it is a
d:>(yi ) ∧ ϕ(~x, ~y ) w.r.t.
certain answer to the query q d = ∃~y .
d:>(xi ) ∧
1≤i≤k

1≤i≤n

O.
Proof. Observe that all individuals satisfying the query q d are forced to satisfy
d:>, while q is evaluated in d over ∆I(d) . Hence, by Definition 10 and the
correspondence between the models of {Oc }c∈Ω and O established in Proposition 3, it follows that the sets of certain answers for both query problems must
coincide.
q
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Meta-level knowledge selection

Notably, the context names play a twofold role in the framework. As vocabulary prefixes, they determine the logical space of contexts relevant for interpreting a collection of object knowledge statements. As unique identifiers for
object ontologies, they allow for enumerating and retrieving portions of data
which actually convey those statements. Such ambiguity is inherent to (and
hence justified by) the real-life use of URIs on the Web. By acknowledging it,
we also emphasize that the problem of reconciling logically partitioned knowledge is orthogonal to the problem of integrating physically partitioned data,
studied extensively in the field of distributed databases. In this section, we
elaborate on the ability of selecting and retrieving the suitable portions of data
that are relevant for a particular query answering problem. To this end, we
extend interoperability systems with the meta-level representation and utilize
it for guiding the selection process.
The metalanguage LC is defined exactly as in the previous chapter, in Definition 1. It is then a DL with the standard syntax and semantics over a vocabulary Γ = (MC , MR , MI ), where MI? ⊆ MI is the set of context names,
used on the object-level as the vocabulary prefixes. To avoid ambiguities in the
context naming, we assume the metalanguage adheres to the Unique Name
Assumption. A meta-ontology is a standard DL ontology over LC . With this
addition, we can now define the notion of interoperability system with metaknowledge (ISM).
Definition 11 (Interoperability system with metaknowledge). Let LC be a metalanguage and LO an object language. Then a tuple S = hC, {Oc }c∈Ω i is a interoperability system with metaknowledge (ISM), where C is a meta-ontology in LC , and
{Oc }c∈Ω is an interoperability system in LO , with Ω ⊆ MI? .
The semantics of an ISM is defined straightforwardly by combining the semantics of both levels of representation.
Definition 12 (Semantics). A pair hJ , Mi is a model of an ISM S = hC, {Oc }c∈Ω i
iff J = (∆J , ·J ) is a model of C, and M = (∆, {Ic }c∈MI? ) is a model of {Oc }c∈Ω .
What follows from the above definition is that deciding satisfiability of an
ISM is equivalent to deciding two independent problems: satisfiability of the
meta-ontology and satisfiability of the interoperability system. This characteristic is the formal essence of the property P2, highlighted in Section 4.2. The
only relationship between the two levels of representation is that some of the
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individuals appearing in the model of the meta-ontology are conventionally associated with the corresponding object ontologies. Such separation guarantees
good computational properties of the framework, while at the same time, provides still enough expressive power to support interesting forms of querying.
Example 3 (ISM). Consider an ISM S = hC, {Oc }c∈Ω i, which extends the IS
{Oc }c∈Ω from Example 2 with the meta-level representation. We recall {Oc }c∈Ω below
and define C as follows:
C:

Oc :
Od :
Oe :
Of :
Og :

FinancialDep t HRDep v CompanyDep
ConceptMap t InstanceMap v Mappings
FinancialDep(c)
HRDep(d)
Census(e)
ConceptMap(f)
InstanceMap(g)
c:Employee v ∃c:receives.c:Salary
c:Employee(c:jSmith)
d:Staff v ∃d:hasInsurance.d:CollectivePolicy
d:Staff (d:mBrown)
> v e:Person
>(e:johnSmith)
c:Employee v d:Staff
d:Staff v e:Person
{c:jSmith} ≡ {e:johnSmith}

The meta-ontology C above, represents the metaknowledge over contexts integrated in
the ISM. For instance, c is stated to be a context of a financial department, and thus it
is an instance of a company department due to the axiom FinancialDep t HRDep v
CompanyDep. Contexts f and g are both instances of Mappings, where f belongs to
the subclass of concept mappings and g to instance mappings.
Admittedly, satisfiability of C is logically independent from the satisfiability
of the accompanying IS and vice versa. Regardless of this semantic separation
of the two levels of representation, the framework supports a simple, yet practically useful form of queries which allow for metaknowledge-driven selection
of the object-level knowledge to be queried over. ISM queries, of the form
dm(y)eq(~x), comprise a meta-level query m(y) and an object-level query q(~x).
The meta-level component selects the object ontologies which satisfy certain
meta-level descriptions. The object query is then applied over the integrated
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fragments of knowledge contained in those ontologies. Again, in both cases we
consider arbitrary first-order queries. In the example to follow, we use UCQs
for the meta-level query and a CQ for the object component. The reasoning
problem is formally defined as follows:
Definition 13 (ISM query). An ISM query over an ISM S = hC, {Oc }c∈Ω i is an
expression dm(y)eq(~x), where:
• m(y) is a query over LC , with a single answer variable y,
• q(~x) is a query over LO , with free variables ~x = x1 , . . . , xk .
~ = (c:a)1 , . . . , (c:a)k ∈ NI? is a certain answer to dm(y)eq(~x)
A sequence of names c:a
?
~ iff {Oc }c∈Ω0 , c |= q[c:a],
~ where Ω0 = {d |
w.r.t. S, in c ∈ MI , written S, c |= q[c:a]
d ∈ Ω, C |= m[d]}.
As a notable consequence of the loose semantic coupling of the two levels,
the combined complexity of answering ISM queries carries over directly from
the complexity of answering queries in the two component languages. More
specifically, if (q, L) is the problem of answering queries of type q in the language L, then the combined complexity of answering an ISM query dm(y)eq(~x)
is equivalent to the higher of the complexities of the two problems: (m(y), LC )
and (q(~x), LO ). For instance, if the meta-ontology and the object ontologies of a
ISM are expressed in the DL ALC and SHIQ, respectively, then answering ISM
queries whose both components are CQs is 2E XP T IME-complete, as this is the
complexity of CQ answering in SHIQ (which is higher than the 2E XP T IMEcomplete complexity of solving the same problem in ALC. See Section 2.1).
Regardless of this worst-case complexity analysis, the actual effort of answering the object query can be further dramatically reduced, as the meta-query
can significantly restrict the amount of data to be queried over.
Finally, we illustrate the querying mechanism using the ISM from Example 3. Let dmi (y)eq(x) be an ISM query over S, where the object-query q(x) is
defined as:
q(x) ::= d:Staff (x) ∧ d:Person(x)
and further, the meta-query mi (y) varies across the following alternatives:
• m1 (y) ::= CompanyDep(y),
• m2 (y) ::= CompanyDep(y) ∨ ConceptMap(y),
• m3 (y) ::= CompanyDep(y) ∨ Mappings(y).
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Observe that different meta-queries return different sets of context names. Consequently, different sets of object ontologies are selected as the basis for answering the object query. This in turn leads to obtaining different answers, as
presented below:

m1
m2
m3

4.4

selected ontologies object-query answers
Oc , Od
∅
Oc , Od , Of
c:jSmith, d:mBrown, in d, e, f , g
c:jSmith, in c
Oc , Od , Of , Og
c:jSmith, d:mBrown, e:johnSmith, in d, e, f , g
c:jSmith, e:johnSmith, in c

Implementation

Figure 4.4 presents a schematic workflow for answering ISM queries in practical implementations, following directly as an operationalization of the notions
involved in Definition 13.
We implemented a substantial part of this workflow using the Large Knowledge Collider (LarKC) [FvHA+ 08] — a platform for the creation and execution of Semantic Web reasoning workflows.4 Each LarKC workflow consists
of a number of plugins, each of which performs some reasoning service over
a given set of RDF statements. The platform ships with a number of pre-built
plugins for various kinds of reasoning, and also facilitates the development of
new ones. Plugins can take advantage of a number of services available in the
platform including execution on cluster machines and RDF data management.
Our implemented workflow consists of the following steps:
1. The meta-ontology is loaded into LarKC.
2. A SPARQL query representing the meta-ontology query is performed to
select a series of files (i.e. object ontologies) to be loaded. Note that the
underlying triple store (OWLIM)5 is configured to perform pD∗ reasoning (also called OWL-Horst) [tH05] at this stage.
3. The selected files are loaded into LarKC.
4 We
5 See

acknowledge Paul Groth as the author of the described implementation.
http://www.ontotext.com/owlim.
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Figure 4.3: The workflow for answering ISM queries.

4. A SPARQL query representing the object ontology query is performed
and results are returned. Again, results are returned under OWL-HORST
reasoning.
In our implementation we have omitted the integration step, focusing only
on the selection aspect, which is dominant in the use-case studied in the next
section. Nevertheless, due to the limited expressiveness of the OWL-Horst
fragment (predominantly lack of negation), the integration step is in fact hardly
necessary, as even when the local character of OWL-Horst axioms is ignored
it is unlikely to observe new, unintended inferences which could have been
otherwise avoided by applying the integration step. The workflow required
only lightweight implementation of two LarKC plugins and the definition of
the overall workflow. Importantly, only reasoning services that were already
available in LarKC were required for the implementation of the framework.
The workflow and associated plugins are accessible on-line at http://www.
few.vu.nl/˜pgroth/sismd/.
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Case study: Wordnet alignment

We now describe the application of the ISM framework and its LarCK-based
implementation to the problem of reasoning over alignments between two versions of Wordnet — a large lexical database categorizing English words in linguistic categories.

4.5.1

Use-case

This use-case stems from a cultural heritage portal serving documents that
have been semantically annotated using Wordnet [SAA+ 08]. As the portal integrates documents from different collections, part of the collection has been
annotated using W3C’s RDF representation of Wordnet 2.0, while another part
uses 3.0. Obviously, one would like to be able to ignore the version differences
when these are not relevant. For example, for a given query, all relevant documents annotated using either version need to be found.
To achieve this, an alignment needs to be created that describes, for as many
concepts as possible, which concept in one version corresponds to the same or
at least a very similar concept in the other version. Creating such an alignment
is, however, not an exact science. In an idealized world, two concepts are either
equivalent or they are not. In practice, similarity levels vary on a continuous
scale, and what level is “sufficiently similar” may depend on the application.
Additionally, similarity levels can vary on multiple dimensions. For example,
a concept A can be very similar to B along one dimension, but more similar
to C along another. A good weighing scheme that takes this into account is
typically also application- or context-dependent. Finally, for large vocabularies such as Wordnet (both versions have over 100k concepts), the number of
potential mappings (e.g. the Cartesian product of both sets) is very large, and
automatic tools are needed to either fully automate the alignment process, or
at least to help human experts in creating alignments interactively. As some
correspondences are much harder to find than others, the resulting set of all
correspondences produced by alignment tools tend to vary in nature and quality. An application might prefer to use only parts of the results.
Typically, creating a good alignment is a task that is too complex to be done
at query time. On the other hand, alignments are too context-dependent to
create a single alignment a priori. One solution is to create multiple sets of
correspondences and annotate each set describing its properties. Applications
can then query on a meta-level which sets are available and what their properties are. Based on this information, context-specific reasoning can be applied
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to decide which correspondences the system should use when answering future object-level queries. For example, a retrieval application might opt for
high recall performance and include all mappings. An application that uses
the mappings to upgrade a corpus that has been manually annotated would
prefer high precisions alignments.
The study of the use-case shows that the ISM framework, supported by
a lightweight implementation presented in the previous section, is very well
suited for this and similar scenarios. It provides such applications with the minimum formal underpinning that is necessary for guaranteeing the reliability
of the involved information management processes.

4.5.2

Alignment selection

The described use-case is a typical example for an application with a large variety of related, but different sets of object-knowledge, together with a rich
metadata ontology. We have applied the framework to Wordnet alignments
produced using the Amalgame system [JvOdB11]. To demonstrate its usage,
we discuss a small example. A user is interested in how verbs can be aligned
between Wordnet 3.0 and Wordnet 2.0. However, in one case the application
is interested in mappings produced with the best numeric score as returned by
the mapping algorithms. In the second case, the user is interested in mappings
that were returned by multiple different mapping algorithms. Analogically
to Example 3, we thus consider a collection of object ontologies consisting of
Wordnet 3.0, Wordnet 2.0, and a number of ontologies containing only mappings between the instances of the two Wordnet ontologies (expressed in terms
of owl:sameAs statements) — all of them described in the additional metalevel ontology. Here, we show how modifying the meta-level query over the
provenance changes the results of the same object-level query. For readability,
we constrain the query to look at the word “catch”.
Formally, we define two ISM queries: dm1(y)eq(e1, e2) and dm2(y)eq(e1, e2),
with the same object query, requesting pairs of alignment entities where one of
them is of type VerbSynset and has a label “catch”:
q(e1, e2) ::= ∃x.(align:entity1(x, e1) ∧ align:entity2(x, e2) ∧
wn20schema:V erbSynset(e1) ∧ label(e1, ”catch”))
Further, we consider two variants of the meta-query:
• m1(y) ::= ∃x.((wasGeneratedBy(y, x) ∧ BestNumeric(x)) ∨ WordNet(y))
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• m2(y) ::= ∃x.((wasGeneratedBy(y, x)∧MostMethods(x))∨WordNet(y))

The meta-queries request the relevant object data sources, including those of
type WordNetItem (effectively, the Wordnet ontologies) and all sets of mappings generated with the BestNumeric and MostMethods approaches, respectively. For this application, the object-level query q(e1, e2) is formulated in
SPARQL as shown in Figure 4.4. For all SPARQL queries, the following prefixes are defined:
• rdfs ::= http://www.w3.org/2000/01/rdf-schema#
• rdf ::= http://www.w3.org/1999/02/22-rdf-syntax-ns#
• ag ::= http://purl.org/vocabularies/amalgame#
• opmv ::= http://purl.org/net/opmv/ns#
• wn20sch ::= http://www.w3.org/2006/03/wn/wn20/schema/#
• align ::= http://knowledgeweb.semanticweb.org/heterogeneity/alignment#
select ?e1 ?e2 where {
?map align:entity1 ?e1.
?map align:entity2 ?e2.
?e1 rdf:type wn20sch:VerbSynset.
?e1 rdfs:label "catch"@en-us. }
Figure 4.4: An example object-level query q(e1, e2) formulated in SPARQL.
select ?file where {
{?file opmv:wasGeneratedBy ?alg.
?alg rdf:type ag:BestNumeric. }
UNION
{?file rdf:type ag:WordNet.}}
Figure 4.5: An example meta-level query m1(x) formulated in SPARQL.
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select ?file where {
{?file opmv:wasGeneratedBy ?s.
?s rdf:type ag:MostMethods.}
UNION
{?file rdf:type ag:WordNet.}}
Figure 4.6: An example meta-level query m2(x) formulated in SPARQL.
The meta-level query m1(x) for best-numeric mappings algorithms is shown
in Figure 4.5. Applying, the object-level query over the results of m1(x) (446
377 triples), produces two result bindings mapping to the same synset. Note,
that since the integration step is omitted, we effectively query over the union of
the selected sources, thus obtaining the same answers for all contexts involved.
The bindings 1 and 2 are as follows:
?e1: http://purl.org/vocabularies/princeton/wn30/
synset-catch-verb-18
?e2: http://www.w3.org/2006/03/wn/wn20/instances/
synset-catch-verb-18
The meta-level query m2(x) for mappings from different mapping algorithms is shown in Figure 4.6. With this query, 353 303 triples are used and no
results are returned. Note, that here the mappings are only 167 triples of the
total number of triples as compared to 93 241 triples for the prior set of mappings. While the above queries are simple, they do require reasoning. They
show how by changing the view over provenance (or meta information) we
can achieve different results. Most importantly, the case study emphasizes the
simplicity of the framework and the ease with which it can be implemented
and applied.

4.6

Related work

Firstly, let us summarize the relation of the ISM framework to the DLCs presented in the previous chapter of the thesis. Essentially, an ISM S = hC, {Oc }c∈Ω i
can be restated as a fragment of DLCs with context operators only of type h{c}i
and object axioms only of type c : ϕ (with c : ϕ replacing ϕ ∈ Oc ), where the
C
class of relevant CL
LO -interpretations includes precisely those whose context
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domain C is finite and consists of the elements denoted by the context names
occurring explicitly in S (cf. Section 3.4). Because of this finiteness of the context domain, ISMs can safely support the use of h{c}i operators also over role
atoms and individual names, which is not possible in the general DLC setting.
The ISM framework closely coincides with the architecture of Contextualized Knowledge Repositories, proposed in [HS12] (see Section 2.4). The notable
difference is that the metalanguage in CKRs is highly restricted, whereas in
ISM it is an arbitrary, full DL language, whose vocabulary and expressiveness
are left entirely as an application-driven choice. In the pure RDF paradigm,
another framework similar to ours and CKRs, called RDF+ is discussed in
[DSSS09] and based on the use of Named Graphs [CBHS05] for representing
both levels of knowledge. Given the expressive limitations of RDF, the scope
of metalanguage in RDF+ is again restricted to a set of relational properties.
Moreover, unlike in our case, the notions of selection and integration of the
object-level knowledge are not considered. A framework that supports metalevel selection of object-level knowledge was proposed in [THM+ 08]. It provides a mechanism for selecting a subset of a single ontology based on axiom
annotations. The framework, however, does not support the context-sensitive
integration, in the sense discussed here, as it is assumed that the entire objectlevel knowledge is given in one ontology.
The conceptual foundation of contextual reasoning employed here, based
on the use of multiple logic theories suitably aligned on the semantic level,
was succinctly spelled out by Ghidini et al. in [GS98, GG01] as the proviso:
contextual reasoning = locality + compatibility. This form of contextuality is quintessentially involved in the problem of logic-based ontology integration. In
particular, our semantic interoperability mechanism, based on vocabularies
shared among multiple ontologies, is characteristic also to Package-based DLs
(P-DLs) [BVSH09]. The main technical difference is that the semantics of PDLs captures the notion of importing the full extension of a shared term to a
given context, rather than restricting it to the local domain as here. In yet different ontology integration formalisms, such as e.g. Distributed DLs [BS03] or
E-Connections [CGPS09], interoperability is achieved by use of special sorts
of link relations between the elements of the domains of different ontologies,
which grants a weaker style of integration (less inferences possible) but a more
robust one with respect to possible inconsistencies arising due to heterogeneity
of integrated knowledge. For a formal survey, we refer the reader to [CK07].
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Conclusion

We presented a framework that allows for an adaptive selection and integration of object-level knowledge based on meta-level knowledge. To the best of
our knowledge, this is the first formal framework that deals with the interrelationship between meta-level knowledge and object-level knowledge purely
in terms of standard Semantic Web knowledge representations (e.g. DLs, OWL
and RDF(S)). Importantly, we demonstrated that the framework can be realized
using an existing Semantic Web development framework (LarKC) and applied
to an existing use-case — the alignment of vocabularies in a cultural heritage
setting. Going forward, we aim to study the application of the framework in
more dynamic or streaming settings. Additionally, we aim to apply the approach to large sets of biomedical concept mappings provided by a range of
providers.
In the next chapter, we study a representation setting which effectively coincides with ISM structures, without the prefixes over the vocabulary. Thus, we
in fact consider collections of ontologies whose URIs are described in a metalanguage. Such a very basic construction turns out to go a long way, as it allows for a relatively straightforward introduction of additional, task-oriented
languages, which can conveniently utilize these two-dimensional, two-sorted
representations in order to solve application-specific problems.
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CHAPTER

FIVE
VERIFICATION OF DATA PROVENANCE
RECORDS

In this chapter, we apply the context framework to the problem of formal verification of data provenance records, and propose a novel provenance specification logic, based on a combination of Propositional Dynamic Logic with ontology query
languages. Our proposal is validated against the test queries of The First Provenance Challenge, and supported with an analysis of its computational properties.
We consider the following setting:
.
contexts = states of recorded data-oriented computations
.
context representation language = DL
.
contextual information = provenance metadata
.
object representation language = DL
.
reasoning task = formal verification, querying
.
task-specific language = provenance specification logic

5.1

Introduction

Data provenance is the history of derivation of a data artifact from its original
sources [SPG05, MCF+ ]. A provenance record stores all the steps and contextual aspects of the entire derivation process, including the precise sequence
of operations executed, their inputs, outputs, parameters, the supplementary
87
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data involved, etc., so that third parties can unambiguously interpret the final data product in its proper context. It has been broadly acknowledged that
provenance information is crucial for facilitating reuse, management and reproducibility of published data [SSH08, SPG05]. For instance, the ability of
verifying whether past experiments conformed to some formal criteria is a key
in the process of validation of eScientific results [MWF+ 07].
Problem: As provenance records can cover thousands of data items and derivation steps, one of the pressing challenges becomes the development of formal frameworks and methods to automate verification. Such a logic back-end
for practical reasoning tools could, e.g. be useful for provenance-driven data
querying, or for validating conformance of provenance records to formal specifications. Let us consider a concrete example taken from The First Provenance Challenge, a community effort aimed at understanding the capabilities
of available provenance systems [M+ 08]. 17 teams competed in answering 9
queries over provenance records obtained from executing a real-life scientific
workflow (see Figure 5.1) for creating population-based “brain atlases” of high
resolution anatomical data. One representative task was to:
Q6. Find all output averaged images of softmean (average) procedures, where the warped images taken as input were align warp’ed using a twelfth order nonlinear 1365
parameter model, i.e. where softmean was preceded in the workflow, directly or indirectly, by an align warp procedure with argument -m 12.
A distinctive feature of this sort of queries is their inherent two-dimensionality: the domain data (here: image identifiers) is queried relative to its metalevel provenance description. To date all existing approaches to support such
queries are based on ad hoc combinations of techniques and formalisms, dependent on the internal representation structures, and are procedural in nature. Given the semantic character of the task, and in light of the soon to be
expected standardization of the Provenance vocabularies by the W3C,1 a principled, logic-based language for querying and verifying provenance graphs,
which could significantly improve reusability and generalizability, is critically
missing. The work presented in this chapter aims at closing this gap.
Contributions: We introduce provenance specification logic (PSLM ) which, to
the best of our knowledge, offers the first systematic view on the logical foundations of formal verification of data provenance records. Our focus is on data
1 See

http://www.w3.org/2011/prov/wiki/Main_Page.
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Figure 5.1: A data provenance record describing a run of The First Provenance
Challenge workflow [M+ 08].

expressed in the Semantic Web ontology languages, such as OWL and RDF(S),
whose formal core is essentially captured by Description Logics, underpinning
the Semantic Web architecture.
The basic idea is very intuitive. A data provenance record is represented as
a directed provenance graph (effectively a finite transition system), with certain
nodes being treated as identifiers for datasets, containing the data involved in
the respective stages of the computation. We construct the basic variant of our
logic, called PSL, by substituting atoms of Propositional Dynamic Logic (PDL)
with queries belonging to a selected query language. The dynamic component,
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thus inherited from PDL, enables expressing complex provenance patterns,
while the embedded queries support access to data artifacts. In the second
step, we lift this approach to cater for scenarios in which provenance graphs
are themselves described in dedicated provenance ontologies. This way, we
obtain the target formalism PSLM , which, on top of the functionalities offered
by PSL, also facilitates the use of a rich metalanguage.
This mechanism is highly independent from the employed representation
formalisms, and can be reused in a plug-and-play fashion for a number of combinations of ontology/query languages. Moreover, we demonstrate that PSLM
is computationally well-behaved. By separating the DL-level reasoning tasks
from the pure model checking of provenance graphs, we obtain a constant
PT IME overhead over the complexity of standard DL-based reasoning tasks,
invariant to the particular choice of the employed ontology/query languages,
which is carried over from model checking in PDL.
In summary, in this work we deliver three main contributions:
1. We introduce PSLM , a declarative language for expressing complex constraints over data provenance records.
2. By systematically studying the collection of test queries from The First
Provenance Challenge, mentioned above, we show that PSLM offers desired modeling capabilities.
3. Finally, we provide a computational analysis of the approach, and report
on some satisfying results.
Content: In the remainder of this chapter, we first give a short overview of
the related work in Section 5.2 and preliminary notions in Section 5.3. Next, in
Sections 5.4 and 5.5, we incrementally introduce PSLM and validate it against
the test queries in Section 5.6. Finally, in Section 5.7 we study the computational aspects of our framework.

5.2

Related work

In the recent decade, provenance has been a subject of intensive studies in
the field of database technologies, resulting in a body of foundational work
[GKT07, CCT09]. Nowadays, provenance is also recognized as one of the critical problems to be addressed by the Semantic Web community, attracting
increasing interest, e.g. [GG11]. Existing Semantic Web-based approaches
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to the problem of verification and querying, such as [GH08] are persistently
technology-driven, and employ combinations of web services, ontologies, triple
stores, SPARQL queries, etc. and fail to lay down systematic perspectives on
the formal foundations of the problem. Noteworthy exceptions are [Mor11]
and [BHPS11] which provide, respectively: reproducibility semantics, which
are executional in nature, and logic programming-based framework for reasoning with provenance-annotated linked data, where both annotations and
data language are specifically restricted. Our contribution goes beyond those
proposals by providing a cohesive declarative semantic framework based on
standard logic and ontology languages, and rich metamodels.

On the formal level, the problem of provenance verification bears a strong
resemblance to the traditionally studied verification of transition systems,
which in principle encourages the use of similar logic-based techniques
[CGP00]. This analogy, however, must be treated with caution. While in usual
transition systems states represent complete, propositional abstractions of system’s configurations, in the data provenance context states are effectively datasets, reflecting the knowledge of the system in a certain configuration. This
creates a need for more expressive verification formalisms, extending the basic
program logics, such as PDL [Lan06]. Even Dynamic DLs [WZ00], which are
capable of modeling transition systems with states corresponding to DL knowledge bases, are not flexible enough to express rich constraints on the data level.
Some other verification formalisms, of a more suitable, data-oriented flavor,
have been proposed for verification of data-driven systems [Via09], knowledge
base programs [CDGLR11], or workflow schemas [KGMW00]. However, the
central motivation behind their design is to enable representation of all permissable data-altering operations over a fixed data language, with the aim of
studying general properties of programs composed of such operations. Consequently, the considered representation languages are strongly restricted in order to ensure decidability of those properties. Such general problems, however,
are not of primary interest in our case, since a provenance record describes by
definition a single, completed computation process, which one wants to study
ex-post. Hence, rather than abstracting from the richness of a given system and
focusing on its possible behaviors, we must enable reasoning machinery which
can maximally utilize the available information about the system.
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Preliminaries

For clarity of exposition, in this chapter we consider data represented and
managed within the framework of DLs, following the paradigm of OntologyBased Data Access, as discussed in Chapter 2. As usual, all claims made in this
context extend naturally to arbitrary fragments of OWL/RDF(S) languages.
The definition of a provenance record that we adopt here, and further refine
in Section 5.5, is the simplest abstraction of the proposals currently discussed in
the course of a W3C standardization effort. Those proposals, building largely
on the specification of the Open Provenance Model [MCF+ ], consider a provenance record to be a basic graph structure (such as presented in Figure 5.1)
representing the whole documented history of interactions between processes
and data artifacts during a certain computation, where data artifacts are in fact
datasets (knowledge bases) expressed in DLs. The choice of the OPM foundations for our approach is motivated largely by the fact that OPM is suggested
as the intended formalism for representing provenance in the expected W3C
recommendation. In principle, however, the level of abstraction which we endorse here goes beyond particular, concrete encodings of provenance information, and builds only on generic provenance notions present also in other
formalisms used for recording provenance, such as Proof Markup Language
[dSMF06, MDSC07]. Crucially, our approach generalizes over any (transition)
graph-based representation of data provenance.
A directed graph is a pair (V, E), where V is a non-empty set of nodes and
E is a set of ordered pairs from V × V , called edges. A bipartite graph is a
graph (V ∪ W, E), where V ∪ W is a set of nodes and E a set of edges such that
E ⊆ V × W ∪ W × V . An edge-labeled graph is a triple (V, E, l), such that (V, E)
is a graph and l : E 7→ R assigns a relation name from a set R to every edge
in E. A graph (V, E) is called acyclic iff for every node v ∈ V , there exists no
sequence w1 , . . . , wn ∈ V , such that (v, w1 ), . . . , (wn−1 , wn ), (wn , v) ∈ E.
Definition 14 (Provenance graph). Let L be a DL language and let K(L) denote the set of all knowledge bases over L. An L-provenance graph is a tuple
G = (P, D, E, l, k), where (P ∪ D, E, l) is a bipartite, directed, acyclic, edge-labeled
graph, and k is a function k : D 7→ K(L). The nodes in P are called processes and
in D data artifacts.
By convention, we identify process nodes with unique process invocations
that occurred during the recorded computation, and data artifact nodes with
the corresponding DL knowledge bases {k(d) | d ∈ D} that were involved.
Note, that we do not presume any specific causal relationships between the
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represented entities. We are only interested in the formal properties of the
graphs.

5.4

Provenance specification logic

Formal verification is the task of checking whether a certain formal structure
satisfies the property described by a given formula of a dedicated specification
language. The properties of data provenance records which we aim to capture
here are essentially complex relationships between the structural patterns occurring in the provenance graphs and the contents of data artifacts. Three typical constraints, representative of most reasoning tasks requested from practical
provenance systems [SSH08, MWF+ 07, M+ 08], are e.g.:
1. r(a, b) holds in data artifact d1 , where d1 is reachable via edge accessed
from processes p1 and p2 ,
2. a data artifact in which D(a) does not hold is reachable via a finite sequence of two-step edge compositions wasGeneratedBy-used from a data
artifact in which D(a) holds,
3. if D(a) holds in any data artifact related to process p1 via either input 1 or
input 2 , then p1 must be related via output to some data artifact in which
r(a, y) holds, for some arbitrary y.
These informally stated properties are clearly satisfied by the respective provenance graphs, illustrated in Figure 5.2, where nodes p1 , p2 represent process
nodes, and d1 , d2 , d3 data artifacts, whose contents are listed inside the nodes.
(G1)

accessed
p1

(G2)

d1 : r(a,b)
accessed
p2

d1 : B(a)

(G3)

used
...

d2 : C ⊑ D
C(a)

d1 : A(a)
input1

n≥1

wasGeneratedBy
d2 : C ⊑ D
C(a)

Figure 5.2: Sample provenance graphs.

input2
p1

output
d3 : r(a,b)
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The ability of expressing constraints of this flavor is the key feature of a big
family of program verification formalisms based on dynamic logics, in particular the prominent Propositional Dynamic Logic (PDL) [Lan06]. The provenance
specification logic (PSL), which we introduce below, is a data-oriented extension of PDL. Essentially, we substitute propositional letters of PDL formulas
with queries belonging to a certain query language. The dynamic component
of PSL enables explicit modeling of requested provenance patterns, while the
queries allow for accessing the contents of data artifacts. The choice of an adequate query language is in principle an application-driven decision, depending strongly on the underlying data language. For instance, if data artifacts
use RDF(S) representation, a natural candidate is SPARQL [PS08]. As our focus is on the general DL setup, we consider the class of conjunctive queries, as
introduced in Section 5.3.
Definition 15 (PSL: syntax). Let G = (P, D, E, l, k) be an L-provenance graph and
R the set of relation names used in G. Then the provenance specification language
over G is the smallest language induced by the following grammar:
Object queries:
q(~x) := CQs over L
Path expressions:
π := r | π; π | π ∪ π | π − | π ∗ | v? | α?
where r ∈ R and v ∈ P ∪ D,
Provenance formulas:
α := {q(~x)} | > | hπiα | α ∧ α | ¬α
Whenever convenient we use the usual abbreviations ⊥ = ¬>, [π] = ¬hπi¬,
α ∨ β = ¬(¬α ∧ ¬β) and α → β = ¬α ∨ β.
An answer to a provenance formula is a sequence of individual names from
NI , which substituted for the respective answer variables in the embedded
CQs must satisfy the formula. Note, that different CQs are allowed to share
same answer variables. This way one can capture interesting data dependencies between the contents of data artifacts. To formally introduce the semantics
of PSL, we first fix useful notation for handling subsequences of CQ answers.
Let ~x = x1 , . . . , xk be a sequence of answer variables and ~a = a1 , . . . , ak a
corresponding sequence of individual names. For an arbitrary subsequence
~x0 ⊆ ~x, i.e. a subset of ~x preserving the ordering, we write ~a|~x0 to denote the
subsequence of ~a such that for every 1 ≤ i ≤ k, ai occurs in ~a|~x0 iff xi occurs in
~x0 .
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Definition 16 (PSL: semantics). Let ~x = x1 , . . . , xk be the answer variables of a PSL
provenance formula α and ~a = a1 , . . . , ak ∈ NI a sequence of individual names. We
call ~a a certain answer to α in L-provenance graph G = (P, D, E, l, k) in a node v ∈
P ∪ D iff G, v ~a α, where the satisfaction relation ~a is given by a simultaneous
induction over the structure of provenance formulas and path expressions. For every
v, w ∈ P ∪ D:
Provenance formulas:
G, v
G, v
G, v

~
a
~
a
~
a

G, v
G, v

~
a
~
a

{q(~x)}
>,
hπiα

iff

v ∈ D and k(v) |= q[~a|~x ],

iff

α∧β
¬α

iff
iff

there exists w ∈ P ∪ D, s.t. G
G, w ~a α,
G, v ~a α and G, v ~a β,
G, v 6 ~a α,

π

~
a

v −→ w and

Path expressions:
G
G
G

r

~
a

v −→ w
π;σ
v −→ w

iff
iff

π∪σ

~
a

v −→ w

iff

(v, w) ∈ E and l(v, w) = r,
π
there is u ∈ P ∪ D s.t. G ~a v −→ u and G
σ
u −→ w,
π
σ
G ~a v −→ w or G ~a v −→ w,

iff

G

iff

v(−→) w, where (−→)∗ is the transitive reflexive
π
closure of −→ on G,

iff

G, v

~
a

π−

G

~
a

v −→ w

G

~
a

v −→ w

G

~
a

v −→ v,

G

~
a

v −→ v

π∗

~
a w
π ∗

~
a

π

−→ v,
π

v?

α?

~
a

α.

Observe, that unlike in typical transition systems, only selected nodes in
provenance graphs — exactly the data artifacts in D — represent the states
over which object queries can be evaluated. Irrespective of this deviation, the
model checking problem, underlying formal verification tasks, is defined as
usual.
Model Checking 1 (PSL formulas). Given an L-provenance graph G = (P, D, E,
l, k), a node v ∈ P ∪ D, a PSL provenance formula α and a sequence ~a = a1 , . . . , ak ∈
NI , decide whether ~a is a certain answer to α in G, v.
It is easy to check that the following PSL formulas express precisely the
properties from the three examples presented in the opening of this section,
and are satisfied by the specified graphs, nodes and answers (Figure 5.2):
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1. α := hp1 ?; accessed ; d1 ?i({r(x, y)} ∧ haccessed − ; p2 ?i>),
where G1 , p1 ~a α for ~a = a, b.
2. α := {D(x)} ∧ h(wasGeneratedBy; used )∗ i¬{D(x)},
where G2 , d2 ~a α for ~a = a.
3. α := hp1 ?i(h(input 1 ∪ input 2 )− i{D(x)} → houtputi{∃y.r(x, y)}),
where G3 , p1 ~a α for ~a = a.

For a more practical illustration, we model two use-cases from the eScience
domain. The first one illustrates a typical problem of provenance-based validation of an eScience experiment, reported in [MWF+ 07].
Example 4 (eScience experiment validation). A bioinformatician, B, downloads a
file containing sequence data from a remote database. B then processes the sequence
using an analysis service. Later, a reviewer, R, suspects that the sequence may have
been a nucleotide sequence but processed by a service that can only analyze meaningfully amino acid sequences. R determines whether this was the case.
α := {∃y.Sequence(x) ∧ analysis-result(x, y)} →
[output; analysis-service?; input]({Amino-acid(x)} ∧ ¬{Nucleotide(x)})
Solution: The requested property is satisfied by a graph G if G, v ~a α for every
v ∈ P ∪ D and ~a = a, where a is the individual name associated with the nucleotide
sequence in question. Naturally, we implicitly assume a certain underlying representation model, where e.g. analysis-service is the name of the cited service, the result of
the analysis is given via an axiom of type analysis-result(a, y), etc.
As the second example, we formalize one of the queries from The First Provenance Challenge [M+ 08].
Example 5 (FPC Q6). See Q6 in Section 5.1 (cf. Figure 5.1).
α := {Image(x)} ∧ hwasGeneretedBy; softmean 1...n ; used i({∃y.Image(y)} ∧
h(wasGeneratedBy; used )∗ ; wasGeneratedBy; align-warp1...m i>)
where softmean 1...n := softmean 1 ? ∪ . . . ∪ softmean n ? includes all invocations
of softmean process in the graph, while align-warp1...m := align-warp1 ? ∪ . . . ∪
align-warpm ? all invocations of align warp with the specified parameter value.
Solution: For every v ∈ P ∪ D and sequence ~a, if G, v
resource.

~
a

α, then ~a is the requested
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Artifact v ¬Process
Softmean v Process
Artifact v ∀wasGeneratedBy.Process Align-warp v Process
Process v ∀used .Artifact
Align-warp v
∃hasArgValue.String
Softmean(softmean i )
- for every node softmean i
Align-warp(align-warpi )
- for every node align-warpi
hasArgValue(align-warpi , “-m 12”)
- for every node align-warpi corresponding to an invocation of align
warp with argument “-m 12”
Table 5.1: A DL knowledge base encoding (part of) a provenance graph.
Observe, that in the latter example not all information requested in the
query can be expressed is the PSL formula in a direct, declarative manner. Namely, the selection of softmean and align warp invocations has to be encoded
by an exhaustive enumeration of all the nodes satisfying the specified description. This shortcoming, which affects the high-level modeling capabilities of
our formalism, is exactly what motivates the extension introduced in the next
section.

5.5

Provenance metalanguage

In practice, the relevant provenance information can be much richer than reflected in our abstract notion of provenance graphs. Typically, provenance records account also for the execution context of all processes, including their
parametrization, time, responsible actors, etc. [SPG05, MCF+ , SSH08]. Moreover, they use complex taxonomies for classifying all these resources. Consequently, the structure of a provenance graph, along the accompanying contextual information, is commonly expressed by means of another DL-based language, used orthogonally to that representing the contents of data artifacts
[BCC+ 11, SSH08]. For instance, the provenance graph G implicitly referred
to in Example 2, would be likely represented as a knowledge base containing,
among others, the axioms listed in Table 5.1.
Such a meta-level representation of provenance graphs is defined as follows.
Definition 17 (Metalanguage, metaknowledge base). Let G = (P, D, E, l, k) be
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an L-provenance graph and R the set of relation names used in G. Let LG be a DL
language with the vocabulary Γ = (MC , MR , MI ), such that R ⊆ MR and P ∪ D ⊆
MI , and KG a knowledge base over LG . Then, LG is called the metalanguage and
KG = (KG , k) the metaknowledge base over G iff the following conditions are
satisfied:
1. D = {v ∈ MI | KG |= Artifact(v)}, for a designated concept Artifact ∈ MC ,
2. for every r ∈ R and v, w ∈ MI , it holds that (v, w) ∈ E and l(v, w) = r iff
KG |= r(v, w).
Assuming the names in MI are interpreted uniquely, it is easy to see that the
structure of G is isomorphically encoded in the set of role assertions, over role
names in R, entailed by KG . As the positions of data artifacts remain unaltered,
one can immediately rephrase the definition of the satisfaction relation ~a , to
show that for any PSL formula α, node v ∈ P ∪ D, and a sequence of names ~a
it is the case that G, v ~a α iff KG , v ~a α. More interestingly, however, we can
instead slightly extend the provenance specification language to make a vital
use of the newly included meta-level information.
Definition 18 (PSLM : syntax). Let G = (P, D, E, l, k) be an L-provenance graph
and LG , KG the metalanguage and the metaknowledge base over G, respectively. Then
the provenance specification language (with metalanguage) over KG is the smallest language induced by the grammar of PSL over G (Definition 15), modulo the
revision of path expressions:
Path expressions:
π := r | π; π | π ∪ π | π − | π ∗ | v? | C? | α?
where r ∈ MR , v ∈ MI and C is a concept in LG ,
The semantics is revised by relativizing the satisfaction relation w.r.t. the
metaknowledge base instead of the provenance graph.
Definition 19 (PSLM : semantics). Let LG be the metalanguage with vocabulary
Γ = (MC , MR , MI ) and KG = (KG , k) the metaknowledge base over an L-provenance
graph G. Further, let ~x = x1 , . . . , xk be the answer variables of a PSLM provenance
formula α and ~a = a1 , . . . , ak ∈ NI a sequence of individual names. We call ~a a
certain answer to α in KG in a node v ∈ MI iff KG , v ~a α, where the satisfaction
relation ~a is given by a simultaneous induction over the structure of provenance
formulas and path expressions. For all individual names v, w ∈ MI :
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Provenance formulas:
KG , v
KG , v

~
a
~
a

{q(~x)}
hπiα

iff
iff

KG |= Artifact(v) and k(v) |= q[~a|~x ],
π
there exists w ∈ MI , s.t. KG ~a v −→ w and
KG , w ~a α,

iff
iff

KG |= r(v, w),
there is u ∈ MI s.t. KG
σ
u −→ w,

C?

iff

KG |= C(v),

Path expressions:
r

KG
KG

~
a

v −→ w
π;σ
v −→ w

KG

~
a

v −→ v

~
a

π

~
a

v −→ u and KG

~
a

where the remaining conditions are exactly as in Definition 16 (modulo the replacement
G/KG ).
The model checking problem is rephrased accordingly.
Model Checking 2 (PSLM formulas). Given a metaknowledge base KG over an
L-provenance graph G, an instance v ∈ MI , a PSLM provenance formula α, and a
sequence ~a = a1 , . . . , ak ∈ NI , decide whether ~a is a certain answer to α in KG , v.
The usefulness of the presented extension, in particular of the test operator
C?, which allows for referring to graph nodes generically by their types, inferred from the metaknowledge base, can be observed in the following example.
Example 6 (FPC Q6 cont.). See Q6 in Section 5.1 and Example 5. We restate the
formula α as:
α := {Image(x)} ∧ hwasGeneretedBy; Softmean?; used i
({∃y.Image(y)} ∧ h(wasGeneratedBy; used )∗ ; wasGeneratedBy;
(Align-warp u ∃hasArgValue.{“-m 12”})?i>)
where KG , in the metaknowledge base KG = (KG , k), contains (among others) the
axioms from Table 5.1.
Solution: For every v ∈ MI and a sequence ~a, if KG , v
resource.

~
a

α, then ~a is a requested

Compared to its PSL variant from Example 5, the PSLM formula used in
Example 6 is much more succinct and explicitly represents all requested information. More importantly, thanks to the use of a generic vocabulary for classifying nodes (here: concepts Softmean, Align-warp u ∃hasArgValue.{“-m 12”}),
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instead of their enumerations, as done before, the formula is also more inputindependent, in the sense that it can be directly reused to verify/query alternative provenance records obtained from different executions of the same workflows.

5.6

Evaluation

In order to validate our approach in practical scenarios, we have analyzed the
complete list of test queries from The First Provenance Challenge, which to
our knowledge constitutes a so far unique ‘golden standard’ for the provenance community. Below we model possible solutions using the logic PSLM
and elaborate on our findings.
Q1. Find the process that led to Atlas X Graphic / everything that caused Atlas X
Graphic to be as it is. This should tell us the new brain images from which the averaged
atlas was generated, the warping performed etc.
α1 := (> ∨ {>(x)}) ∧ h(used − ∪ wasGeneratedBy − )∗ ; Atlas-X-Graphic?i>
Solution: Every v ∈ MI and ~a such that K, v

~
a

α1 are requested resources.

Q2. Find the process that led to Atlas X Graphic, excluding everything prior to the
averaging of images with softmean.
α2 := α1 ∧ [(used − ∪ wasGeneratedBy − )∗ ]¬hwasGeneratedBy − ; Softmean?i>
Solution: Every v ∈ MI and ~a such that K, v

~
a

α2 are requested resources.

Q3. Find the Stage 3, 4 and 5 details of the process that led to Atlas X Graphic.
Comment: This is a complex search/verification task, whose reasoning parts
can be accomplished by a mix of formulas used in Q1, Q2. Essentially, one must
decide what the relevant details are and retrieve them by applying appropriate
provenance formulas over the provenance graphs.
Q4. Find all invocations of procedure align warp using a twelfth order nonlinear
1365 parameter model, i.e. align warp procedure with argument -m 12, that ran on a
Monday.
α4 := h(Align-warp u ∃hasArgValue.{“-m 12”} u ∃executedOn.Monday)?i>

5.6. Evaluation
Solution: Every v ∈ MI such that K, v
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α4 is a requested resource.

Q5. Find all Atlas Graphic images outputted from workflows where at least one of
the input Anatomy Headers had an entry global maximum=4095. The contents of a
header file can be extracted as text using the scanheader AIR utility.
α5 := hAtlasGraphic?i({Image(x)} ∧ h(wasGeneratedBy; used )∗ i
hAnatomyHeader ?i{hasValue(global-maximum, “4095”)})
Solution: For every v ∈ MI and ~a such that K, v
source.

~
a

α5 , ~a is a requested re-

Q6. Example 6, discussed in the previous section.
Q7. A user has run the workflow twice, in the second instance replacing each procedure
(convert) in the final stage with two procedures: pgmtoppm, then pnmtojpeg. Find the
differences between the two workflow runs. The exact level of detail in the difference
that is detected by a system is up to each participant.
Comment: This is a complex search/verification task, whose reasoning parts
can be accomplished by posing a number of model checking problems. Essentially, for each relevant provenance formula one must verify it over both graphs
and compare the obtained answers.
Q8.
A user has annotated some anatomy images with a key-value pair
center=UChicago. Find the outputs of align warp where the inputs are annotated
with center=UChicago.
α8 := {>(x)} ∧ hwasGeneratedBy; Align-warp?; used ; AnatomyImage?i
{∃y.(Image(y) ∧ center(y, UChicago))}
Solution: For every v ∈ MI and ~a such that K, v
source.

~
a

α8 , ~a is a requested re-

Q9. A user has annotated some atlas graphics with key-value pair where the key is
studyModality. Find all the graphical atlas sets that have metadata annotation studyModality with values speech, visual or audio, and return all other annotations to these
files.
α9 := hAtlasGraphic?; ∃studyModality.{speech}? ∪ ∃studyModality.{visual }? ∪
∃studyModality.{radio}?i>
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Solution: Every v ∈ MI such that K, v
α9 is a requested resource. Finding
other annotations can be accomplished by posing a number of model checking
problems w.r.t. the identified resources.
The above analysis shows that typical reasoning tasks over data provenance
records consist of two components: search and logical verification. As far as
verification is concerned, the logic PSLM proves well suited for modeling requested properties and queries. In particular, out of the 9 considered problems,
at least 5 — Q1, Q2, Q5, Q6, Q8 — can be solved directly, using a combination
of all distinctive features of PSLM , namely: PDL-like path expressions, embedded CQs and the metalanguage. Queries Q4, Q9 can be answered without the
use of embedded CQs. Problems Q3, Q7 and partially Q9 are in fact descriptions of complex search/verification tasks, which can be decomposed into a
number of individual verification problems. Those, in turn, can be addressed
using PSLM in the same fashion as in the remaining cases.

5.7

Reasoning and complexity

The close relationship of PSLM to PDL can be conveniently exploited on the
computational level. Crucially, PSLM model checking can be decoupled into
two separate problems:
1. construction of a finite-state transition system and a PDL formula (involving polynomially many CQ answering / DL entailment problems),
2. PDL model checking.
This technically unsurprising result has some significant theoretical and practical implications. From the theoretical perspective, it allows for identifying
a complexity bound, invariant to the cost of reasoning with the particular DL
languages used in the representation. From the practical viewpoint, it opens
up a possibility of building simple, yet well-grounded and efficient reasoning
architectures based on existing, highly optimized DL reasoners, query engines
(e.g. Pellet, Mastro), and PDL model checkers (e.g. MCPDL2 ).
In the remainder of this section we formally outline the reduction procedure.
2 See

http://www2.tcs.ifi.lmu.de/˜axelsson/veri_non_reg/pdlig_mc.html.
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Definition 20 (Transition system). Let P = {p, q, . . .} be a set of propositional letters and A = {r, s, . . .} a set of atomic program names. Then a finite-state transition
r
system is a tuple S = (W, {−→| r ∈ A}, I}), where:
• W is a finite, non-empty set of elements called states,
r

• −→⊆ W × W is a transition relation corresponding to program r,
• I : W 7→ 2P is a mapping assigning a propositional valuation to every state
from W .
Let α be a PSLM provenance formula, ~a = a1 , . . . , ak ∈ NI a sequence of
individual names, LG a metalanguage with vocabulary Γ = (MC , MR , MI ),
and KG = (KG , k) a metaknowledge base over an L-provenance graph G. By
ind (KG ) we denote the set of individual names occurring in KG , by ind (α) the
set of individual names from MI occurring in α (test operators v?), by CQ(α)
the set of CQs occurring in α, by con(α) the set of concepts in LG occurring
in α (test operators C?), by rol (KG ) the set of role names occurring in KG . We
r
define a finite-state transition system S(KG , ~a, α) = (W, {−→| r ∈ A}, I}) as
follows:
1. W := ind (KG ),
r

2. −→:= {(v, w) | v, w ∈ W ; KG |= r(v, w)}, for every r ∈ rol (KG ),
3. for every v ∈ W , I(v) is the smallest set containing propositions:
(a) pv ∈ I(v),
(b) partifact ∈ I(v) iff KG |= Artifact(v),
(c) pC ∈ I(v) iff KG |= C(v), for every C ∈ con(α),
(d) pq[~a|~x ] ∈ I(v) iff k(v) |= q[~a|~x ], for every q(~x) ∈ CQ(α).
Next, we transform the formula α by consistently applying the following
substitutions, where pv , pC , partifact , pq[~a|~x ] ∈ P:
• pv for every occurrence of v ∈ ind (α) in α,
• pC for every occurrence of C ∈ con(α) in α,
• (partifact ∧ pq[~a|~x ] ) for every occurrence of q(~x) ∈ CQ(α),
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The resulting expression αPDL is clearly a well-formed PDL formula. Thanks
to such “propositionalization” of the input we obtain the following reduction
result, where S, v |= ϕ denotes the model checking problem in PDL, i.e. the
problem of deciding whether a PDL formula ϕ is satisfied in state v of the
transition system S.
Theorem 12 (PSLM vs. PDL). KG , v

~
a

α iff S(KG , ~a, α), v |= αPDL .

Proof. By the construction procedure, S(KG , ~a, α) is isomorphic to the graph
of role assertions r(v, w) entailed by KG . Clearly, the isomorphism preserves
edge labeling and marking of the data artifact states (by means of the proposition partifact ). By the structural induction over α and αPDL one can see that the
satisfaction relation is also preserved. We demonstrate three key cases. Suppose KG , v ~a α and α = q(~x) for some CQ q(~x). But then it must be the case
that pq[~a|~x ] ∈ I(v), while αPDL = pq[~a|~x ] . Hence S(KG , ~a, α), v |= αPDL . Suppose
now α = hv?iβ, so that KG , v ~a β. By construction we have pv ∈ I(v) and
αPDL = hpv ?iµ(β)PDL . Hence, S(KG , ~a, α), v |= β PDL . Finally, let α = hC?iβ.
Then it must be the case that KG |= C(v) and so pC ∈ I(v). By construction
αPDL = hpC ?iβ PDL , and therefore S(KG , ~a, α), v |= β PDL . The opposite direction follows analogically.
q
It is known that the complexity of model checking in PDL is PT IME-complete
[Lan06]. Moreover, it is easy to see that the size of the transition system
S(KG , ~a, α) and of the formula αPDL is polynomial in `(KG , α, ~a), where
`(KG , α, ~a) is the total size of KG , α and ~a measured in the number of symbols used. This means, that by disregarding the cost of DL reasoning involved
in the construction of S(KG , ~a, α), we obtain the following upper time bound.
Theorem 13 (PSLM model checking: complexity). Let KG be a metaknowledge
base, expressed in LG , over an L-provenance graph G. Model checking PSLM formulas
over KG is in PT IMEDL , where DL is an oracle answering CQs in L and deciding DL
entailment in LG .
Proof. The PT IMEDL upper bound follows by Theorem 12 and by observing
that constructing S(KG , ~a, α), for given KG , α, ~a, requires time polynomial in
`(KG , α, ~a), plus at most polynomially many calls to the oracle DL, involved in
steps (2) and (3b-d) of the construction procedure. The formula αPDL can be
constructed in time linear in `(~a, α).
q
Finally, we observe that for a given problem KG , v ~a α there are at most
2`(KG ,α) different sequences ~a, and thus, maximum 2`(KG ,α) different possible
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pairs S(KG , ~a, α), αPDL to be considered. In practice this number can be dramatically reduced by using smart heuristics to guess only potentially “promising”
sequences ~a. Analogically, the described procedure of constructing the transition systems leaves a considerable space for practical optimizations.

5.8

Conclusion

In this chapter we have introduced the provenance specification logic PSLM —
a dynamic logic-based formalism for verification of data provenance records.
The validation, which we have conducted using the test queries of The First
Provenance Challenge, shows that a typically requested reasoning task over a
data provenance record consists of two components: search and logical verification. As far as the search aspect goes beyond the scope of this work and
remains an interesting problem in its own right, requiring smart retrieval and
heuristic techniques, we have demonstrated that the logical reasoning part can
be successfully captured using the logic and the framework developed here.
Moreover, we have shown that the computational cost of performing such
tasks is very moderate, and depends mostly on the expressiveness of the languages used for representing the data and the provenance record.
With this contribution, we hope to make a novel and promising link between the traditional field of formal verification and the newly emerging area
of reasoning with provenance on the Semantic Web. We have also demonstrated that the meta-level provenance information, which is commonly recorded
along the domain data in many existing eScience applications, can be effectively utilized for context-aware reasoning with such data.
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CHAPTER

SIX
REPRESENTING AND QUERYING TEMPORAL
DATA

In this chapter, we apply the context framework to the problem of reasoning with
temporal data, and define a generic mechanism for constructing corresponding
temporal query languages, based on combinations of linear temporal logics with
ontology query languages. We elaborate on the practicality of our approach by enriching the query language and data annotations with additional temporal terms,
and by proposing special restrictions that render temporal querying computationally cheap and relatively straightforward to implement. We consider the following setting:
.
contexts = time points
.
context representation language = variants of linear temporal logics
.
contextual information = calendric descriptions
.
object representation language = DL with temporal annotations over ABox
axioms
.
reasoning task = querying
.
task-specific language = temporal query languages

6.1

Introduction

The use of ontologies for describing and interpreting data is acknowledged
by now as a self-standing paradigm of data management in different areas of
107
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computer science — prominently also on the Semantic Web. One big and yet
unresolved challenge in this context, called for by numerous applications, is to
formally incorporate and operationalize the notion of data’s validity time, i.e.
the explicitly declared time span within which the data is known to be true.
Problem: In this chapter, we study the problem of managing temporal data
in the framework of DLs. Our goal is to make first steps towards establishing
a unifying approach to representing and querying such data under DL ontologies. Given the multifaceted nature of the problem and the scope of expected
applications, one of main challenges faced lies in reconciling a number of valuable contributions developed within diverse research areas. In particular:
• temporal databases: for ensuring commensurability with the commonly
adopted temporal data models for representing validity time and with
standard query languages based on temporal first-order logic,
• query answering in DLs: for enabling transfer of known query answering
techniques, complexity results, and facilitating reuse of existing tools,
• SW temporal vocabularies: for supporting typical SW practices involving
OWL-based time ontologies, which provide rich temporal vocabularies
employed on the level of queries and data annotations,
• temporal DLs: for enabling the possibility of managing temporal data under DL ontologies which capture temporal constraints on the intensional
level.
Clearly, under such a variety of influences, it is critical to carefully balance
theoretical foundations of a proposed approach with good prospects for reusing existing techniques, tools and methodologies.
Contributions: We introduce a basic framework for representing temporal
data in arbitrary DLs, where the data takes the form of time-stamped ABox assertions [t1 , t2 ] : α, stating validity of the assertion α during the interval [t1 , t2 ].
Then we propose a general mechanism of defining corresponding temporal
query languages, based on combinations of linear temporal logics with classes
of first-order queries — specifically, with well-known conjunctive queries, in a
similar manner as advocated in Chapter 5, where we combined Propositional
Dynamic Logic with CQs. In particular:
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• we systematically motivate the proposed mechanism, present the syntax and certain answer semantics for the query languages that the mechanism generates, and the relationship of those languages to temporal
first-order logic.
• we advocate a controlled use of epistemic semantics in order to warrant
practical query answering in the defined setting. Under this restriction,
we obtain a PS PACEQA(L) upper bound for the combined complexity of
answering temporal queries in an arbitrary DL L, where QA(L) is an
oracle answering conjunctive queries in L. We highlight some essential
theoretical and practical implications of this result.
• further we extend the entire framework with meta-level modeling features which allow for defining abstract temporal vocabularies to be used
on the level of queries and data annotations. We show that given this
extension, query answering remains in PS PACEQA(L) .
• we discuss the possibility of pushing the approach further towards integration with temporal DLs.
Content: In Section 6.2, we provide a comprehensive overview of the background research and identify the core requirements for the proposed approach.
Next, we introduce the temporal data model in Section 6.3. In Section 6.4, we
present and study the proposed mechanism of defining temporal query languages. Further, in Section 6.5 we extend the framework with a rich temporal
metalanguage. In Section 6.6, we discuss similarities to existing approaches
and outline some future research directions. We conclude the chapter in Section 6.7.

6.2

Overview and background

Extending information systems with capabilities for managing temporal information has been deeply studied and advocated in many areas of computer
science, particularly, in those concerned with relational databases and knowledge representation. Surprisingly, despite the successful use of the ontologybased data access (OBDA) paradigm as an application of DL technologies in
databases, the development of mechanisms for extending the OBDA approach
towards accessing temporal data has not been yet investigated, with very few
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limited exceptions discussed in Section 6.6. A proposed mechanism should
naturally take into account the already well-founded research lines on representing and querying temporal information, as well as valuable contributions
in related areas, which we outline in the following paragraphs.
Ontology-Based Data Access The ontology-based data access is a paradigm of
managing data in presence of background knowledge, as introduced in Chapter 2. One of the key motivations behind the design of the temporal query languages presented in this chapter is to enable easy, modular reuse of the known
techniques and results on query answering in DLs in the context of temporal
data querying.
Temporal Databases During the 90s, the database community conducted an
extensive study on temporal extensions of the standard relational data models, supporting management of temporal information. The common way of
constructing temporal relational databases (TDBs) is to enrich traditional data models with time-stamps representing data’s validity time, i.e. the time span within
which the data is known to be true. As one of the crucial requirements for our
approach we pose formal compatibility with the TDB paradigm of representing temporal data. Inspired by the notion of concrete temporal database [CT05],
we construct a temporal ABox by time-stamping every ABox assertion with a
weak-interval of the form [t1 , t2 ], compactly representing a set of time points
in which the assertion is valid. The semantics of a temporal ABox, by analogy
to the TDBs case [CT05], is given by mapping each time point in the underlying time domain to the non-temporal (standard) ABox — a so-called snapshot
— containing exactly the assertions valid in that point. Eventually, the OBDA
paradigm is applied within the scope of respective snapshots.
Regarding the choice of the time domain, the TDB literature reports on a
number of possible representations, each one having far-reaching philosophical, logical and computational consequences [MC09]. The available degrees of
freedom concern, among others: the nature of the atomic time entities (points
vs. intervals), their ordering relationships (linear vs. branching vs. partial orders), the density (discrete vs. continuous), the boundaries (finite vs. infinite).
Although strict commitment to any representation is always arbitrary to some
extent, arguably one of the most natural and commonly used setups in TDBs,
which we also adopt here, is the one capturing the intuition of a point-based
time line [MC09].
A temporal data model is complemented by an adequate temporal query
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language for querying temporal data. In this aspect, we ground our proposal in two well-known research lines. 1) Following the research on TDBs, we
consider languages based on fragments of temporal first-order logic, which has
been advocated as a suitable high-level formalism for querying TDBs [CT05].
It has been shown, that queries expressed in temporal first-order logic can be
translated directly to TSQL2 [BCST96] — a temporal extension of the standard
database query language SQL — and thus efficiently handled using existing
TDB systems. 2) Given the known landscape of complexity results and developed techniques for query answering in DLs, we pay special attention to the
expressiveness of the first-order component within the intended fragments of
temporal first-order logic. As explained in detail in Section 6.4, our motivation is to provide a mechanism for defining such fragments in a controlled,
modular manner, by selecting particular sets of temporal operators and particular classes of first-order queries to be combined. By specifying those two
parameters one should effectively obtain a ready query language of a wellcharacterized computational behavior. To this end we make use of the methodology of temporalizing logic systems [FG92].
Semantic Web In recent years, the problem of managing time-varying knowledge has gained a lot of interest also in the Semantic Web research community.
Particularly, the need for describing temporal information on the Web gave rise
to various time ontologies [HP04], which formalize common temporal notions,
such as temporal instants, temporal intervals and calendar terms, and offer
standardized formats for representing different types of temporal information.
Although such ontologies succeed in facilitating exchange of time-oriented
data among Web agents, they are not accompanied by any formally grounded methodologies of processing such information. Specifically, they offer no
inference mechanisms to support genuinely temporal reasoning. This lack of
rigorous logical foundations, is in practical scenarios partially remedied by the
use of programming tools and ad-hoc hybrid architectures [BSP11, OD11]. Following this demand of formally supporting rich temporal vocabularies, we
show that such an extension can be quite smoothly integrated with our proposed framework by suitably axiomatizing the structure of the time domain and
employing additional predicates in queries and data annotations.
Temporal DLs A somewhat orthogonal research effort has gone into designing a family of temporal Description Logics (TDLs) [LWZ08] tailored for representing and reasoning with inherently temporal terminologies. As proper
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combinations of temporal logics with DLs, TDLs count with a well-defined
temporal semantics, which makes them very appealing from the theoretical
perspective. Nevertheless, most of the contributions in this area focus on traditional reasoning tasks such as satisfiability and subsumption, related mostly to
conceptual modeling rather than querying temporal data, with very few, limited exceptions [AFWZ02]. In general, a potential transfer of the known query
answering techniques for DLs to the TDL setting seems highly non-trivial. Although in this thesis we do not address the problem of querying temporal data
in presence of TDL ontologies, we do acknowledge it as a worthwhile challenge for future research, and we briefly reconsider it in Section 6.6.

6.3

Temporal data model

A temporal data model is formally specified by two basic characteristics: the
choice of the underlying time domain and the syntax and semantics of temporal annotations linking data to the time domain. As outlined in Section 6.2, a
time domain permitted in our scenario is a structure defined as a linear ordering of a set of time instants [MC09].
Definition 21 (Time domain). A time domain is a tuple (T, <), where T is a
nonempty set of elements called time instants and < is an irreflexive, linear ordering
on T .
Some popularly considered structures satisfying this definition are based
on sets of numbers, e.g. naturals (N, <), integers (Z, <), reals (R, <), with the
ordering < being interpreted as the usual smaller-than relation. By convention,
we write ≤ to denote the reflexive closure of <.
Temporal annotations are based on the weak-interval time-stamping mechanism. Intuitively, a time-stamped ABox assertion [t1 , t2 ] : α states that the
ABox assertion α is valid in all time instants within the interval [t1 , t2 ]. Additionally, we allow special symbols −∞ and +∞ to represent possibly unbounded
intervals.
Definition 22 (Temporal ABox). Let (T, <) be a time domain. A temporal assertion is an expression in one of the following forms:
[t1 , t2 ] : α | [−∞, t1 ] : α | [t1 , +∞] : α | [−∞, +∞] : α
where α is an ABox assertion and t1 , t2 ∈ T . A temporal ABox AT is a finite set of
temporal ABox assertions. A t-snapshot of AT , for t ∈ T , is the smallest ABox AT (t)
containing all assertions α, for which any of the following conditions hold:
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[t1 , t2 ] : α ∈ A and t1 ≤ t ≤ t2 ,
[−∞, t1 ] : α ∈ A and t ≤ t1 ,
[t1 , +∞] : α ∈ A and t1 ≤ t,
[−∞, +∞] : α ∈ A.
The standard DL semantics is extended in a natural way by adding the
temporal dimension and assigning a single DL interpretation to every time
instant.
Definition 23 (Snapshot semantics). Let (T, <) be a time domain, T a TBox and
AT a temporal ABox. A temporal interpretation of T and AT is a tuple M =
(T, <, I), where I is a function assigning to every t ∈ T a DL interpretation I(t) =
(∆(t), ·I(t) ). We say that M is a model of T and AT , whenever I(t) is a model of T
and AT (t), for every t ∈ T .

6.4

Temporal query language

In this section, we define and study a novel temporal query language T QL,
or strictly speaking, a family of such languages for querying temporal ABoxes
w.r.t. standard TBoxes. At its core, our contribution should be seen as a general mechanism for constructing practical query formalisms, based on combinations of temporal logics with certain classes of first-order queries over DLs.
This mechanism can be shortly described as follows. Consider a temporal logic T L and a class of queries Q. We aim at identifying a fragment of temporal
first-order logic, based on the operators of T L, whose first-order component
coincides with the class Q. To this end, we follow the well-studied methodology of temporalization of logic systems, introduced by Finger and Gabbay [FG92].
Essentially, T QL is defined as the set of all T L-formulas whose atomic subformulas are substituted with Q-queries. The central motivation behind such a
construction is to enable decoupling the problem of answering embedded Qqueries from reasoning in T L, which can be both efficiently addressed by existing, specialized tools. As it turns out, some potential interactions between the
Boolean operators of T L-formulas with those of Q-queries make such decoupling still impossible in general. Hence, as a solution, we advocate a controlled
use of epistemic semantics for interpreting the embedded Q-queries, along the
lines proposed by Calvanese et al. [CGL+ 07]. This, as we argue in Section 6.4.2,
leads to a desirable theoretical and practical characterization of T QL.
In our scenario, we focus on the class of conjunctive queries, as the most
popular type of queries studied in the context of DLs. As the baseline tem-
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poral language we consider first-order monadic logic of orders (FOMLO), which
is known to be expressively complete w.r.t. all linear orders [Rey10], and thus
subsumes a number of most popular linear temporal logics, including the prominent Propositional Linear Temporal Logic (PLTL). The syntax of FOMLO
is based on a countably infinite set TV of time instant variables, such that
TV ∩NV = ∅, one binary predicate < and a countably infinite set PV of monadic
predicate variables.
Definition 24 (FOMLO: syntax). Let (T, <) be a time domain. A FOMLO-formula
is an expression constructed according to the grammar:
u < v | ¬ϕ | ψ ∧ ϕ | ∀x.ϕ | X(u)
where u, v ∈ T ∪ TV , x ∈ TV and X ∈ PV .
The satisfaction relation is defined in terms of the standard first-order semantics, modulo an extra condition warranting the satisfaction of constructs
substituted for the predicate variables.
Definition 25 (T -substitution). For a time domain (T, <), a T -substitution is a
mapping π : T ∪ TV 7→ T such that π(t) = t for every t ∈ T .
Definition 26 (FOMLO: satisfaction relation). For a time domain M = (T,
<) and a T -substitution π, the satisfaction relation for FOMLO-formulas is defined
inductively as follows:
• M, π |= u < v iff π(u) < π(v),
• M, π |= ¬ϕ iff M, π 6|= ¬ϕ,
• M, π |= ϕ ∧ ψ iff M, π |= ϕ and M, π |= ψ,
• M, π |= ∀x.ϕ iff for every t ∈ T it is the case that M, π[x 7→ t] |= ϕ,
• M, π |= X(u) iff the formula substituted for X is satisfied in M, π(u),
where π[x 7→ t] denotes a T -substitution exactly as π except for that we fix π(x) = t.
Apart from the constructs defined above, we also use some common abbreviations ∃, ∨, →, ↔, ≤, =, as well as compositions x1 < x2 < x3 , defined in
the usual manner. In the remainder of this chapter, we extend FOMLO and
its semantics with additional components in order to obtain several variants
of query and representation languages. By a slight abuse of notation, we keep
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using the same symbol M do denote different extensions of temporal interpretations. The semantics of the proposed language extensions is backward
compatible with that of FOMLO. For instance, in the next section we extend
M = (T, <) with DL interpretations, obtaining interpretations of the form
M = (T, <, I) and state that M, π |= ϕ is defined as in the case of FOMLO,
including additionally some new conditions associated with new constructs in
the language.

6.4.1

Syntax and semantics

To keep the design of T QL possibly modular, and yet maximally generic, we
first introduce a mechanism of abbreviating the temporal components of the
queries into customary temporal connectives. Those connectives, defined analogical to Chomicki and Toman [CT98], are used as templates to be instantiated
with particular CQs and further combined by means of Boolean operators in
the target temporal query language.
Definition 27 (Temporal connectives). An n-ary temporal connective is
a FOMLO-formula containing k ≥ 0 free variables x1 , . . . , xk ∈ TV , called the temporal answer variables, and n ≥ 0 predicate variables X1 , . . . , Xn ∈ PV . We define
Ω to be a finite set of temporal connectives, where each connective ω ∈ Ω is given via a
~ with ~x = x1 . . . , xk and X
~ = X1 , . . . , Xn ,
definition consisting of a name ω(~x)(X),
and a (definitional) φ-formula ω ∗ .
Intuitively, the predicate variables are place holders for CQs, which we add
in the next step. The temporal answer variables range over time instants, which
are explicitly represented in the answers to temporal queries.1 A small sample
of possible temporal connectives is given in Table 6.1.
Further, we define the syntax and semantics of the temporal query language. Observe that the operators ¬ and ∧ included here are technically speaking redundant, given they are also present in the underlying FOMLO. This
two-level design of the temporal query language, advocated also by Chomicki
and Toman [CT98], is driven mostly by pragmatic motives, as it is assumed
that the user should only have access to the query-level language in which the
1 In practice, the range of answer variables might need to be further restricted in order to finitize
the number of possible answers. In the context of temporal databases, it is common to consider
only time instants that are explicitly mentioned in the data (in our case: temporal ABox). This,
however, might require certain normalization of the used time-stamps — a problem which we do
not address here.
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∀x1 .X1 (x1 )
∃x1 .X1 (x1 )
X1 (x1 )
x2 < x1
x1 ≤ x2 ∧ ∀x3 .(x1 ≤ x3 ≤ x2 → X1 (x3 ))
∃x2 .(x2 < x1 ∧ X2 (x2 ) ∧ ∀x3 .(x2 < x3 ≤
x1 → X1 (x3 )))
in-until(x1 )(X1 , X2 ) , ∃x2 .(x1 < x2 ∧ X2 (x2 ) ∧ ∀x3 .(x1 ≤ x3 <
x2 → X1 (x3 )))

always(X1 )
sometime(X1 )
in(x1 )(X1 )
after(x1 , x2 )
during-interval(x1 , x2 )(X1 )
in-since(x1 )(X1 , X2 )

,
,
,
,
,
,

Table 6.1: Examples of temporal connectives.
FOMLO expressions are not directly available, but replaced with a number of
built-in temporal connectives.
Definition 28 (Temporal query language: syntax). The temporal query language T QL is induced by the following grammar:
ψ ::= ω(~x)(q1 (~y1 ), . . . , qn (~yn )) | ¬ψ | ψ ∧ ψ
where ω ∈ Ω is an n-ary temporal connective with temporal answer variables ~x, and
every qi (~yi ) is a CQ with answer variables ~yi , for 1 ≤ i ≤ n. We write ψ(~x, ~y ), to
denote a T QL query ψ with temporal answer variables ~x and CQ answer variables ~y .
An answer to a T QL query is a pair of sequences of time instants from T
and individual names from NI , which substituted for the respective temporal
and CQ answer variables must satisfy the query. The answer variables of both
types can be shared among different CQs and temporal connectives occurring
in the query, thus facilitating descriptions of complex dependencies between
temporal data (cf. Example 7). Like in Chapter 5, we write ~a|~yi to denote the
subsequence of ~a corresponding to ~yi .
Definition 29 (Temporal query language: semantics). Let ψ(~x, ~y ) be a T QL
query, with ~x = x1 , . . . , xk and ~y = y1 , . . . , yl . For a pair of sequences (~t, ~a),
where ~t = t1 , . . . , tk ∈ T and ~a = a1 , . . . , al ∈ NI , a (~t, ~a)-match to ψ in a model M = (T, <, I) is a T -substitution π, such that π(xi ) = ti , for every 1 ≤ i ≤ k,
and M, π |=~a ψ, where the satisfaction relation |=~a is defined inductively as follows:
• M, π |=~a ω(x~i )(q1 (~y1 ), . . . , qn (~yn )) iff M, π |= ω ∗ (see Definition 26), where
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for every 1 ≤ i ≤ n and any T -substitution π 0 we set:
M, π 0 |= Xi (π 0 (u)) iff I(π 0 (u)) |= qi [~a|~yi ],

(†)

• M, π |=~a ¬ϕ iff M, π 6|=~a ϕ,
• M, π |=~a ϕ ∧ ψ iff M, π |=~a ϕ and M, π |=~a ψ.
We write M |= ψ[~t, ~a] whenever there exists a (~t, ~a)-match to ψ in M. We write
T , AT |= ψ[~t, ~a], whenever there exists a (~t, ~a)-match to ψ in every model of T and
AT . In the latter case ~t, ~a is called a certain answer to ψ w.r.t. T , AT .
Example 7. We formulate a T QL query ψ(x1 , x2 , y) requesting all patients y who
have been ever diagnosed with some allergy, at some point x1 were administered a new
drug, and at some point x2 , after x1 , had symptoms of an allergic reaction. The precise
meaning of the temporal connectives used in the query is as defined in Table 6.1.
ψ(x1 , x2 , y) ::= sometime(∃x.(Patient(y) ∧ diagnosedWith(y, x) ∧ Allergy(x)))
∧ in(x1 )(∃x.(administered(y, x) ∧ NewDrug(x))) ∧
∧ after(x2 , x1 )
∧ in(x2 )(∃x.(hasSymptom(y, x) ∧ AllergicReaction(x)))
Consider the TBox T containing axioms:
AllergicPatient v Patient u ∃diagnosedWith.Allergy
TestPatient v Patient u ∃administered.NewDrug
and the temporal ABox A containing time-stamped assertions:
[1, 5] : AllergicPatient(john)
[1, 2] : hasSymptom(john, id1)
[2, 2] : AllergicReaction(id1)
[4, 5] : TestPatient(john)
[6, 6] : hasSymptom(john, id2)
[6, 6] : AllergicReaction(id2)

[2, 3] : Patient(carl)
[1, 2] : hasSymptom(carl , id3)
[2, 2] : AllergicReaction(id3)
[2, 3] : diagnosedWith(carl, id4)
[2, 3] : Allergy(id4)
[5, 5] : TestPatient(carl)

Given the time domain of natural numbers (N, <) there are two certain answers to the
query ψ(x1 , x2 , y), namely: (4, 6, john) and (5, 6, john).
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Practical query answering

As it turns out, under the introduced semantics the expressive power of T QL is
still too high to provide reasonable guarantees for the worst-case complexity of
temporal query answering, and for the possibility of reusing the existing query
answering techniques and tools. The level of interaction between the Boolean
operators of the temporal language with CQs is sufficient to enable encoding
Boolean combinations of conjunctive queries (BCCQs) over DLs, i.e. formulas
induced by the grammar:
ϕ ::= q | ¬ϕ | ϕ ∧ ψ.
where q is a CQ. The decidability of BCCQs answering over DLs is, to the best
of our knowledge, an open problem. Some of the largest classes of queries
whose decidability has been studied so far are in fact unions (disjunctions) of
CQs [GHLS08] and their syntactic generalization — positive existential queries
[OCE08]. In order to render query answering in T QL practical, we therefore
need to employ some means of constraining the language. Quite a trivial fix
is to tame the expressiveness of CQs, for instance by considering only CQs
without existentially bounded variables — thus a variation of instance queries. Note that by substituting given sequences ~t, ~a for the respective answer
variables, one obtains a temporal formula with ABox axioms at the place of
atoms. This suggests that , the query answering under such a restriction can be
reduced to reasoning with temporalized ABox axioms w.r.t. global TBox. As
explained in [LWZ08], for a temporal logic coinciding with PLTL and an arbitrary DL with at least PS PACE-hard satisfiability problem, the complexity of
this task remains the same as for the satisfiability in the underlying DL.
A much more interesting way of alleviating the problem of handling BCCQs,
however, is to restrict the level of interaction between the operators of the temporal language with those of the embedded CQs, without reducing the expressiveness of the queries. To this end we propose to apply a limited form of
the Closed World Assumption (CWA). Although essentially incompatible with
the open-world semantics of DLs, a controlled use of CWA is claimed to be
justified and beneficial in various application scenarios related to OBDA and
Semantic Web reasoning [GM05, CGL+ 07, LSW12]. In our case, we are interested in restricting T QL in a way that would enable answering individual
CQs under the standard semantics, but at the same time, interpreting negation
in front of CQs as Negation-As-Failure, and reducing the problem of answering BCCQs to Boolean operations over the certain answers to CQs. A clean
and straightforward method of achieving this effect, advocated and studied in
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depth in [CGL+ 07], is to bind every occurrence of a CQ in a T QL query with
the autoepistemic K-operator. Essentially, the operator K enforces that a bounded CQ is satisfied in a model, for a given answer, only if this answer is known
to be certain, or formally:
I |= Kq[~a] iff T , A |= q[~a]
where I is a model of T and A. This immediately entails the requested reductions of a limited, closed-world flavor:
T , A |= Kq[~a] iff T , A |= q[~a]
T , A |= ¬Kq[~a] iff T , A 6|= q[~a]
T , A |= Kq1 [~a] ∨ Kq2 [~b] iff T , A |= q1 [~a] or T , A |= q2 [~b]
Observe that the set of certain answers to a single CQ is invariant to the possible application of the K-operator in front of the query. Thus, the closed-world
reasoning, emerging only on the level of Boolean combinations of CQs, does
not affect the basic assumption of possible incompleteness of data, inherent to
the OBDA paradigm.
Eventually, by replacing every q in T QL queries with Kq, or simply by
interpreting it as if it was bounded by K (as we do below), we obtain the desired,
well-behaved temporal query language.
Definition 30 (T QL semantics with epistemic interpretation of CQs). The semantics of T QL with epistemic interpretation of embedded CQs is exactly the same
as in Definition 29, modulo the replacement of the condition (†) with the following one:
M, π 0 |= Xi (π 0 (u)) iff T , AT (π 0 (u)) |= qi [~a|~yi ].

(‡)

To witness the difference between evaluating T QL queries under the two
compared semantics, consider an example involving TBox T = {A v ¬D, B u
C v D}, temporal ABox A = {[1, 1] : A(a), [1, 2] : B(a), [2, 3] : C(a)} and
query ψ(x, y) ::= ¬in(x)(D(y)). Under the original semantics, presented in
Definition 29, the query returns a unique certain answer (1, a). On the other
hand, by enforcing the epistemic interpretation of the embedded CQ q(y) ::=
D(y), as argued above, and setting the time domain of natural numbers, we
obtain an infinite set of certain answers {(t, a) | 2 6= t ∈ N}.
Notably, the condition T , AT (π 0 (u)) |= qi [~a|~yi ] in (‡) is an instance of the
standard CQ answering problem. Moreover, it is the only point in the revised
semantics where DL reasoning is intertwined with reasoning over the temporal
language. What follows, is that the most natural algorithm answering T QL
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queries can be constructed by augmenting any standard decision procedure
for the satisfiability in the temporal language with an oracle answering CQs
over the designated snapshots of the ABox w.r.t. the TBox. As the decision
problem in FOMLO is known to be PS PACE-complete [Rey10], we thus obtain
an upper bound on the combined complexity of answering T QL queries.
Theorem 14 (Combined complexity of T QL query answering). Let ψ be a T QL
query over a temporal ABox AT w.r.t. TBox T , where ABox and TBox axioms are
expressed in a DL language L. The combined complexity of deciding T , AT |= ψ[~t, ~a],
for a pair of sequences ~t, ~a, under the epistemic interpretation of the CQs embedded in
ψ, is in PS PACEQA(L) , where QA(L) is an oracle answering CQs in L.
This seemingly unsurprising result has some significant theoretical and practical implications. On the theoretical side, it guarantees that answering T QL
queries under the epistemic interpretation of CQs remains decidable, as long as
answering CQs over the respective DLs is decidable. Moreover, it establishes
a bridge for an immediate transfer of the combined complexity results. For
instance, when L = ALC, answering T QL queries is in PS PACE E XP T IME , thus
effectively in E XP T IME, as the combined complexity of CQ answering in ALC
is E XP T IME-complete [Lut08]. Analogically, for L = SHIQ, the problem is
in PS PACE 2E XP T IME , and effectively in 2E XP T IME. In general, the combined
complexity of answering T QL queries for an arbitrary DL L is equal to the
complexity of answering CQs in L, provided that the latter problem is at least
PS PACE-hard. This observation naturally generalizes over query languages
based on combinations of FOMLO with arbitrary classes of first-order queries. Whenever the complexity of answering Q-queries over L, for a given
query class Q and a DL L, is at least PS PACE-hard then answering the resulting temporal queries over L remains in the same complexity class. Otherwise
it is PS PACE-complete. This demonstrates that the temporalization technique
employed here yields computationally cheap, yet expressive, temporal query
languages over temporal ABoxes. In fact, temporalization of query languages
for expressive DLs, subsuming ALC, comes for free.
From the practical perspective, the restricted interaction between the temporal component and CQs, reflected in Theorem 14, promises relatively straightforward implementations of T QL query engines based on existing technologies, e.g.: temporal theorem provers and CQ answering tools. Roughly, to determine whether a candidate answer to a query ψ is certain for T , AT , it suffices
to check whether the direct rendering of ψ into FOMLO is satisfiable, where
every CQ embedded in ψ is seen as a predicate variable, whose truth-value in
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a given time instant is determined by a call to an external CQ answering tool
over the respective snapshot of AT w.r.t. T .2
Some further interesting prospects concern answering T QL queries over
the DL-Lite family of DLs, enjoying the FO-rewritability property [CDGL+ 07].
It is known that CQ answering in DL-Lites can be carried out efficiently using
highly optimized RDBMSs. In a nutshell, for TBox T , ABox A and a CQ q, one
can always find a first-order query q T , such that for every ~a it is the case that
T , A |= q[~a] iff A |= q T [~a], where the latter problem can be solved directly in an
RDBMS. Clearly, an analogical approach should enable rewriting a T QL query
over T , AT into a temporal first-order formula, which could be then efficiently
encoded and evaluated as a TSQL2 query [BCST96] over a temporal database
AT . Although providing precise definition of such a translation and proving
its correctness is left as future work, we expect it to be straightforward given
that every T QL query corresponds to a temporal formula with embedded CQs,
where each CQ q can be replaced with the corresponding first-order formula
q T obtained by means of established FO-rewritability techniques.

6.5

Temporal metalanguage

The practice of representing and reasoning with temporal information on the
Semantic Web, for instance in the field of health care support [SMOD08], suggests that the presented data model and query language might not be sufficiently flexible for real-life applications. The reason for this shortcoming is the
general inability of using semantically rich descriptions of the time domain, based on semantically rich temporal vocabularies. In particular, we are incapable
of directly expressing typical temporal patterns occurring in temporal queries
and constraints used in clinical applications, such as:
1. Visit 17 must occur at least 1 week but no later than 4 weeks after the end of
2003 ragweed season.
2. Administer Rapamune 1 week from Visit 0 daily for 84 days.
3. The vital signs of the participant should be obtained at routine time points
starting at 10 minutes post infusion, then at 20-minute intervals until the
participant is discharged.
2 For time domains based on natural numbers and integers, FOMLO formulas can be translated
into PLTL [Rey10], and thus decided using off-shelf PLTL provers, such as listed in http://
www.cs.man.ac.uk/˜schmidt/tools/. CQ answering in selected DLs is supported by such
systems as QuOnto, REQUIEM, Presto.
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4. Administer study medication at weekly intervals for 3 months.
5. The first and second blood draws are 10 days apart, and the third draw is
11-14 days after the second.
Also, there is no way of supporting temporal annotations whose meaning could
be described in terms of abstract temporal concepts. For instance, in certain
scenarios one might need to qualify data with annotations denoting:
1. a time interval from May, the 15th, 2005, until some day in June 2005:
2. a time point during 2008 ragweed season :
3. a periodic event recurring at least 3 times, each consecutive day, starting
some time in January 2006:
A remarkable feature of such rich semantic descriptions of time is that they facilitate reasoning with incomplete data, where the incompleteness occurs also in
the temporal dimension. Such characteristic is conceptually vital considering
the open-world philosophy of Semantic Web. In most of the existing applications, such descriptions are represented using OWL-based time ontologies
[HP04, Grü10]3 and manipulated by ad-hoc, hybrid reasoning architectures.
Those architectures retrieve possibly complex temporal information encoded
in time ontologies and process it with external, application-specific tools, thus
sacrificing some theoretical rigor and formal transparency of the provided inferences [OD11]. Arguably, OWL semantics is not adequate for supporting
genuine temporal reasoning, hence the interpretation of temporal descriptions
contained in time ontologies is always to some extent arbitrary.
A natural solution to this problem on the grounds of our framework is to
extend the underlying temporal language with additional constructs enabling
ontological-style axiomatization of the background knowledge about the time
domain, interpreted directly over temporal semantics. For instance, we want
to be able to represent concepts involved in the Gregorian calendar, and further
employ them on the query level and on the level of data annotations, so that the
querying process abides logically to formal calendric constraints. Technically,
we achieve this by augmenting FOMLO with integer periodicity constraints
and additional monadic predicates — constructs known to be sufficiently expressive to represent a number of interesting temporal concepts, and yet not
increasing the complexity of reasoning [Dem06]. Naturally, there are alternative temporal formalisms, e.g. calendar logics [OG98] or metric logics [HR06],
3 See

also http://motools.sourceforge.net/timeline/timeline.html.
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which could possibly succeed in this task. For that reason, we do not see our
proposal as definitive, but nevertheless, given its simplicity and intuitiveness,
we consider it a strong proof of concept.
In this section we restrict our attention to more well-behaved time domains
based on countably infinite sets of linearly ordered time points. Effectively,
without loss of generality we can assume that for (T, <), T = N and < is the
usual smaller-than relation. Let Var be a countably infinite set of variables.
The following definition of periodicity constraints is based on [TCR94] and
[Dem06].
Definition 31 (Periodicity constraints). A (simple) periodicity constraint over N
is an expression of one of the following forms:
x ≡k c | x ≡k y + c |

x ≡k y + c

where x, y ∈ Var and k, c ∈ Z. By PC we denote the set of all periodicity constraints
over Var . A valuation v is a mapping Var × N 7→ Z. The satisfaction relation |=PC
for periodicity constraints w.r.t. a valuation σ and n ∈ N is defined as follows:
• σ, n |=PC x ≡k c iff there exists m ∈ Z such that σ(n, x) = m × k + c,
• σ, n |=PC x ≡k y + c iff there exists m ∈ Z such that σ(n, x) − σ(n, y) =
m × k + c,
• σ, n |=PC x ≡k y+c iff there exists m ∈ Z such that σ(n+1, x)−σ(n, y) =
m × k + c.
Intuitively, the variables correspond to different measurable time units obtaining different values in particular time points. For instance, for a variable
month ∈ Var , the constraint month ≡12 1 states that the value of variable month
modulo 12 is 1, while month ≡12 month + 1 means that the value of month
in the next time point is equal to month + 1, modulo 12. Next we define an extension of FOMLO with periodicity constraints and monadic predicates, where
NP is a countably infinite set of the predicate names.
Definition 32 (FOMLOPC ). Let (T, <) be a time domain. A FOMLOPC -formula
is an expression constructed according to the grammar of FOMLO (see Definition 24)
extended with two additional types of atoms:
P (u) | δ(u)
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where u ∈ T ∪ TV , P ∈ NP and δ ∈ PC . An interpretation is a pair M = (T, <
, ·J , σ), where ·J is an interpretation function, such that P J ⊆ T , for every P ∈ NP ,
and σ is a valuation for periodicity constraints. For an interpretation M and a T substitution π, the satisfaction relation for FOMLOPC -formulas is defined exactly as
for FOMLO-formulas (see Definition 26), including two additional conditions:
• M, π |= P (u) iff π(u) ∈ P J ,
• M, π |= δ(u) iff σ, π(u) |=P C δ.
We intend to model (axiomatize) the time domain by means of T LPC formulas, in the same fashion as DL TBoxes are used for modeling the object domain.
Definition 33 (CBox). A CBox C is a set of closed FOMLOPC -formulas without any
predicate variables. We say that an interpretation M = (T, <, ·J , σ) is a model of C,
written M |= C, if for every ϕ ∈ C there exists a T -substitution π such that M, π |= ϕ.
Since we work with discrete domains, we make use of a handy next-time
operator +1 applicable to terms inside predicate formulas of type X(v). We
write X(v + 1) as an abbreviation for X(y) ∧ ∃y.(v < y ∧ ¬∃z.(v < z < y)).
The expressiveness of FOMLOPC -formulas is high enough to enable modeling
formal calendars and a number of other interesting temporal concepts. For a
detailed discussion we refer to [Dem06]. Here, as a small example, we model
a fragment of the Gregorian calendar, covering days and months of common
years.4 To ease the presentation, we assume the following abbreviations:
X
Y
Z
V

:=
:=
:=
:=

month ≡12 month
month ≡12 month + 1
day ≡31 day
day ≡31 day + 1

First, we set the beginning and the end of each month:
∀x.(((month ≡12 1)(x) ∧ Y (x)) → ((day ≡31 31)(x) ∧ (day ≡31 1)(x + 1)))
∀x.(((month ≡12 2)(x) ∧ Y (x)) → ((day ≡31 28)(x) ∧ (day ≡31 1)(x + 1)))
∀x.(((month ≡12 3)(x) ∧ Y (x)) → ((day ≡31 31)(x) ∧ (day ≡31 1)(x + 1)))
∀x.(((month ≡12 4)(x) ∧ Y (x)) → ((day ≡31 30)(x) ∧ (day ≡31 1)(x + 1)))
...
(6.1)
4 In

general, representation of a calendar based on integer periodicity constraints requires also
additionally marking its beginning and end, which we omit here.

month ≡12 1

day ≡31 1

...

day ≡31 28

day ≡31 2

day ≡31 1

...
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month ≡12 2

...

N

Figure 6.1: A temporal model satisfying day-month calendar constraints.
Next, we enforce the correct consecution of months:
∀x.(Y (x) ∨ ∃y.(x < y ∧ Y (y) ∧ ∀z.(x ≤ z < y → X(z))))

(6.2)

and the correct consecution of days:
∀x.(V (x) ∨ Y (x) ∨ ∃y.(x < y ∧ (V (y) ∨ Y (y)) ∧ ∀z.(x ≤ z < y → Z(z))) (6.3)
With little effort, one can verify that the models satisfying the CBox containing formulas 6.1–6.3 are exactly those that encode the specified fragment of
the Gregorian calendar, such as depicted in Figure 6.1. Note, that the minimal
granularity of the calendar is not fixed, leaving significant space for incomplete temporal descriptions. Further, it is straightforward to define a number
of casual temporal predicates, allowing for more abstract qualifications of time,
e.g.:
∀x.(January(x) ↔ (month ≡12 1)(x))
∀x.(BeginningOfAcademicYear (x) ↔ ((month ≡12 9)(x) ∧ (day ≡12 1)(x)))
Given the background temporal terminology in the form of a CBox, the next
step is to enable semantic annotations of data. To this end, we revise the definition of temporal ABoxes (see Definition 22) by replacing concrete timestamps
of the form [t1 , t2 ] with special predicate names describing all time points in
which a piece of data holds.
Definition 34 (Annotated ABox). Let NA ⊆ NP be a designated set of predicate
names called annotations. A temporally annotated assertion is an expression of
the form:
τ :α
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where α is an ABox assertion and τ ∈ NA . A temporally annotated ABox AT is a finite set of temporally annotated assertions. For an interpretation M = (T, <, I, ·J , σ)
and t ∈ T , a t-snapshot of AT is the ABox AT (t) = {α | τ : α ∈ AT and t ∈ τ J }.
The notion of snapshot semantics (see Definition 23) is revised accordingly.
Definition 35 (Snapshot semantics). Let T a TBox, C a CBox and AT a temporally
annotated ABox. An interpretation M = (T, <, I, ·J , σ) is called a temporal model
of T , C, AT iff (T, <, I) is a model of T , AT (see Definition 23) and (T, <, ·J , σ) is a
model of C.
Clearly, the meaning of concrete timestamps can be easily captured by using
annotations, defined in the CBox as follows:
Temporal assertion:
[t1 , t2 ] : α
[−∞, t1 ] : α
[t1 , +∞] : α
[−∞, +∞] : α

⇔
⇔
⇔
⇔
⇔

Annotated assertion τ : α + CBox axiom:
∀x.(τ (x) ↔ t1 ≤ x ≤ t2 ),
∀x.(τ (x) ↔ x ≤ t1 ),
∀x.(τ (x) ↔ t1 ≤ x),
∀x.(τ (x)).

Furthermore, one can model a number of complex, possibly incomplete descriptions, useful for annotating data in many practical scenarios, such as mentioned in the beginning of this section. For instance:
1. τ is a time interval from May, the 15th, until some day in June:
∃x, y.((month ≡12 5)(x) ∧ (day ≡31 15)(x) ∧ (month ≡12 6)(y) ∧
∀z.(τ (z) ↔ x ≤ z ≤ y)),
2. τ is a time point during some ragweed season:
∃x.(τ (x) ∧ RagweedSeason(x)),
3. τ is a periodic event recurring at least 3 times, each consecutive day, starting some time in January:
∃x1 , x2 , x3 .(dayBefore(x1 , x2 ) ∧ dayBefore(x2 , x3 ) ∧
τ (x1 ) ∧ τ (x2 ) ∧ τ (x3 )),
where the following abbreviations are involved:
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dayBefore(x, y) := ∃z.(x ≤ z ∧ X(z) ∧ ∀u.(x < u < z → Y (u)) ∧
∃v.(z < v ∧ X(v) ∧ ∀u.(z < u < v → Y (u)) ∧ z < y ≤ v)),
X :=
Y :=

day ≡31 day + 1,
day ≡31 day.

Finally, we extend our temporal query language by grounding it in
FOMLOPC and its semantics, in the place of the original FOMLO, underpinning T QL.
Definition 36 (T QLM : syntax). The temporal query language with meta-level
descriptions T QLM is defined exactly as T QL (see Definitions 27 and 28), except
for that temporal connectives are based on FOMLOPC (instead of FOMLO).
Definition 37 (T QLM : semantics). Let ψ(~x, ~y ) be a T QLM query, with ~x =
x1 , . . . , xk and ~y = y1 , . . . , yl . For a pair of sequences (~t, ~a), where ~t = t1 , . . . , tk ∈ T
and ~a = a1 , . . . , al ∈ NI , a (~t, ~a)-match to ψ in a model M = (T, <, I, ·J , σ) is a
T -substitution π, such that π(xi ) = ti , for every 1 ≤ i ≤ k, and M, π |=~a ψ, where
the satisfaction relation |=~a is defined exactly as in the case of T QL (see Definition 29
resp. 30).
We write M |= ψ[~t, ~a] whenever there exists a (~t, ~a)-match to ψ in M. We write
T , C, AT |= ψ[~t, ~a], whenever there exists a (~t, ~a)-match to ψ in every model of T , C
and AT . In the latter case ~t, ~a is called a certain answer to ψ w.r.t. T , C, AT .
As an example, we formalize a simple temporal constraint, of a pattern
commonly occurring in clinical applications.
Example 8. Suppose clinical data in some hospital record must satisfy the constraint
“Administer Rapamune 1 day from Visit 0”. We model the constraint as a T QLM
query ψ(x, y):
ψ(x, y) ::= in(x)(Patient(y) ∧ hasAppointment(y, visit-0)) ∧
¬onNextDay(x)(∃z.(administered(y, z) ∧ Rapamune(z)))
where the connective in is defined in Table 6.1, and onNextDay below, using the
abbreviation dayBefore, defined earlier in this section:
onNextDay(x)(X1 ) ,

∃y.(dayBefore(x, y) ∧ X1 (y))

Under the epistemic semantics, discussed in the previous section, every certain answer
to query ψ(x, y) marks a violation to the declared constraint, i.e. a situation such that
there exists a time point x in which patient y had a visit 0, but Rapamune was not
administered to the patient on the following day.
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Importantly, the complexity of T QLM query answering over extended representations, given the epistemic interpretation of the embedded CQs, does
not increase as compared to T QL. The argument for this claim is again straightforward, and analogical to the one proving Theorem 14. It is known that
the decision problem for PLTL with integer periodicity constraints is PS PACEcomplete [Dem06]. Moreover, whenever countably infinite time domains are
considered, any FOMLOP C formula can be reduced to PLTL with integer periodicity constraints [Rey10]. Consequently, we can again use an oracle for
answering CQs over the underlying DL L to augment an arbitrary PS PACEcomplete decision procedure for PLTL with integer periodicity constraints.
Theorem 15 (Combined complexity of T QLM query answering). Let ψ be a
T QLM query over a temporally annotated ABox AT w.r.t. TBox T and CBox C, where
ABox and TBox axioms are expressed in a DL language L. The combined complexity
of deciding T , C, AT |= ψ[~t, ~a], for a pair of sequences ~t, ~a, under the epistemic interpretation of the CQs embedded in ψ, and w.r.t. to countably infinite time domains, is
in PS PACEQA(L) , where QA(L) is an oracle answering CQs in L.

6.6

Related work and discussion

The design of the language T QL follows closely the principles of query languages for temporal databases, as outlined in e.g. [CT98]. In the general TDB
setup, the query component Q is based on the full first-order logic, while temporal operators defined in FOMLO can be nested within each other. Hence,
the resulting language is expressively equivalent to the temporal first-order logic. In T QL, we are deliberately constraining the query component and disallow nesting of operators in order to enable practical decoupling of the DL-level
from the temporal-level reasoning. In the context of the SW, similar approaches
have been proposed to deal with time-stamped RDF data [GHV07, Mot12] and
OWL axioms [Mot12]. Both contributions, however, lack the generality of our
proposal. The temporal component of the query languages is in both cases
highly restricted in order to ensure finite answer sets. In particular, Motik
[Mot12] introduces a specially fixed number of most practical temporal operators that can be combined with the data-level queries. All these can be easily
restated in FOMLO, and so the language of [Mot12] can be easily defined using
the T QL mechanism.
As explained in Section 6.5, most of the existing solutions for supporting
rich temporal vocabularies are purely technology-driven, thus lacking proper
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logical foundations. An alternative framework, motivated by similar observations to ours and based on the use of formal annotation languages, have
been proposed by Zimmerman et al. [ZLPS12]. There, however, the annotation
language is a non-standard, task-specific formalism, which cannot be directly
translated into temporal logics or OWL. Yet another approach to representing
qualitative temporal information in OWL has been addressed in [BSP11]. However, this proposal, based on so-called 4D-fluents, is incommensurable with
the standard temporal database philosophy, and thus does not naturally facilitate integration with existing OBDA technologies, which is one of our key
motivations here.
An interesting open challenge is a potential integration of the framework
with temporal DLs [LWZ08], mentioned in Section 6.2. We believe that our
choice of standard temporal semantics and logic-based query formalism, renders such a prospect quite realistic. The framework studied in this chapter is
focused on querying temporal data with respect to a fixed, time-invariant terminology (TBox). A natural extension to this approach is to introduce means
of querying temporal ABoxes in presence of temporal constraints occurring
on the intensional, terminological level. Temporal DLs are a family of twodimensional DLs, developed intensively in the recent years, intended specifically for the representation of this kind of terminologies. By allowing operators of temporal logics to occur in DL concepts, TDLs enable, for instance, to
express the following axiom:
Patient u ∃diagnosedWith.Allergy v AllergicPatient U ∀diagnosedWith.¬Allergy
The axiom states that whenever a patient is diagnosed with an allergy, she
should be considered an allergic patient until (U) she is diagnosed with no
allergies. Interestingly, TDL TBoxes are interpreted over the same type of semantic structures as used in our framework, i.e. tuples M = (T, <, I). This
means, that from the formal perspective integration of T QL with TDLs can be
achieved seamlessly. Obviously, query answering in such setting should likely
be computationally more expensive, considering that already the satisfiability
problem in TDLs is usually harder than in the underlying DLs. So far the only
query language for TDLs has been proposed by Artale et al. [AFWZ02]. Differently than here, the queries are defined as unions of CQs, where the atomic
predicates can be possibly preceded by temporal operators. As a consequence,
the reuse of existing CQ answering techniques is not directly possible within
this approach.
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Conclusion

We believe that the framework proposed in this chapter marks a first promising
step towards establishing a generic approach to representing and querying
temporal data under DL ontologies. Naturally, a number of important problems, which we merely touched upon, are left open to future research. Among
others, it is critical to conduct a systematic study of possible ways of restricting
the T QL-like languages, in order to turn the query answering problem feasible in practice. The use of epistemic semantics, suggested here, is only one
of possible options. Other might involve more fine-grained constraints on the
expressiveness of the temporal component, the first-order component or both.
We also advocate a study of possible extensions of the framework towards integration with temporal DLs.
Admittedly, more complex temporal patterns result in quite verbose and
involved FOMLO/FOMLOP C -formulas. Hence, from the pragmatic perspective, it would be highly desirable to identify the most useful, and ideally expressively complete, set of temporal connectives, and compile it out directly in
the syntax of T QL/T QLM . Further, for a better compatibility with the current
Semantic Web practices, it is necessary to reconsider the relationship between
OWL time ontologies and our direct, temporal logic-based representation of
temporal information. Arguably, a translation mechanism from the former to
the latter could largely facilitate the reusability of existing OWL-based representations of temporal information.

CHAPTER

SEVEN
SUMMARY

7.1

Conclusions

In this thesis, we have studied various Description Logic-based knowledge
systems, logic languages, and application scenarios dealing with formal representation of context and different types of contextual reasoning. On the
way, we have delivered a number of specific results and insights regarding the
addressed cases, which we believe cast new and valuable light on the general problem of contextuality of knowledge within the paradigm of DLs. It is
our deep hope, however, that the presented material offers even more than the
sum of its parts — namely, that what emerges from all those individual contributions is a lucid image of the context framework, which conceptually unifies
all our investigations, and which brings about a fresh, generic and highly explicatory perspective on the problem of reasoning with contexts in DLs. Let
us summarize this perspective by restating the answers to our main research
questions formulated in the opening of this thesis.
What theory of contexts is adequate for integration with the DL-based knowledge representation paradigm?
We have committed ourselves to McCarthy’s theory of contexts, the main
reason being, that this theory offers a very instrumental view on contexts. Basically, following McCarthy, we consider contexts simply as formal objects, describable in first-order languages. Such level of abstraction allows us to keep
our approach philosophically neutral and application-agnostic, which in turn
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makes it easy to adapt it to and operationalize in very diverse use-cases and
formal systems.
How should such theory be technically reinterpreted and implemented on the grounds
of DL semantics, syntax, and the general philosophy and methodology of DL-based
knowledge representation?
Our key proposal has been to interpret contexts as possible worlds of a
second semantic dimension, added to the standard DL interpretations. Further, we have advocated the use of a second language for expressing knowledge about contexts and for facilitating context-aware management of the
object-level representation. Effectively, this has lead us to study a number
of two-dimensional, two-sorted knowledge representation systems and languages, from technically involved DLs of Context, designed in the style of
product-like combinations of DLs with modal logics (Chapter 3), to different
sorts of lightweight query languages for querying contextualized knowledge
(Chapters 4-6). It is worth emphasizing that the general knowledge modeling methodology, characteristic to DLs, has been practically unaltered. In all
scenarios considered, the object knowledge (domain data) has been always represented in the standard DL fashion. Moreover, in three out of four cases
(Chapters 3-5), the context-level representation is also based on the standard
DL languages. Only when contexts are identified with time points (Chapter 6),
we have used linear temporal logics for expressing context-level knowledge.
The only novel aspect of the representation methodology is the use of special operators and annotations for intertwining the object- and context-level
constraints, which is a necessary addition if one wants to explicitly model any
form of context-dependency at all.
What are the formal properties of the resulting framework?
In general, we have learnt that there are different ways of constructing formalisms capable of supporting representation of contextualized knowledge
and contextual reasoning, in a way adhering to the principles of our adopted theory of contexts. Hence, it is not possible to speak about the concrete
properties of the proposed context framework, but merely about the properties of the particular formalisms, which turn out to vary from one scenario to
the other. The most important and general conclusion drawn from our investigations is that the expressiveness of a two-level, object-context representation
formalism, and computational complexity of reasoning in it depends on two
major factors: the individual characteristics of the involved object and context languages, which are directly inherited by the formalism, and the level
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of the syntactic and semantic interaction between the two languages. The latter observation is particularly worthwhile, as it clearly indicates a convenient
strategy of controlling the properties of the employed formalisms by suitably
restricting or relaxing this level of interaction. We have seen, that when this
interaction is very liberal, like in the case of DLs of Context (Chapter 3), we
obtain languages even more expressive than traditional two-dimensional DLs,
such us (Kn )L or S5L , of the complexity up to one exponential higher than of
the underlying DLs. On the other hand, more restrictive settings allow for
straightforward reductions of certain reasoning problems into two separate
problem modules, corresponding to the two levels of representation (Chapters 5-6), or even more, for direct reductions to the underlying DLs (Chapter 4).
Another valuable observation which we have made is that adding an explicit
context language to a two-dimensional formalism does not have to introduce
an additional cost in the complexity of reasoning, and yet, it might substantially benefit the modeling capabilities of the formalism. In many cases this
cost is already hidden in the shift from one-dimensional to two-dimensional
semantics. Concluding, reasoning with contexts in DLs does not have to be
in general very expensive, as many interesting aspects of contextuality can be
captured with the use of very moderate means of expressiveness.
How and to what extent can such a framework be applied in and adapted to different
application scenarios, motivated by use-cases and problems observed in the practice of
the Semantic Web?
We have successfully applied our framework in several practical scenarios,
effectively proposing novel solutions to such problems as: representation of
inherently contextualized knowledge, ontology integration, knowledge selection, provenance querying/verification, temporal querying. Since the framework provides a constant conceptual basis for all these cases, we have found it
relatively straightforward to transfer observations, results and the style of defining syntaxes and semantics across different settings. We are therefore convinced that the proposed context framework proves its merits as a powerful methodological tool. Essentially, what needs to be decided in each new scenario
is what constitutes a context there, and in what way the object knowledge depends on the context dimension. Given this starting point, the formalization
of the problem follows quite naturally. Obviously, our context framework will
not suit problems in which contexts are understood very differently than in
McCarthy’s theory. For instance, if a context for a data item is interpreted in a
linguistic manner, as the “data surrounding” of this item (i.e. other data known
about the same object), then clearly our approach might be of little help. Howe-
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ver, whenever contexts are any sort of implicit states about which some information is known, one is in a good position to benefit from the strong regulative
capabilities offered by the framework.

7.2

Outlook

In between the lines of our study, we have tried to promote a certain vision
of the Semantic Web or, to put it differently, of knowledge representation methodology in a distributed, heterogenous environment such as the Web. Let us
now concisely formulate this vision.
As stated in the introduction, the main motivation behind the broad use
and standardization of the Semantic Web representation languages is to facilitate machine-understandability of information published on the Web. To turn
it into a more practical proviso, a dataset published on the Web by an arbitrary
agent should ideally lend itself correctly interpretable by any other agent accessing it independently, so that the original, intended meaning of the data is
not lost in the consumption process. That much for the programmatic slogan of
the Semantic Web project. The most fundamental premise of our work, which
we do hope is undebatable, is that more often than not, information cannot be
in fact properly understood without assuming the context in which it is stated. If the context of a published dataset remains opaque to others, the data
simply cannot be correctly interpreted, at least not in an automated manner,
without investing an effort in discovering and eliciting the context manually.
Consequently, if Web data is not accompanied by the corresponding contextual
metadata declared explicitly in some standardized formal language, the goal
of machine-understandability of information on the Web can never be achieved. We therefore strongly believe that “entering the second dimension” in the
philosophy and practice of knowledge representation on the Semantic Web,
i.e. explicitly representing the contexts for the published Semantic Web knowledge, is necessary and highly desirable. This, fortunately, is more and more
frequently realized by the community. It is therefore our recommendation that
this process should start to be treated more systematically and with a longterm perspective in mind, ideally leading to some forms of standardization or
at least good practice guidelines, accepted by the community.
We are realistic in that the more elaborate languages and representation
systems proposed in this thesis might have little chances of becoming future
standards, cordially employed in practical applications. Admittedly, the cost
of introducing a new standard for the Semantic Web is very high in terms of re-
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sources, and even more than that, achieving community consensus. However,
recording the context of a dataset by means of OWL/RDF(S) assertions about
the dataset’s identifier does not seem such a radical proposal, and in fact, it
is already performed locally by some data providers for their own use. What
should be settled then are merely some technical details regarding the precise
ways of encoding such information and some generic upper vocabularies to
be commonly used for describing such metadata. Once the annotated datasets become common and represented in a consistent way, in the next step the
community can start developing practical formalisms and tools for managing
data in a context-sensitive manner. In this respect, we consider our approach
to designing query languages, presented in Chapters 5-6, very promising. It
is modular and easily generalizable towards different forms of annotations,
offers a reasonably low implementation overhead, and most importantly, it
supports the construction of lightweight, yet flexible formalisms, which can be
readily applied in a number of real-life scenarios. Based on these observations,
we believe that the development of formal foundations and tools for practical
query languages over annotated data is the most interesting and vital direction for future work. Following this track, it would be particularly appealing
to investigate the cases with data expressed in DL-Lite languages, which allow
for efficient query answering using Relational Database Management System
technologies.
On the theoretical side, this thesis leaves a number of other questions open.
For instance: What is the complexity of the satisfiability problem in DLs of
Context for other DL languages used on the object/context level, not addressed here? In particular, we have not generalized the results towards the prominent DL SROIQ, underlying OWL 2 DL language. Further, if the object
language is sufficiently restricted, is it possible to identify a DL of Context in
which contextualization of roles would not lead to undecidability? Is answering temporal queries over temporal DL TBoxes decidable? If so, what is the
complexity of this task and what would be the practical algorithms for answering such queries? And many others. In general, our thesis provides a number
of interesting insights into how the theoretical work on two-dimensional logics
can be fruitfully transferred into more practical environment and help clarify
and solve some real-life problems. As the history of DLs shows, tightening the
links between the theory and practice of knowledge representation can always
benefit both sides. We are convinced that this kind of exchange of expertise between the theoretical and practical communities working on diverse aspects of
representing and reasoning with two-dimensional knowledge can be still pushed forward a long way, and thus it should remain in the spotlight of active
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APPENDIX

A
PROOFS

Below we present full proofs of the complexity results sketched in Section 3.5.

A.1

2E XP T IME upper bound

First we demonstrate decidability and the implied 2E XP T IME upper complexity
C
bound for the knowledge base satisfiability problem in CL
LO .
C
Theorem (Upper bound). Satisfiability of a knowledge base in CL
LO , for LO = LC =
SHIO, any combination of context operators F1 /F2 and for local interpretation of
object roles, is decidable in 2E XP T IME.
C
Proof. Let K = (C, O) be a knowledge base in CL
LO , for LO = LC = SHIO with
context operators F1 and F2 . We devise a quasimodel elimination algorithm
which decides satisfiability of K in at most double exponential time in the size
of K.
By ·− we denote the inverse constructor for roles and assume that (r− )− = r
(resp. (r− )− = r). Let f be a set of SHIO axioms. Then by v∗f we denote
the reflexive-transitive closure of v on {r v s, s− v r− | r v s ∈ f } (resp.
{r v s, s− v r− | r v s ∈ f ). W.l.o.g. we assume that none of the constructors
[r.·], [·], ∀r.·, ∀r.·, t occur in K. Further, we apply the following replacements of
all respective (sub)formulas with their equivalents:
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Appendix A. Proofs
C(a)
r(a, b)
C(a)
r(a, b)

⇒
⇒
⇒
⇒

{a} v C,
{a} v ∃r.{b},
{a} v C,
{a} v ∃r.{b}.

To shorten the proof, we consider satisfiability with respect to simplified
semantics based only on models M = (Θ, C, ·J , ∆, {·I(i) }i∈C ) with Θ = C, abbreviated to M? = (Θ, ·J , ∆, {·I(i) }i∈Θ ). It can be easily shown that K is satisfiable iff K? is satisfiable w.r.t. the simplified semantics, where K? is obtained
from K by introducing a fresh context concept name Context in the following
positions:
• hr.(Context u C)i and hContext u Ci in every operator hr.Ci and hCi occurring in K, respectively,
• (Context u C) : ϕ in every axiom C : ϕ ∈ O,
• (Context u {c}) : ϕ in every axiom c : ϕ ∈ O, followed by an extra axiom
{c} v Context added to C.
Then K? is satisfied in M? = (Θ, ·J , ∆, {·I(i) }i∈Θ ) iff K is satisfied in M =
(Θ, C, ·J , ∆, {·I(i) }i∈C ), where C = ContextJ .
Finally, the following notation is used to mark the sets of symbols of particular type occurring in K:
conc (K):
cono (K):
rolc (K):
rol+
c (K) ⊆ rolc (K):
rolo (K):
rol+
o (K) ⊆ rolo (K):
indc (K):
indo (K):
subo (K):

all context concepts, closed under negation,
all object concepts, closed under negation,
all context roles,
all transitive context roles,
all object roles,
all transitive object roles,
all context individual names,
all object individual names,
all axioms from {ϕ | C : ϕ ∈ O for any C}.

A context type for K is a subset c ⊆ conc (K), where:
• C ∈ c iff ¬C 6∈ c, for all C ∈ conc (K),
• C u D ∈ c iff {C, D} ⊆ c, for all C u D ∈ conc (K).
An object type for K is a subset t ⊆ cono (K), where:
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• C ∈ t iff ¬C 6∈ t, for all C ∈ cono (K),
• C u D ∈ t iff {C, D} ⊆ t, for all C u D ∈ cono (K).
Definition 38 (matching object role-successor). Let t, t0 be two object types for K
and f ⊆ subo (K). For any r ∈ rol o (K), t0 is a matching r-successor for t under f
iff the following conditions are satisfied:
• {¬C | ¬∃r.C ∈ t} ⊆ t0 and {¬C | ¬∃r− .C ∈ t0 } ⊆ t,
0
−
0
• if r ∈ rol +
o (K) then {¬∃r.C ∈ t} ⊆ t and {¬∃r .C ∈ t } ⊆ t,

• t0 is a matching s-successor for t under f , for every s ∈ rol o (K) such that
r v∗f s,
• t is a matching s-successor for t0 under f , for every s ∈ rol o (K) such that
r− v∗f s.
A quasistate for K is a tuple q = hcq , fq , Oq i, where cq is a context type for K,
fq ⊆ subo (K) and Oq is a non-empty set of object types for K. We say that q is
saturated iff for every t ∈ Oq :
(qS) if ∃r.D ∈ t then t has a matching r-successor t0 ∈ Oq under fq .
We call q coherent iff the following conditions hold:
(qC1) for every a ∈ indo (K) there exists a unique t ∈ Oq such that {a} ∈ t,
(qC2) for every C : ϕ ∈ O, if C ∈ cq then ϕ ∈ fq ,
(qC3) for every C v D ∈ fq and t ∈ Oq , if C ∈ t then D ∈ t,
(qC4) for every t ∈ Oq and ¬hCiD ∈ t, if C ∈ cq then ¬D ∈ t.
A linkage between two quasistates q = hcq , fq , Oq i and q 0 = hc0q , fq0 , Oq0 i for
K is a mapping λ = g ∪ h, where g : Oq 7→ Oq0 and h : Oq0 7→ Oq , such that for
every a ∈ indo (K) and t ∈ Oq ∪ Oq0 , {a} ∈ t iff {a} ∈ λ(t).
Definition 39 (matching F1 -successor). Let q = hcq , fq , Oq i and q 0 = hc0q , fq0 , Oq0 i
be two quasistates for K. Then q 0 is a matching F1 -successor for q via a linkage λ iff
for every t ∈ Oq ∪ Oq0 , {hCiD, ¬hCiD ∈ t} = {hCiD, ¬hCiD ∈ λ(t)}.
Definition 40 (matching F2 -successor). Let q = hcq , fq , Oq i and q 0 = hc0q , fq0 , Oq0 i
be two quasistates for K. For any r ∈ rol c (K), q 0 is a matching r-successor for q via
a linkage λ iff q 0 is a matching F1 -successor for q via λ and the following conditions
are satisfied:
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• {¬C | ¬∃r.C ∈ cq } ⊆ c0q and {¬C | ¬∃r− .C ∈ c0q } ⊆ cq ,
0
−
0
• if r ∈ rol +
c (K) then {¬∃r.C ∈ cq } ⊆ cq and {¬∃r .C ∈ cq } ⊆ cq ,

• for every t ∈ Oq and t0 ∈ Oq0 , {¬D | ¬hr.CiD ∈ t, C ∈ c0q } ⊆ λ(t), {¬D |
¬hr.CiD ∈ λ(t0 ), C ∈ c0q } ⊆ t0 , {¬D | ¬hr− .CiD ∈ λ(t), C ∈ cq } ⊆ t and
{¬D | ¬hr− .CiD ∈ t0 , C ∈ cq } ⊆ λ(t0 ),
• for every t ∈ Oq and t0 ∈ Oq0 , if r ∈ rol +
c (K) then {¬hr.CiD ∈ t} ⊆ λ(t),
{¬hr.CiD ∈ λ(t0 )} ⊆ t0 , {¬hr− .CiD ∈ λ(t)} ⊆ t and {¬hr− .CiD ∈ t0 } ⊆
λ(t),
• q 0 is a matching s-successor for q via λ for every s ∈ rol c (K) such that r v∗C s,
• q is a matching s-successor for q 0 via λ for every s ∈ rol c (K) such that r− v∗C s.
A set of quasistates Q is saturated iff for every quasistate q ∈ Q, with q =
hcq , fq , Oq i:
(QS1) for every ∃r.C ∈ cq there is a matching r-successor for q in Q via some
linkage λ,
(QS2) for every t ∈ Oq and hCiD ∈ t there is a matching F1 -successor q 0 =
hc0q , fq0 , Oq0 i for q in Q via some linkage λ, such that C ∈ c0q and D ∈ λ(t),
(QS3) for every t ∈ Oq and hr.CiD ∈ t there is a matching r-successor q 0 =
hc0q , fq0 , Oq0 i for q in Q via some linkage λ, such that C ∈ c0q and D ∈ λ(t).
A quasimodel N for K is a non-empty, saturated set of saturated and coherent
quasistates for K satisfying the following conditions:
(M1) for every c ∈ indc (K) there is a unique q ∈ N, with q = hcq , fq , Oq i, such
that {c} ∈ cq ,
(M2) for every C v D ∈ C and q ∈ N, with q = hcq , fq , Oq i, if C ∈ cq then
D ∈ cq .
We can now prove the quasimodel lemma.
C
Lemma 1. There is a quasimodel for K iff there is an CL
LO -model of K.

Proof. The key observation which we exploit in this proof is that the constraints
(QS1)-(QS3) imposed on quasimodels ensure existence of certain specific quasistates, which represent successors in the context dimension, and existence of
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special linkage relations allowing for a proper choice of types for the same object in different contexts. To ease reference to these elements we amend the
corresponding conditions with the following naming conventions:
(QS1*) in such case call q 0 a witness for (∃r.C, q) and a linkage λ, enforced by
the condition, a witnessing linkage,
(QS2*) in such case call q 0 a witness for (hCiD, t, q) and a linkage λ, enforced
by the condition, a witnessing linkage,
(QS3*) in such case call q 0 a witness for (hr.CiD, t, q) and a linkage λ, enforced
by the condition, a witnessing linkage.
(⇒) Suppose N is a quasimodel for K = (C, O). We sketch the construction
J
I(i)
C
of an CL
}i∈Θ ) of K. We start by constructing an
LO -model M = (Θ, · , ∆, {·
interpretation of the context dimension (Θ, ·J ). First, for every c ∈ indc (K) and
q ∈ N such that {c} ∈ q, add q to Θ and set cJ = q. In case indc (K) = ∅ set
Θ = {q} for any q ∈ N. Then iteratively extend (Θ, ·J ) as follows. For every
q ∈ Θ, with q = hcq , fq , Oq i:
• for every ∃r.C ∈ cq pick a witness q 0 for (∃r.C, q) from N, add it to Θ and
set (q, q 0 ) ∈ rJ ,
• for every t ∈ Oq and hCiD ∈ t pick a witness q 0 for (hCiD, t, q) from N
and add it to Θ,
• for every t ∈ Oq and hr.CiD ∈ t pick a witness q 0 for (hr.CiD, t, q) from
N, add it to Θ and set (q, q 0 ) ∈ rJ .
Further, we extend the interpretation of roles by iteratively saturating the following steps. For every q, q 0 , q 00 ∈ Θ and r, s ∈ rolc (K):
• if (q, q 0 ) ∈ rJ then set (q 0 , q) ∈ (r− )J ,
• if (q, q 0 ) ∈ rJ and r v∗C s then set (q, q 0 ) ∈ sJ ,
0
0 00
J
00
J
• if r ∈ rol+
c (K) and (q, q ), (q , q ) ∈ r then set (q, q ) ∈ r .

Finally, for every A ∈ conc (K) set AJ = {q ∈ Θ | A ∈ cq }.
By structural induction it follows that all complex context concepts are satisfied by M in the expected contexts. In particular, all role restrictions must be
satisfied due to an adequate interpretation of context roles, ensuring that:
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• role names and their inverses are interpreted as relations which are inverses of each other,
• transitive roles are interpreted as transitive relations,
• the role hierarchies entailed by C are respected.

Above properties are guaranteed by Definition 40 and the construction of the
model. Consequently, since N satisfies conditions (M1), (M2), all axioms from
the context knowledge base C must be satisfied. Next we turn to the object
dimension.
A run ρ through Θ is a choice function which for every q ∈ Θ selects an
object type ρ(q) ∈ Oq . Runs are used for representing the behavior of object
individuals across contexts. The easiest way to properly constrain this behavior is by employing the witnessing linkages introduced in conditions (QS1)(QS3). Note that the way the interpretation (Θ, ·J ) is constructed ensures that
for every two contexts there exists a witnessing linkage we can refer to in order to align the interpretations of object individuals inhabiting these contexts.
A set of runs R is coherent iff the following conditions are satisfied. For every
q, q 0 ∈ Θ, with q = hcq , fq , Oq i and q 0 = hc0q , fq0 , Oq0 i and λ being the witnessing
linkage between q and q 0 :
• for every a ∈ indo (K), there is exactly one run ρa,q ∈ R such that {a} ∈
ρa,q (q),
• for every ρ ∈ R, λ(ρ(q)) = ρ(q 0 ),
• for every t ∈ Oq and t0 ∈ Oq0 , if λ(t) = t0 then there exists ρ ∈ R, such that
ρ(q) = t and ρ(q 0 ) = t0 .
We let ∆ = R, for a coherent set of runs R through Θ, and for every q ∈ Θ,
with q = hcq , fq , Oq i, we fix the corresponding interpretation function ·I(q) as
follows:
• for every individual name a ∈ indo (K) set aI(q) = ρa,q (q),
• for every concept name A ∈ cono (K) set AI(q) = {ρ ∈ R | A ∈ ρ(q)},
• for every role r ∈ rolo (K), ρ ∈ R and ∃r.D ∈ ρ(q) pick ρ0 ∈ R such that
ρ0 (q) is a matching r-successor for ρ(q) under fq and set (ρ, ρ0 ) ∈ rI(q) .
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Note that by aligning runs with the witnessing linkages we automatically ensure that each object obtains compatible interpretations in every two related
contexts. In particular, whenever d ∈ (hr.CiD)I(q) for some d ∈ ∆ and q ∈ Θ,
there has to exist a context q 0 ∈ CJ accessible from q through r in which
0
d ∈ DI(q ) . By the same token, whenever d ∈ (hCiD)I(q) , there must be a
0
context q 0 ∈ CJ such that d ∈ DI(q ) .
Further, as before, we extend the interpretation of roles by iteratively saturating the following steps. For every q ∈ Θ, with q = hcq , fq , Oq i, every
ρ, ρ0 , ρ00 ∈ R and r, s ∈ rolo (K):
• if (ρ, ρ0 ) ∈ rI(q) then set (ρ0 , ρ) ∈ (r− )I(q) ,
• if (ρ, ρ0 ) ∈ rI(q) and r v∗fq s then set (ρ, ρ0 ) ∈ sI(q) ,
0
00
I(q)
• if r ∈ rol+
then set (ρ, ρ00 ) ∈ rI(q) .
o (K) and (ρ, ρ ), (ρ, ρ ) ∈ r

Similarly as in the context dimension, Definition 38 along with way the model is constructed ensure an adequate interpretation of all roles. Consequently,
by structural induction it is not difficult to see that all object concepts are satisfied by M as expected and thus, since N satisfies conditions (qC1)-(qC4), all
axioms from the object knowledge base O must be also satisfied.
C
(⇐) This direction is straightforward. Let M = (Θ, ·J , ∆, {·I(i) }i∈Θ ) be a CL
LO model of K. We construct a quasimodel N for K as follows. Let t be a function
mapping every context from  to its type determined by the interpretation M,
i.e., for every c ∈ Θ, set t(c) = htc , fc i where tc and fc have to satisfy the
constraints:

• C ∈ tc iff c ∈ CJ , for every C ∈ conc (K),
• ϕ ∈ fc iff I, c |= ϕ, for every ϕ ∈ subo (K).
In the same way we use t to denote object types for objects. For every objectcontext pair hd, ci ∈ ∆ × Θ we define t(d, c) as:
• C ∈ t(d, c) iff d ∈ C I(c) , for every C ∈ cono (K),
Further, for every c ∈ Θ let Oc = {t(d, c) | d ∈ ∆} be the set of object types
represented in the context c. We can then define a quasistate for every c ∈ C as
qc = htc , fc , Oc i, where t(c) = htc , fc i. Finally, let N = {qc | c ∈ C}. Clearly N is
a quasimodel for K. In particular, it is guaranteed that for all existential restrictions and context operators occurring in the context and object types from the
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quasistates, there must exist suitable witnesses and witnessing linkages, and
thus that all conditions constituting quasimodels have to be satisfied.
q
The basic, brute-force algorithm deciding whether a quasimodel for K exists
is a straightforward extension of the Pratt-style type elimination method, similar to [KWZG03, Theorem 6.61]. We start by enumerating the set N of all possible quasistates. Further, we enumerate all possible mappings γ : indc (K) 7→
N. The algorithm proceeds in two steps:
1. select a mapping γ, and for every c ∈ indc (K) eliminate all quasistates
q ∈ N such that q 6= γ(c), with q = hcq , fq , Oq i and {c} ∈ cq ,
2. iteratively eliminate all quasistates and object types from the quasistates
which violate any of the conditions (qS), (qC1)-(qC4), (QS1)-(QS3), (M1)(M2).
It succeeds iff the following conditions are met:
• no more object types nor quasistates can be eliminated,
• there is at least one quasistate left and every quasistate contains at least
one object type.
In such case the result of elimination is clearly a quasimodel and the search
is finished with the answer “K is satisfiable”. Else, if all quasistates get eliminated, the algorithm selects another mapping γ and repeats the elimination
procedure. If none of the mappings allow for a successful termination then
clearly no quasimodel exists and the algorithm returns “K is unsatisfiable”.
The whole algorithm runs in double exponential time in the size of K. To
show this, we observe that the following (very liberally estimated) inequalities
hold. By `(K) we denote the size of K, measured in the number of symbols
used, and by |X| — the number of elements of set X:
|conc (K) ∪ cono (K)| ≤ 2`(K),
|indc (K)| ≤ `(K), |subo (K)| ≤ `(K),
size of a quasistate:
`(q) ≤ `(K) · (|conc (K)| + |subo (K)| + 2|cono (K)| ) ≤ `(K) · (2`(K) + `(K) + 22`(K) ),
number of quasistates in a quasimodel:
|cono (K)|
2`(K)
|N| = 2
· 2|subo (K)| · 22
= 22`(K) · 2`(K) · 22
.
|conc (K)|
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Since deciding whether a quasistate can be eliminated at a given stage, in
particular checking if there exist appropriate witnesses for it (QS1)-(QS3), cannot take more than `(q)2 · |N| steps, therefore a single run of the elimination
procedure takes no more than (`(q) · |N|)2 steps. Finally, there can be at most
|N||indc (K)| different mappings γ, hence the whole procedure must terminate in
`(K)
time belonging to O(22 ).
q

A.2

2E XP T IME lower bound

Next, we derive the lower bound for the concept satisfiability problem in the
logic (DAltn )ALC , which carries over to several other logics discussed in ChapC
ter 3, including CL
LO . We start by making an observation, which is especially
useful in the proof, that (DAltn )ALC is Kripke-complete w.r.t. the class of infinite intransitive trees with a constant branching factor, determined by the
number of context modalities.
Proposition 5. A concept C is satisfiable w.r.t. a global TBox T in (DAltn )ALC iff it
is satisfied
w.r.t. T in some model M = (W, {<i }1≤i≤n , ∆, {·I(w) }w∈W ), such that
S
hW, {<i }1≤i≤n i is a tree, every world in W has exactly one <i -successor, for each
i ∈ (1, n), and for i 6= j, <i - and <j -successors are different.
Models based on such trees can be easily obtained from arbitrary
(DAltn )ALC -models by using the standard unraveling technique. Thus, in
what follows, we focus exclusively on (DAltn )ALC -tree-models.
Theorem. Deciding concept satisfiability in (DAltn )ALC w.r.t. global TBoxes and
only with local roles is 2E XP T IME-hard.
The proof is based on reduction of the word problem of an exponentially
space-bounded Alternating Turing Machine (ATM), which is known to be 2E XP T IME-hard [CKS81].
Alternating Turing Machines.
An ATM is a tuple M = (Q, Σ, Γ, q0 , δ), where:
• Q is a set of states containing pairwise disjoint sets of existential states Q∃ ,
universal states Q∀ , and halting states {qa , qr }, where qa is an accepting and
qr a rejecting state;
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• Σ is an input alphabet and Γ a working alphabet, containing the blank symbol
∅, such that Σ ⊆ Γ;
• q0 ∈ Q∃ ∪ Q∀ is the initial state;
• δ is a transition relation, which to every pair (q, a) ∈ (Q∃ ∪ Q∀ ) × Γ assigns
at least one triple (q 0 , b, m) ∈ Q × Γ × {l, n, r}. The triple describes the
transition to state q 0 , involving overwriting of symbol a with b and a shift
of the head to the left (m = l), to the right (m = r) or no shift (m = n). If q
is a halting state then the set of possible transitions δ(q, a) for every a ∈ Γ
is empty.

A configuration of an ATM is given as a sequence ωqω 0 , where ω, ω 0 ∈ (Γ \
{∅})∗ and q ∈ Q, which says that the tape contains the word ωω 0 (possibly
followed by blank symbols), the machine is in state q and the head of the machine is on the leftmost symbol of ω 0 . A succeeding configuration is defined by
transitions δ, where the head of the machine reads and writes the symbols on
the tape. A configuration ωqω 0 is a halting one if q = qa (accepting configuration)
or if q = qr (rejecting configuration).
Without loss of generality we adopt a somewhat simplified and more convenient setup for ATMs presented in [ALT07]. An ATM computation tree of M is
a finite tree whose nodes are labeled with configurations and such that the following conditions are satisfied:
• the root contains the initial configuration q0 ω, where ω is of length n,
• every configuration ωqω 0 on the tree, where ωω 0 is of length at most 2n , is
succeed by:
– at least one successor configuration, whenever q ∈ Q∃ ,
– all successor configurations, whenever q ∈ Q∀ ,
• all leaves are labeled with halting configurations.
A tree is accepting iff all the leaves are labeled with accepting configurations
and rejecting otherwise. An ATM accepts an input ω iff there exists an accepting
ATM tree with q0 ω as its initial configuration. The set of all words accepted by
an ATM M is denoted as the language L(M). According to [CKS81, Theorem
3.4], the problem of deciding whether ω ∈ L(M), for ω and M complying to
the requirements described above, is 2E XP T IME-hard.
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Reduction.
Technically the reduction is quite involved but its conceptual core is straightforward. We use separate DAlt modalities for representing symbols of the alphabet and possible transitions.
By isolating specific fragments of
(DAltn )ALC -tree-models we can thus embed the syntactic structure of an ATM
computation tree (see Figure 3.5). At the same time, using special counting
concepts, which enable traversing this structure downwards and upwards,
we align the succeeding configurations semantically, ensuring they satisfy the
constraints of the respective ATM transitions (see Figure A.1).
Let M = (Q, Σ, Γ, q0 , δ) be an ATM and ω the word for which we want to
decide whether ω ∈ L(M). In the following we will construct a TBox TM and
a concept CM,ω , of a total polynomial size in the size of the input, such that
ω ∈ L(M) iff CM,ω is satisfiable w.r.t. global TM in (DAltn )ALC . The encoding
is constructed incrementally and provided with extensive explanations on the
way.
First we define the set of DAlt modal operators:
alphabet modalities:

a,

for every a ∈ Γ,

transition modalities: q,a,m , for every (q, a, m) ∈ Θ, where Θ = {(q, a, m) |
(q 0 , b, q, a, m) ∈ δ for any b ∈ Γ and q 0 ∈ Q},
and introduce the following abbreviations (for any concept B):
d
2B =
a B,
a∈Γ
F
3B =
a B,
a∈Γd
B =
q,a,m B,
(q,a,m)∈Θ
F
B =
q,a,m B.
(q,a,m)∈Θ

In the encoding we use several counters, consisting of a number of inclusions of a total polynomial size, which allow to identify distances on the
branches of the same fixed length 2n . Constraints (A.1)-(A.5) implement an
exemplary downward counter, based on atomic concepts Xi , for 1 ≤ i ≤ n,
which simulate bits in a binary number. The counting is initiated on d ∈ ∆
whenever d instantiates concept Count d . In every successor DAlt-world along
the alphabet modalities, d becomes then an instance of a concept description,
representing the consecutive number, which uniquely determines the distance
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from the world in which the counting was initiated. The counter turns the full
loop, back to Count d , in periods of 2n .
Count d ≡

n
l

¬Xj ,

(A.1)

j=1

¬Xi u ¬Xj v 2¬Xi , for every 1 ≤ j < i ≤ n,

(A.2)

Xi u ¬Xj v 2Xi , for every 1 ≤ j < i ≤ n,

(A.3)

¬Xj u Xj−1 u . . . u X1 v 2Xj , for every 1 ≤ j ≤ n,

(A.4)

Xj u Xj−1 u . . . u X1 v 2¬Xj , for every 1 ≤ j ≤ n.

(A.5)

An alternative upward counter, initiated with Count u and implemented via template (A.6)-(A.10), behaves exactly the same way, with the only difference that
the counting proceeds along the alphabet modalities up the branch of the model.
n
l
Count u ≡
Xj ,
(A.6)
j=1

3(Xi u Xj ) v Xi , for every 1 ≤ j < i ≤ n,

(A.7)

3(¬Xi u Xj ) v ¬Xi , for every 1 ≤ j < i ≤ n,

(A.8)

3(Xj u ¬Xj−1 u . . . u ¬X1 ) v ¬Xj , for every 1 ≤ j ≤ n,

(A.9)

3(¬Xj u ¬Xj−1 u . . . u ¬X1 ) v Xj , for every 1 ≤ j ≤ n.

(A.10)

We can now introduce a fresh downward counter Count tape
:
d
Count tape
≡
d

n
l

¬Rj ,

(A.11)

j=1

and define constraints which encode a single tape on a branch of a model. In
(A.12) we define the beginning of such a tape, in (A.13) its end, while with
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(A.14)-(A.16) we ensure that there is a unique path connecting the two. Note
that whenever an individual d instantiates concept StartTape, it becomes an
instance of Tape for exactly 2n succeeding worlds along a unique path of alphabet modalities. We will consider such a path as determining the content
of the tape, as presented in Figure 3.5. In fact, in our models we will need
only one such individual which will single out the whole structure of the ATM
tree. Constraint (A.16) ensures that the blank symbol is followed only by blank
symbols on the tape.
StartTape ≡ Tape u Count tape
,
d

(A.12)

EndTape ≡ Tape u 3Count tape
,
d

(A.13)

Tape u ¬EndTape v 3Tape,

(A.14)

3(Tape u ¬StartTape) v Tape,

(A.15)

a Tape

u

b Tape

v ⊥, for every a 6= b ∈ Γ,

∅ (Tape

u

a Tape)

v ⊥, for every a 6= ∅ ∈ Γ.

(A.16)
(A.17)

Further, we implement the transitions by transferring the necessary information downwards or upwards the branches of a (DAltn )ALC -tree-model, as
depicted in Figure A.1.
For the downward part, we introduce new concept names Qq for every
q ∈ Q and Mq,a,m for every (q, a, m) ∈ Θ, as well as a fresh downward counter
Count head
(A.18) for measuring the distance from the original position of the
d
head. The Qq concepts denote the current state and the position of the head,
while the others serve for carrying the information about the following transitions. Information about the transitions is generated depending on whether
the state is universal (A.19) or existential (A.20) and then carried to the end
of the tape. There the transitions take place (A.21)-(A.22) and new tapes are
initiated.
n
l
Count head
≡
¬Sj ,
(A.18)
d
j=1
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a (Qq

u Tape) v

a(

l

Mq0 ,b,m u Count head
),
d

(A.19)

(q 0 b0 m)∈δ(q,a)

for every a ∈ Γ, q ∈ Q∀ ,
a (Qq

u Tape) v

a(

G

Mq0 ,b,m u Count head
),
d

(A.20)

(q 0 b0 m)∈δ(q,a)

for every a ∈ Γ, q ∈ Q∃ ,
Mq,a,m v 2Mq,a,m ,

Mq,a,m u EndTape v

q,a,m 3StartTape,

for every (q, a, m) ∈ Θ.

(A.21)

(A.22)

Note that, once we move along a transition modality, starting a new offspring of the computation, the concepts Mq,a,m as well as the counters are not
carried along. This is intended, as we want to avoid potential clashes with
the information generated on the succeeding tapes. However, we still need to
inform the new offsprings about their configurations. To this end we create copies Nq,a,m for all concepts Mq,a,m , which continue to carry their information
over the new tape (A.21)-(A.22). Further we introduce a fresh downward coun, which proceeds with the counting exactly from the point where
ter Count ∗head
d
the previous head counter terminated (A.25)-(A.27). Finally, the constraints
(A.28)-(A.29) introduce some handy abbreviations which will be used for imposing the new configuration.
Mq,a,m v

q,a,m Nq,a,m ,

Nq,a,m v 2Nq,a,m ,
Count ∗head
≡
d

n
l

¬Tj ,

(A.23)
(A.24)

(A.25)

j=1

Si v Ti , for every 1 ≤ i ≤ n,

(A.26)

¬Si v ¬Ti , for every 1 ≤ i ≤ n,

(A.27)
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Figure A.1: A transition between succeeding configurations in (DAltn )ALC tree-models for n = 2 and (q 0 , c, l) ∈ δ(q, b).

Count ∗head
− 1 ≡ Head l ,
d

(A.28)

Count ∗head
≡ Head n ,
d

(A.29)

Count ∗head
+ 1 ≡ Head r .
d

(A.30)

The necessary changes in the configuration are imposed through constraints
(A.31)-(A.32), which place the head in the appropriate position, marking it with
the new state concept, and force the old position to be overwritten with the new
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symbol. The inclusions (A.33)-(A.34) ensure that the transition does not push
the head beyond the tape.
Nq,a,m u Tape u Head m v Qq , for every (q, a, m) ∈ Θ,

b (Nq,a,m uTape uHead

n

(A.31)

) v ⊥, for every (q, a, m) ∈ Θ and b 6= a ∈ Γ, (A.32)

Head n u StartTape v ¬Nq,a,l , for every q ∈ Q, a ∈ Γ,

(A.33)

Head n u EndTape v ¬Nq,a,r , for every q ∈ Q, a ∈ Γ.

(A.34)

In the opposite direction we will transfer the information about the content
of the cells which are not meant to change during the transition. This information is carried by newly generated ‘representatives’, i.e., new r-successors
of the individual instantiating Tape. Observe that since our models are treeshaped, it follows that whenever the representative reaches the 2n -th ancestor world (upwards the alphabet modalities and one transition modality), it
is exactly the world which holds the previous version of the represented cell.
This enables us to align the content of the two versions. In a similar way as before, we introduce two fresh upward counters which are synchronized at the
point of transition (A.35)-(A.38).
≡
Count cell
u

n
l

Uj ,

(A.35)

Vj ,

(A.36)

j=1

Count ∗cell
≡
u

n
l
j=1

Ui v Vi , for every 1 ≤ i ≤ n,

(A.37)

¬Ui v ¬Vi , for every 1 ≤ i ≤ n.

(A.38)

At the same time, for each a ∈ Γ we introduce two concept names Wa , Sa ,
whose interpretation is propagated upwards the alphabet modalities (A.39)(A.40) and aligned at the transition point (A.41). Constraint (A.42) generates a
representative of each cell (except for the one that has been changed, marked
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with the concept Head n ), and equips it with the concept W describing the cell’s
content. Once this information arrives to the previous version of that cell we
prevent the cells from having different content (A.43).

a (Tape

3Wa v Wa , for every a ∈ Γ,

(A.39)

3Sa v Sa , for every a ∈ Γ,

(A.40)

Wa v Sa , for every a ∈ Γ,

(A.41)

u ¬Head n ) v
a (Sb

cell
a ∃r.(Count u

u Wa ), for every a ∈ Γ,

u Count ∗cell
) v ⊥, for every b 6= a ∈ Γ.
u

(A.42)
(A.43)

Finally, it suffices to ensure that nowhere in the model is the rejecting state
satisfied.
> v ¬Qqr
(A.44)
This completes the construction of the TBox TM . The initial configuration q0 ω
is encoded as concept CM,ω . Let ω = a1 . . . an . For 2 ≤ i ≤ n define recursively:
Ai =
An+1 =

ai (Tape

u Ai+1 )

∅ Tape

Then CM,ω =
a1 (StartTape u Qq0 u A2 ). We conclude by demonstrating
validity of the target claim:
Lemma 2. ω ∈ L(M) iff CM,ω is satisfiable w.r.t. global TM in (DAltn )ALC .
Proof. (⇒) Suppose ω ∈ L(M) and T is an ATM computation tree accepting
ω. We roughly sketch the construction of a model M = (W, {<x }x∈Γ∪Θ , ∆,
{·I(w) }w∈W ) of TM satisfying CM,ω .
We assume that each tape associated with a configuration in T is of length
exactly 2n . Let t(i, ωqω 0 ) be a function returning the i-th symbol from the tape
containing ωω 0 , and h(ωqω 0 ) a function returning the position of the head over
that tape. Let q0 ω be the initial configuration and w ∈ W the root of M. Then
I(w)
for some d ∈ ∆ set d ∈ CM,ω . Then encode the tape of q0 ω starting from w,
according to the following inductive procedure. Given a tape of ωqω 0 and the
world w ∈ W in which the encoding starts, set i := 1 and x := w and proceed
recursively until i = 2n + 1:
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1. pick w ∈ W such that x <t(i,ωqω0 ) w;
2. set d ∈ Tape I(w) ;
3. if i = 1 then set d ∈ StartTape I(w) and d ∈ (Count tape
)I(w) ;
d
I(w)

)I(w) and for all transi4. if i = h(ωqω 0 ) then set d ∈ Qq , d ∈ (Count head
d
I(w)
tions (q, a, m) from ωqω 0 performed on T , d ∈ Mq,a,m ;
5. if i = 2n then set d ∈ EndTape I(w) ;
I(w)

6. set (d, e) ∈ rI(w) for some fresh e ∈ ∆, e ∈ Wt(i,ωqω0 ) and e ∈
I(w)
(Count cell
u )

7. set i := i + 1 and x := w;
Then for every transition (q, a, m) from ωqω 0 in T , resulting in the succeeding
configuration $q 0 $0 , pick the world w ∈ W such that x <q,a,m w and repeat
the procedure above for the tape of $q 0 $0 starting from the world w. Once the
halting configurations are encoded, fix the interpretations of the bit concepts
associated with the respective counters and propagate the interpretations of
selected concepts as follows:
• Mq,a,m and Nq,a,m for every (q, a, m) ∈ Θ: downwards along relations
<x for all x ∈ Γ;
• Wa and Sa for every a ∈ Γ: upwards along relations the <x for all x ∈ Γ;
In the worlds representing the transition points, ensure the proper alignment
of the interpretations of the concept pairs Mq,a,m – Nq,a,m and Wa – Sa , as
well as the bit concepts of the counters Count head
– Count ∗head
and Count cell
–
d
d
d
∗cell
Count d .
(⇐) This direction of the claim follows straightforwardly from the reduction.
In order to retrieve an ATM tree accepting ω from a (DAltn )ALC -tree-model we
I(w )
only need to pick an individual d, such that d ∈ CM,ω0 and follow the paths
I(w)
of worlds w ∈ W for which d ∈ Tape
, just as presented in Figure 3.5. On
the way we collect information about the entire configuration. Two important
comments are in order. First, note that the reduction is somewhat underconstrained in the sense that the models might represent also some surplus states
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or transitions. However, the proper computation tree, i.e., the one directly enforced by the encoding, has to appear within this structure. Secondly, we recall
that the ATM trees we consider are all finite. Since the transitions in the reduction properly simulate those of an ATM, therefore the trees embedded in
(DAltn )ALC -tree-models have to be also finite, even though the models themselves are always infinite.
q

A.3

NE XP T IME lower bounds

In this section we prove the NE XP T IME lower bound for the satisfiability problems in S5ALCO and CALC
ALC , respectively. All the remaining NE XP T IME lower
bounds covered in Theorem 10 carry over directly from these two results, posC
sibly involving the correspondence between CL
LO with operators F2 and S5L ,
established in Theorem 2.
Theorem 16. Deciding concept satisfiability w.r.t. global TBoxes in S5ALCO , for local
interpretation of object roles, is NE XP T IME-hard.
Proof. The result is established by devising a polynomial reduction of the
2n × 2n tiling problem, known to be NE XP T IME-complete [Mar99], to concept
satisfiability in S5ALCO w.r.t. global TBoxes. An instance T = (n, T ) of the
problem is defined as follows: given some n ∈ N in unary and a set of tiles
T = {τ0 , . . . , τm }, decide whether a 2n × 2n grid can be tiled with T where the
first cell in the grid is tiled with some τ0 ∈ T .
Let T = (n, T ) be an instance of the problem. In the consecutive steps, we
define a TBox TT and a concept CT , such that there exists a tiling for T iff CT is
satisfiable w.r.t. TT .
First, the inclusions (A.45)-(A.54) enforce a 22n -long chain of individuals
(Grid), uniquely identifiable by counting concepts Xi and Yi , for i ∈ (1, 2n).
Notably, the Y -counter is shifted in the phase w.r.t. the X-counter by exactly
2n , (i.e.: X + 2n = Y ), which further on is utilized for identifying the topdown neighbors in the tiling. Also, every 2n -th individual, starting from the
beginning of the chain, is made an instance of concept RightEdge, marking the
right edge of the tiling (A.55):
StartGrid ≡ Grid u

2n
l
j=1

¬Xj u

n
l
j=1

¬Yj u Yn+1 u

2n
l
j=n+2

¬Yj ,

(A.45)
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EndGrid ≡

2n
l

Grid u ¬EndGrid v ∃s.Grid,

(A.46)

¬Xi u ¬Xj v ∀s.¬Xi , for every 1 ≤ j < i ≤ 2n,

(A.47)

Xi u ¬Xj v ∀s.Xi , for every 1 ≤ j < i ≤ 2n,

(A.48)

Xj ,

j=1

¬Xj u Xj−1 u . . . u X1 v ∀s.Xj , for every 1 ≤ j ≤ 2n,

(A.49)

Xj u Xj−1 u . . . u X1 v ∀s.¬Xj , for every 1 ≤ j ≤ 2n,

(A.50)

¬Yi u ¬Yj v ∀s.¬Yi , for every 1 ≤ j < i ≤ 2n,

(A.51)

Yi u ¬Yj v ∀s.Yi , for every 1 ≤ j < i ≤ 2n,

(A.52)

¬Yj u Yj−1 u . . . u Y1 v ∀s.Yj , for every 1 ≤ j ≤ 2n,

(A.53)

Yj u Yj−1 u . . . u Y1 v ∀s.¬Yj , for every 1 ≤ j ≤ 2n,

(A.54)

RightEdge ≡

n
l

Xj .

(A.55)

j=1

Next, by (A.56)-(A.57), the values of the counting concepts are propagated globally across all S5-worlds:
Xi v 2Xi ,

¬Xi v 2¬Xi , for every 1 ≤ i ≤ 2n,

(A.56)

Yi v 2Yi ,

¬Yi v 2¬Yi , for every 1 ≤ i ≤ 2n.

(A.57)

Further, we impose the basic coloring constraints over all individuals (A.58),
adjust the coloring of all the left-right neighbors: (A.59), and propagate the tile
types over all S5-worlds (A.60):
G
l
¬(Ti u Tj ), for every τi , τj ∈ T,
(A.58)
> v ( Ti ) u
τi

τi 6=τj
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G

Tj ), for every τi , τj ∈ T,

(A.59)

right(τi )=left(τj )

Ti v 2Ti , for every τi ∈ T.

(A.60)

2n
3

2

1

1

2n

X=00, Y=10, T3
s
X=01, Y=11, T2
s

2

r

tile τ2

X=10, Y=00, T1

r

s

Grid

p
p
r

DownNeighbor

X=11, Y=01, T1
r

r.{a}

X=00,
T3

a
roles

X=01,
T2

X=10,
T1

X=11,
T1

Figure A.2: Encoding of a 2n × 2n tiling in an S5ALCO -model.

The key to the reduction is a suitable use of a single nominal {a} (see Figure A.2). By (A.61) every individual in the grid is linked to a via role r in
some S5-world. There, due to (A.62)-(A.63), the value of the X-counter and
the tile type assigned to the individual is forced upon a. Consequently, by
assuming rigid individual names,1 we generate 22n distinct S5-worlds:
Grid v 3∃r.{a},
Xi v ∀r.Xi ,
1 Such

¬Xi v ∀r.¬Xi , for every 1 ≤ i ≤ 2n,

assumption can be also made explicit by including axiom {a} v 2{a}.

(A.61)
(A.62)
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Ti v ∀r.Ti , for every τi ∈ T.

(A.63)

Finally, in every S5-world, all individuals are linked to a via p (A.64). Whenever the value of the Y -counter on a grid-individual matches the value of the
X-counter on a (A.65), the proper top-down coloring constraints are imposed
(A.66):
> v ∃p.{a},
(A.64)

DownNeighbor ≡

2n
l

((Yi u ∃p.Xi ) t (¬Yi u ∃p.¬Xi )),

(A.65)

j=1

G

Ti u DownNeighbor v ∀p.

Tj , for every τi , τj ∈ T.

(A.66)

down(τi )=top(τj )

The TBox TT is defined as the union of the axioms (A.45)-(A.66). It is easy
to see that the size of TT is polynomial in the size of the instance T. Finally, we
define the concept CT = StartGrid u T0 and claim that there is a tiling for T iff
CT is satisfiable w.r.t. globally interpreted TT .
(⇒) Let τ be a tiling for T, i.e. a mapping from 2n × 2n to T . Define an S5ALCO model M = (Θ, C, ·J , ∆, {·I(c) }c∈C ) for TT satisfying CT as follows. First, transform τ into π : 22n 7→ T , such that for every (x, y) ∈ 2n × 2n , τ (x, y) =
π(y ∗ 2n + x). Then, fix Θ = C = {ci | i ∈ (0, 22n )} and ∆ = {di | i ∈ (0, 22n )}
and ensure that the following interpretation constraints are satisfied:
• aI(c) = d0 for d0 ∈ ∆ and every c ∈ C,
• for c0 ∈ C:
– GridI(c0 ) = ∆ \ {d0 },
– StartGridI(c0 ) = {d1 ∈ ∆}, EndGridI(c0 ) = {d22n ∈ ∆},
– RightEdgeI(c0 ) = {d2n ∗i ∈ ∆},
– sI(c0 ) = {hdi , di+1 i | di , di+1 ∈ ∆, i ≥ 1},
I(c)

• {di | π(i) = τj } ⊆ Tj
I(ci )

• d0 ∈ Tj

, for every c ∈ C and τj ∈ T ,

iff π(i) = τj , for every i ≥ 1 and τj ∈ T ,
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– rI(ci ) = {hdi , d0 i | di ∈ ∆} for i ≥ 1,
– pI(c) = {hd, d0 i | d ∈ ∆} for every c ∈ C,
– DownNeighborI(ci ) = {di−2n ∈ ∆}, for every ci ∈ C and i ≥ 2n + 1.
The interpretations can be straightforwardly extended over the counting
concepts Xi and Yi so that M is indeed a model for TT , where d1 ∈ (CT )I(c0 ) .
(⇐) Let M be an S5ALCO -model of TT satisfying CT . Then, a tiling for T can
be retrieved from M by mapping a chain of s-successors, which instantiate
concept Grid in the S5-world in which CT is satisfied, on the 2n ×2n grid, where
the type of a tile in the grid is determined by the unique concept Ti satisfied by
the individual in the chain. The coloring constraints have to be satisfied by the
construction of the encoding.
q
Theorem 17. Deciding concept satisfiability w.r.t. global TBoxes in CALC
ALC , with context operators F2 only and for local interpretation of object roles, is NE XP T IME-hard.
Proof. The result is established by reducing the 2n × 2n tiling problem. Let
T = (n, T ) be an instance of the problem. In the consecutive steps, we define
a TBox TT and a concept CT , such that there exists a tiling for T iff CT is satisfiable w.r.t. TT . Again, the encoding utilizes the possibility of constructing and
constraining a “diagonal” in models, as depicted in Figure A.3, representing
the whole tiling in a linear projection.
The inclusions (A.67)-(A.72) enforce a 22n -long chain of individuals, uniquely identifiable by counting concepts Xi , for i ∈ (1, 2n). Moreover, every
2n -th individual, starting from the beginning of the chain, is an instance of
concept RightEdge, marking the right edge of the tiling, while the last 2n individuals are instances of BottomEdge, marking the bottom of the tiling.
StartGrid ≡

2n
l
j=1

¬Xj ,

EndGrid ≡

2n
l

Xj ,

¬EndGrid v h>i∃r.>,

(A.67)

j=1

¬Xi u ¬Xj v [>]∀r.¬Xi , for every 1 ≤ j < i ≤ 2n,

(A.68)

Xi u ¬Xj v [>]∀r.Xi , for every 1 ≤ j < i ≤ 2n,

(A.69)

¬Xj u Xj−1 u . . . u X1 v [>]∀r.Xj , for every 1 ≤ j ≤ 2n,

(A.70)
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Figure A.3: Encoding of a 2n × 2n tiling in an S5ALC
ALC -model.

Xj u Xj−1 u . . . u X1 v [>]∀r.¬Xj , for every 1 ≤ j ≤ 2n,

RightEdge ≡

n
l

Xj ,

j=1

BottomEdge ≡

2n
l

Xj .

(A.71)

(A.72)

j=n+1

The values of these counting concepts are then propagated over all the objects
in the given context, by involving an interaction with concepts of the metalanguage Zi , for i ∈ (1, 2n) (A.73).
> v [Zi ]Xi ,

> v [¬Zi ]¬Xi , for every 1 ≤ i ≤ 2n.

(A.73)

Each individual is required to satisfy exactly one concept Ti , representing a tile
type τi ∈ T (A.74). This type is then propagated to all individuals in the given
world (A.75-A.76) and used to adjust the coloring of the left-right neighbors
(A.77).
G
l
> v ( Ti ) u
¬(Ti u Tj ), for every τi , τj ∈ T,
(A.74)
τi

τi 6=τj
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> v [U i ]Ti , for every τi ∈ T.

(A.75)

> v [¬U i ]¬Ti , for every τi ∈ T,

(A.76)

Ti u ¬RightEdge v [>]∀r.(

G

Tj ), for every τi , τj ∈ T.

(A.77)

right(τi )=left(τj )

For each individual we identify the counter of its down neighbor and encode this value rigidly across all S5-worlds by means of concepts Yi (A.78A.83). In the same manner, the tile type is propagated (A.84).
¬Xi u ¬Xj v ∀r.[>]¬Yi , for every n + 1 ≤ j < i ≤ 2n,
Xi u ¬Xj v ∀r.[>]Yi , for every n + 1 ≤ j < i ≤ 2n,

(A.78)
(A.79)

¬Xj u Xj−1 u . . . u X(n+1) v ∀r.[>]Yj , for every n + 1 ≤ j ≤ 2n,

(A.80)

Xj u Xj−1 u . . . u X(n+1) v ∀r.[>]¬Yj , for every n + 1 ≤ j ≤ 2n,

(A.81)

Xi v ∀r.[>]Yi , for every 1 ≤ i ≤ n,

(A.82)

¬Xi v ∀r.[>]¬Yi , for every 1 ≤ i ≤ n,

(A.83)

¬BottomEdge u Ti v ∀r.[>]Vi , for every τi ∈ T.

(A.84)

Finally, the up-down coloring constraints are enforced whenever the value
of Yi ’s agrees with the Xi -counter. (A.85-A.86).
l
DownNeighbor ≡
((Xi u Yi ) t (¬Xi u ¬Yi )),
(A.85)
1≤i≤2n

DownNeighbor u Vi v

l
down(τi )6=up(τj )

¬Tj , for every τi ∈ T.

(A.86)
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The TBox TT is defined as the union of the axioms (A.67)-(A.86). It is easy
to see that the size of TT is polynomial in the size of the instance T. Finally, we
define the concept CT = ∃r.(StartGrid u T0 ) and claim that there is a tiling for
T iff CT is satisfiable w.r.t. TT .
(⇒) Let τ be a tiling for T, i.e. a mapping from 2n × 2n to T . Define an CALC
ALC model M = (Θ, C, ·J , ∆, {·I(c) }c∈C ) for TT satisfying CT as follows. First, transform τ into π : 22n 7→ T , such that for every (x, y) ∈ 2n × 2n , τ (x, y) =
π(y ∗ 2n + x). Then, fix Θ = C = {ci | i ∈ (1, 22n )} and ∆ = {di | i ∈ (0, 22n )}
and ensure that the following interpretation constraints are satisfied:
• rI(ci ) = {(di−1 , di ) | di−1 , di ∈ ∆},
• StartGrid I(c1 ) = {d1 ∈ ∆}, EndGrid I(c22n ) = {d22n ∈ ∆},
• for every ci ∈ C, DownNeighbor I(ci ) = {di−2n ∈ ∆},
I(ci )

• for every τj ∈ T and i ∈ (1, 22n ), Tj
I(c )
Tj i

= ∆, if π(i) = τj , and else

= ∅.

The interpretations can be straightforwardly extended over the remaining
concepts so that M is indeed a model for TT , where d0 ∈ (CT )I(c1 ) .
(⇐) Let M be an CALC
ALC -model of TT satisfying CT . Then, a tiling for T can be
retrieved from M by mapping the diagonal of the model on the 2n × 2n grid,
where the type of a tile in the grid is determined by the unique concept Ti
satisfied by the individual in the chain. The coloring constraints have to be
satisfied by the construction of the encoding.
q

A.4

NE XP T IME/E XP T IME upper bounds

In this section we derive some NE XP T IME and E XP T IME upper bounds which
transfer directly to the respective decision problems described in Theorems 10
C
and 11. Specifically, we prove: 1) the NE XP T IME upper bound for CL
SHIO with
object axioms of the form C : ϕ, where ϕ is a formula constructed according to
the grammar:
φ | ¬φ | φ ∧ φ | hCiφ

A.4. NE XP T IME/ E XP T IME upper bounds
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C
such that φ is an axiom over the object language of CL
SHIO and where LC ∈
++
++
{SHIO, EL }; 2) the E XP T IME upper bound for CEL
SHI .
The decision procedures devised here are essentially variants of the typebased techniques, commonly used in proving the complexity results for the satisfiability problem in various modal logics and their combinations [KWZG03].
First, we introduce a number of notational conventions and auxiliary results
that should ease the layout of the target proofs. Whenever necessary we distinguish between the languages under consideration.
C
Consider a knowledge base K = (C, O) in CL
LO . We use the following notation to mark the sets of symbols of particular type occurring in K:

• conc (K): the set of all context language concepts, closed under negation
(LC = SHIO),
• conc (K): the set of all context language concepts (LC = EL++ ),
• conop
c (K) ⊆ conc (K): the set of all context language concepts occurring
inside the context operators,
• cono (K): the set of all object language concepts, closed under negation,
• rolc (K): the set of all context language roles,
• rol+
c (K) ⊆ rolc (K): the set of all context language transitive roles (M =
SHIO),
• rolo (K): the set of all object roles,
• rol+
o (K) ⊆ rolo (K): the set of all transitive object roles,
• objo (K): the set of object individual names,
• subo (K): the set of all object (sub)formulas, closed under negation.
By ·− we denote the inverse constructor for roles and assume that (r− )− = r
(resp. (r− )− = r). Let f be a set of SHIO formulas. Then by v∗f we denote
the reflexive-transitive closure of v on {r v s, s− v r− | r v s ∈ f } (resp.
{r v s, s− v r− | r v s ∈ f ). Without loss of generality we assume that neither
[·], ∀ nor t occur in K. Further, in order to reduce the syntactic load in the
considered cases, whenever possible we apply the following replacements of
all the respective formulas with their equivalents:
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a:C
r(a, b)
a:C
r(a, b)
dom(r) v C

⇒
⇒
⇒
⇒
⇒

{a} v C,
{a} v ∃r.{b},
{a} v C,
{a} v ∃r.{b},
∃r.> v C,

(LO = SHIO)
(LO = SHIO)
(LC = EL++ )

An object type for K is a subset to ⊆ cono (K), where:
• ¬> 6∈ to and ⊥ 6∈ to ,
• C ∈ to iff ¬C 6∈ to , for all C ∈ cono (K),
• C u D ∈ to iff {C, D} ⊆ to , for all C u D ∈ cono (K),
• {∃s.C | ∃r.C ∈ tc } ⊆ tc , for every s ∈ rol c (K) such that r v∗C s,
• {¬∃s.C | ¬∃r.C ∈ tc } ⊆ tc , for every s ∈ rol c (K) such that s v∗C r.
The set of all object types for K is denoted by Π. An object formula type for K is
a subset f ⊆ subo (K), where:
• ϕ ∈ f iff ¬ϕ 6∈ f , for all ϕ ∈ subo (K),
• ϕ ∧ ψ ∈ f iff {ϕ, ψ} ⊆ f , for all ϕ ∧ ψ ∈ subo (K),
The set of all object formula types for K is denoted by Φ. A context type for K is
a subset tc ⊆ conc (K), where:
• ¬> 6∈ tc and ⊥ 6∈ tc ,
• C ∈ tc iff ¬C 6∈ tc , for all C ∈ conc (K), (LC = SHIO)
• C u D ∈ tc iff {C, D} ⊆ tc , for all C u D ∈ conc (K),
• {∃s.C | ∃r.C ∈ tc } ⊆ tc , for every s ∈ rol c (K) such that r v∗C s,
• {¬∃s.C | ¬∃r.C ∈ tc } ⊆ tc , for every s ∈ rol c (K) such that s v∗C r.
The set of all context types for K is denoted by Ξ.
The following two definitions introduce the notions of matching object rolesuccessor and matching S5-successor, used in the proofs for reconstructing the
role relationships and accessibility relations between individuals in the object
dimension.
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Definition 41 (matching object role-successor). Let to , t0o be two object types for
K. For any r ∈ rol o (K), t0o is a matching r-successor for to under f ⊆ subo (K) iff
the following conditions are satisfied:
• {¬C | ¬∃r.C ∈ to } ⊆ t0o and {¬C | ¬∃r− .C ∈ t0o } ⊆ to ,
0
−
0
• if {r, r− } ∩ rol +
o (K) 6= ∅ then {¬∃r.C ∈ to } ⊆ to and {¬∃r .C ∈ to } ⊆ to ,

• t0o is a matching s-successor for every s ∈ rol o (K) such that r v∗f s.
Definition 42 (matching S5-successor). For any object type to for K, let m(to )
denote the set of all object concepts containing context operators in to , i.e.: m(to ) =
{hCiD, ¬hCiD ∈ to | C ∈ con c (K), D ∈ con o (K)}. Then, two object types to , t0o for
K are matching S5-successors iff m(to ) = m(t0o ).
The analogous definition of matching role-successor applies to metalanguage roles in LC = SHIO:
Definition 43 (matching metalanguage role-successor). Let tc , t0c be two context
types for K. For any r ∈ rol c (K), t0c is a matching r-successor for tc under C iff the
following conditions are satisfied:
• {¬C | ¬∃r.C ∈ tc } ⊆ t0c and {¬C | ¬∃r− .C ∈ t0c } ⊆ tc ,
0
−
0
• if {r, r− } ∩ rol +
c (K) 6= ∅ then {¬∃r.C ∈ tc } ⊆ tc and {¬∃r .C ∈ tc } ⊆ tc ,

• t0c is a matching s-successor for every s ∈ rol c (K) such that r v∗C s.
Definition 44 (C-admissibility). Let S be a set of context types for K = (C, O). We
say that S is C-admissible iff there exists a model (S, ·J ) for C, such that for every
tc ∈ S and C ∈ con c (K), tc ∈ CJ iff C ∈ tc .
Theorem 18 (C-admissibility). Let S× be a multiset of context types for K = (C, O),
where C is a knowledge base in LC ∈ {SHIO, EL++ }, such that:
• S is the underlying set of elements of S× ,
• for every a ∈ obj c (K) and tc , t0c ∈ S× , if {a} ∈ tc ∩ t0c then tc = t0c .
Then the following two conditions are equivalent:
1. There exists a model (S× , ·J ) for C, such that for every tc ∈ S× and C ∈
con c (K), tc ∈ CJ iff C ∈ tc .
2. S is C-admissible.
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Proof. Intuitively, since neither of L ∈ {SHIO, EL++ } involves cardinality
restrictions, it is straightforward to turn a model for C implied by condition
(1) into a model implied by (2) (from Definition 44), and vice versa. This can
be done simply by collapsing (resp. duplicating) individuals which realize the
same type in the model. Formally, we demonstrate this by establishing a direct
correspondence between both type of models. Let π : S× 7→ S be a surjective
mapping, such that for every tc ∈ S× , π(tc ) = tc . Then (S× , ·J× ) is a model
implied by (1) iff (S, ·J ) is a model implied by (2), provided that for every for
every tc , t0c ∈ S× the following conditions are satisfied:
• tc ∈ CJ× iff π(tc ) ∈ CJ ,
• htc , t0c i ∈ rJ× iff hπ(tc ), τ (t0c )i ∈ rJ .
By structural induction over constructs of LC it is easy to find out that the
models are bisimilar, and thus satisfy exactly the same formulas from C.
q
As a consequence of Definition 44 and Theorem 18, satisfiability of C can
be reduced to the problem of finding a C-admissible set of context types. The
following theorems provide effectively verifiable, language-specific conditions
for deciding whether a given set of context types is C-admissible.
Theorem 19 (Deciding C-admissibility in SHIO). Let S be a set of context types
for K = (C, O), where C is expressed in SHIO. Then, S is C-admissible iff the
following conditions are satisfied:
1. for every C v D ∈ C and tc ∈ S, if C ∈ tc then D ∈ tc ,
2. for every a ∈ obj c (K) there is a unique tc ∈ S such that {a} ∈ tc ,
3. for every ∃s.C ∈ con c (K) and tc ∈ S with ∃s.C ∈ tc , there is t0c ∈ S, such that
C ∈ t0c and t0c is a matching s-successor for tc under C.
The conditions can be effectively verified in a time at most exponential in the size of K.
Proof. First, we construct a SHIO-model (S, ·J ) for C implied by C-admissibility
of S, as follows. For every tc , t0c ∈ S:
• aJ = tc iff {a} ∈ tc , for every a ∈ obj c (K),
• tc ∈ CJ iff C ∈ tc , for every C ∈ conc (K),
• htc , t0c i ∈ sJ iff t0c is a matching s-successor for tc under C, for every s ∈
rolc (K).
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(⇐) We show that (S, ·J ) is indeed a model for C. Observe that the respective
conditions in the theorem guarantee that:
1. all GCIs are satisfied,
2. all individual names (and so the nominals) are given unique interpretations,
3. all individuals satisfying existential restrictions obtain proper role successors, and moreover, by Def. 43, it is ensured that:
• role names and their inverses are interpreted as relations which are
inverses of each other,
• transitive roles are interpreted as transitive relations,
• the role hierarchies entailed by C are respected,
• for every tc ∈ S, and r ∈ rolc (K) all concepts of the form ¬∃r.C ∈ tc
are satisfied in the model.
The first two points are clear by the construction of the model and the conditions 1 and 2 in the theorem. The third one follows from the construction of the
model, definition of context type (DCT) and of matching metalanguage role
successor (Def. 43). We proceed by induction. Consider any tc , t0c ∈ S, such
that t0c is a matching s-successor for tc under C for some s ∈ rolc (K) at the top
level of the role hierarchy. Then htc , t0c i ∈ sJ and, by Def. 43, tc has to be a
matching s− -successor for t0c under C, and thus ht0c , tc i ∈ (s− )J . In both cases
all concepts of the form ¬∃s.C ∈ tc and ¬∃s− .C ∈ t0c need to be satisfied. Also,
by the construction of the model, it is ensured that for all tc ∈ S all concepts
∃s.C ∈ tc are satisfied as well. Further, suppose s is a transitive role. Then
for every t00c which is a matching s-successor for t0c under C, t00c has to be also
a matching s-successor for tc under C and so htc , t00c i ∈ sJ , which inductively
extends over the whole interpretation of s, rendering it a transitive relation.
In such case, Def. 43 guarantees that the model satisfies all ¬∃s.C ∈ tc and
¬∃s− .C ∈ t00c .
Now, suppose that for some role r there is s v∗C r and let t0c be a matching
s-successor for tc under C, for some tc , t0c ∈ S. Then by Def. 43, t0c must be
also a matching r-successor for tc under C, and so by the construction of the
model htc , t0c i ∈ rJ and ht0c , tc i ∈ (r− )J , which fulfills the semantics of the
role inclusion. Finally, suppose s is a transitive role and htc , t0c i, ht0c , t00c i ∈ sJ ,
for some tc , t0c , t00c ∈ S. Since, as argued above, t00c must be also a matching
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s-successor for tc under C, it follows that htc , t00c i ∈ sJ . But then, by (DCT),
for every concept of the form ¬∃r.C ∈ to , there already is ¬∃s.C ∈ to , and
consequently, by transitivity of s, also ¬∃s.C ∈ t0o . Therefore, it is also the case
that t00c is a matching r-successor for tc under C and htc , t00c i ∈ rJ . Clearly, all
concepts of the form ¬∃r.C ∈ tc and ¬∃r− .C ∈ t00c are satisfied in the model. By
induction, the argument carries over to all roles in the hierarchy.
(⇒) We demonstrate that (S, ·J ), constructed as above, satisfies the conditions
stated in the theorem. The first two are immediate. For the third one, suppose
that for some ∃s.C ∈ con c (K) and tc ∈ S there is ∃s.C ∈ tc . Clearly, by the
semantics, there must be a t0c ∈ S, such that htc , t0c i ∈ sJ and t0c ∈ CJ , and thus
with C ∈ t0c . We show that in such case t0c is a matching s-successor for tc under
C, i.e. that the three conditions in Def. 43 are satisfied. The first one is obvious.
For the second one, suppose that s is transitive and some ¬∃s.D is satisfied in
tc . Then it must be the case that either t0c has no s-successors in the model (in
such case ¬∃s.D is vacuously satisfied in t0c ) or it has some s-successors. In the
latter case, by transitivity of s, such successors have to satisfy all D such that
tc ∈ (¬∃s.D)J . It follows that all such ¬∃s.D have to be satisfied also in t0c ,
and so the condition holds. Finally, by induction over the role hierarchy, t0c is
clearly a matching r-successor for tc under C, for all r such that s v∗C r.
Observe that the size of v∗C is at most polynomial in `(K), while |S| ≤ 2`(K)
and |tc | ≤ `(K) for every tc ∈ S (see also the proof of Lemma 3). Thus, deciding
the conditions specified in the theorem cannot take more than a polynomial
time in the size of S and, exponential in `(K).
q
In order to formulate a similar claim for LC = EL++ we require some additional notation. We write C ` r v s iff r = s or C contains role inclusions
r1 v r2 , . . . , rn−1 v rn with r1 = r and rn = s. Further, we write C ` ran(r) v C
if there is a role name s with C ` r v s and ran(s) v C ∈ C.
Let X ⊆ conc (K). Then by XCv we denote the closure of X under subsumption in C w.r.t. conc (K), i.e.:
• X ⊆ XCv ,
• if C, D ∈ XCv then C u D ∈ XCv , for every C u D ∈ conc (K),
• for every C ∈ XCv and D ∈ conc (K), if C |= C v D then D ∈ XCv .
Since the subsumption problem in EL++ is tractable [BBL08], it is clear that XCv
can be computed in a polynomial time. By an abuse of notation we write Cv
C,
whenever X = {C} for any C.
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Algorithm 1 computes a C-admissible set SC,Ω of context types for K, provided such set exists at all, and its subset UC,Ω . The subscript Ω ⊆ conc (K)
denotes an extra set of concepts which must be also satisfied in the model corresponding to SC,Ω . This parameter and the set UC,Ω are necessary later on,
when satisfiability of the whole knowledge base K is considered. In the special
case, for Ω = ∅, SC,Ω corresponds exactly to the canonical model of C. That is,
for every EL++ concept C, there exists Y ∈ SC,Ω with C ∈ Y iff C is satisfied
in every model of C, provided such models exist. This dramatically reduces
the search space for C-admissible sets of context types for M = EL++ , which
++
paves the way to the E XP T IME upper bound for CEL
SHI .
Theorem 20 (Semi-deciding C-admissibility in EL++ ). Let K = (C, O) be a knowledge base, where C is expressed in EL++ , and S be a set of context types for K. Then
S is C-admissible if the following conditions are satisfied:
1. S = SC,Ω , where SC,Ω is computed by Algorithm 1 for some Ω ⊆ conc (K),
2. SC,Ω is non-empty.
For a fixed Ω, the algorithm runs in a time polynomial in the size of K.
Proof. Suppose SC,Ω is non-empty. Then clearly, every element of SC,Ω is a
context type for K. We construct an EL++ -model (SC,Ω , ·J ) for C, implied by
C-admissibility of SC,Ω , as follows. For every tc , t0c ∈ S fix:
• aJ = tc iff {a} ∈ tc , for every a ∈ obj c (K),
• tc ∈ CJ iff C ∈ tc , for every C ∈ con c (K),
• htc , t0c i ∈ sJ iff {D | C ` ran(s) v D} ⊆ t0c .
Extend ·J inductively over all roles by ensuring that for every tc , t0c , t00c ∈ S:
• if htc , t0c i ∈ r and ht0c , t00c i ∈ s then htc , t00c i ∈ r ◦ s, for every r ◦ s ∈ rol c (K),
• if htc , t0c i ∈ (r1 ◦ . . . ◦ rn )J then htc , t0c i ∈ sJ , for every r1 ◦ . . . ◦ rn v s ∈ C.
It is not hard to verify, that (SC,Ω , ·J ) defined in this way is indeed a model
for C. In particular, by the construction of the model and definition of the algorithm, it is guaranteed that all GCIs are satisfied (by closure of the generated
types under v in C), individual names obtain unique interpretations (by merging types containing the same nominals) and that all individuals satisfying
existential restrictions obtain proper successors. The only issue requiring more
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Algorithm 1 Computation of a set of context types for K in EL++ .
Require: (context) ontology C, a set of concepts Ω ⊆ conc (K)
Ensure: two sets of context types SC,Ω and UC,Ω
1: S := ∅, U := ∅, Marked := ∅
2: if objc (K) = ∅ and Ω = ∅ then
3:
add >v
C to S
4: else
5:
for all a ∈ objc (K) do
6:
add {a}v
C to S
7:
end for
8:
for all C ∈ Ω do
9:
add Cv
C to S and to U
10:
end for
11: end if
12: while applicable do
13:
for all Y ∈ S and ∃s.C ∈ Y do
14:
if ∃s.C 6∈ Marked then
15:
add ({C} ∪ {D | C ` ran(s) v D})v
C to S and add ∃s.C to Marked
16:
end if
17:
end for
18:
for all a ∈ objc (K) and Y, Z ∈ S do
19:
if {a} ∈ Y ∩ Z then
20:
replace Y and Z in S with (Y ∪ Z)v
C
21:
end if
22:
if Y ∈ U or Z ∈ U then
23:
remove Y, Z from U and add (Y ∪ Z)v
C to U
24:
end if
25:
end for
26: end while
27: if ⊥ 6∈ Y for every Y ∈ S then
28:
SC,Ω := S and UC,Ω
29: else
30:
SC,Ω := ∅ and UC,Ω = ∅
31: end if
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attention is the satisfaction of role ranges. Clearly, the ranges of roles included
in existential restrictions are respected by the definition of the algorithm. For
the inductive extension of ·J over the remaining roles, we resort to the syntactic
restriction permitting tractable reasoning in EL++ , which has been identified
in [BBL08]. The restriction states:
If r1 ◦ . . . ◦ rn v s ∈ C with n ≥ 1 and C ` ran(s) v D, then C ` ran(rn ) v D.
It immediately follows, that whenever htc , t0c i ∈ sJ is included in ·J , for any
tc , t0c ∈ SC , because of some role inclusion r1 ◦ . . . ◦ rn v s ∈ C, it is the case,
that {D | C ` ran(s) v D} ⊆ t0c if {D | C ` ran(rn ) v D} ⊆ t0c . But then, by induction, it is easy to see that the appropriate range restrictions are carried over
from the roles occurring in some existential restrictions, which are sufficiently
handled by the algorithm.
Observe, that the number of distinct concepts of the form ∃r.C occurring
in SC,Ω is linearly bounded by the size of C, and thus, computing SC,Ω must
terminate in a time polynomial in the size of K.
q
Theorem 21 (Satisfiability as C-admissibility in EL++ ). Let K = (C, O) be a
knowledge base, where C is expressed in EL++ , and let Ω ⊆ con c (K). Then C is satisfied in some model which also satisfies every C ∈ Ω iff SC,Ω , computed by Algorithm 1,
is non-empty.
Proof. (⇒) Let (C, ·J ) be a model of C satisfying every C ∈ Ω. Define a mapping
τ : C 7→ Ξ, such that for every c ∈ C and C ∈ conc (K), C ∈ τ (c) iff c ∈ CJ .
Now, let S = {τ (c) | c ∈ C}. Observe, that the algorithm generating the context
types from SC,Ω is deterministic and enforces only the necessary consequences
of C and the semantics of EL++ . Hence, for every tc ∈ SC,Ω there must be some
t0c ∈ S, such that tc ⊆ t0c . Obviously, no tc ∈ S contains ⊥. Thus, whenever
C has a model satisfying all concepts from Ω, there has to exist a non-empty
output from the algorithm.
(⇐) Suppose SC,Ω is non-empty. By the construction of SC,Ω , for every C ∈ Ω
there exists a type tc ∈ SC,Ω , such that C ∈ tc . Thus, by Algorithm 1, Theorem 20 and Definition 44 there has to exist a model of C satisfying every C ∈ Ω.
q
A context structure hS, Si for K is a pair consisting of a set S ⊆ Ξ of context
types for K and a non-empty set S of tuples of the form htc , f, νi, where tc ∈ S,
f ⊆ subo (K) is an object formula type for K, ν : objo (K) 7→ Π assigns unique
object types to individual object names, and such that the following conditions
are satisfied:
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(CS1) for every a ∈ obj c (K) there is a unique tc ∈ S such that {a} ∈ tc , and at
most one htc , f, νi ∈ S. If a : ϕ ∈ O, for any ϕ, then such htc , f, νi ∈ S
must exist,
(CS2) S is C-admissible,
(CS3) for every htc , f, νi ∈ S and C : ϕ ∈ O, if C ∈ tc then ϕ ∈ f ,
In the case of languages with full object formulas, the following requirement
has to be also satisfied:
(CS4) for every htc , f, νi ∈ S it holds that:
• if C ∈ tc and ϕ ∈ f then hCiϕ ∈ f , for every hCiϕ ∈ sub o (K),
• for every hCiϕ ∈ f there is ht0c , f 0 , ν 0 i ∈ S, such that C ∈ t0c and
ϕ ∈ f 0,
• for every ¬hCi¬ϕ ∈ f and ht0c , f 0 , ν 0 i ∈ S, if C ∈ t0c then ϕ ∈ f 0 .
Intuitively, a context structure contains all the pieces necessary for reconsC
tructing a single CL
LO -interpretation. However, not all such interpretations
C
might correspond to a genuine CL
LO -model. To find exactly the proper ones,
some additional conditions need to be imposed. These are introduced in the
notion of quasimodel candidate, and further, in the notions of quasimodel associated with specific logics under consideration.
Definition 45 (Quasimodel candidate). A quasimodel candidate QSS for K, where
hS, Si is a context structure for K, is a set of pairs hk, to i, such that k ∈ S, to ∈ Π,
satisfying the following conditions:
(QC1) for every k ∈ S, with k = htc , f, νi, and a ∈ objo (K), hk, ν(a)i ∈ QSS .
For every hk, to i ∈ QSS , with k = htc , f, νi:
(QC2) if ¬hCi¬D ∈ to and C ∈ tc then D ∈ to , for all ¬hCi¬D ∈ cono (K),
(QC3) if C ∈ tc and D ∈ to then hCiD ∈ to , for all hCiD ∈ cono (K),
(QC4) for every k 0 ∈ S, there is some hk 0 , t0o i ∈ QSS such that to , t0o are matching
S5-successors,
(QC5) if hCiD ∈ to then there is hk 0 , t0o i ∈ QSS , such that k 0 = ht0c , f 0 , ν 0 i,C ∈ t0c ,
D ∈ t0o and to , t0o are matching S5-successors. Moreover, if to 6= t0o then
k 0 6= k,
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(QC6) for every ∃r.C ∈ to there is hk, t0o i ∈ QSS , such that C ∈ t0o and t0o is a
matching r-successor for to under f .
Lemma 3 (Quasimodel candidate space bound). The size of a quasimodel candidate is exponentially bounded in the size of K.
Proof. By `(K) we denote the size of K, measured in the number of symbols
used, and by |X| — the number of elements of set X. We observe that the
following (very liberally estimated) inequalities hold:
|conc (K)| ≤ 2`(K), |cono (K)| ≤ 2`(K), |subo (K)| ≤ 2`(K), |objo (K)| ≤ `(K)
|Π| ≤ 2cono (K) ≤ 22`(K) , |Ξ| ≤ 2conc (K) ≤ 22`(K) , |Φ| ≤ 2subo (K) ≤ 22`(K)
2
|Π|objo (K)| | = |Π||objo (K)| ≤ 22`(K)
2
|S| ≤ |Ξ| · |Φ| · |Π|objo (K)| | ≤ 22`(K) +4`(K)
2
|QSS | ≤ |S| · |Π| ≤ 22`(K) +6`(K)
Since the maximum size of a single tuple in a quasimodel candidate is polynomial in `(K) therefore the maximum size of a quasimodel is never greater than
2p(`(K)) , where p is a fixed polynomial.
q
The structure of the proofs:
1. definition of a quasimodel
2. the quasimodel lemma
3. an algorithm with a specified time resource bound
++
C
},
Theorem 22. Knowledge base satisfiability in CL
SHIO , for LC ∈ {SHIO, EL
with full object formulas and only local roles is in NE XP T IME.

Proof. We begin by defining the relevant notion of quasimodel.
Definition 46 (Quasimodel). A quasimodel candidate QSS for K, where K is a knowLC
ledge base in CSHIO
, for LC ∈ {SHIO, EL++ }, with full object formulas and only
local roles, is called a quasimodel for K iff the following conditions are satisfied:
(QM1) for every hk, to i ∈ QSS , with k = htc , f, νi, and a ∈ objo (K), {a} ∈ to iff
to = ν(a).
For every k ∈ S with k = htc , f, νi:
(QM2) C v D ∈ f iff for every hk, to i ∈ QSS if C ∈ to then D ∈ to , for every
C v D ∈ subo (K).
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(QM3) ¬(C v D) ∈ f iff there is hk, to i ∈ QSS such that {C, ¬D} ⊆ to , for
every ¬(C v D) ∈ subo (K),
(QM4) ¬(r v s) ∈ f iff r 6v∗f s and there is hk, to i, hk, t0o i ∈ QSS such that t0o is a
matching r-successor for to under f , for every ¬(r v s) ∈ subo (K).
Next, we show the correspondence between quasimodels and models.
C
Lemma 4 (Quasimodel lemma). A knowledge base K has an CL
SHIO -model, for
LC ∈ {SHIO, EL++ }, iff there is a quasimodel for K.

Proof. (⇒) Let M = (Θ, C, ·J , ∆, {·I(c) }c∈C ) be a model for K. First, we fix a
mapping τ from Θ, C and ∆ to the corresponding context/object types. For
every c ∈ Θ set τ (c) = tc , such that:
• C ∈ tc iff c ∈ CJ , for every C ∈ conc (K),
For every hc, di ∈ C × ∆ set τ (hc, di) = to , such that:
• C ∈ to iff d ∈ C I(c) , for every C ∈ cono (K).
Further, for every c ∈ C set τ (c) = htc , f, νi, such that the following correspondences hold:
• C ∈ tc iff c ∈ CJ , for every C ∈ conc (K),
• ϕ ∈ f iff M, c |= ϕ, for every ϕ ∈ subo (K),
• ν(a) = τ (hc, aI(c) i) for every a ∈ objo (K).
Fix S = {τ (c) | c ∈ Θ} and S = {τ (c) | c ∈ C}. By Theorem 18, hS, Si
is a proper context structure satisfying all conditions (CSx). Next, define the
quasimodel QSS = {hτ (c), τ (hc, di)i | hc, di ∈ C × ∆, }. It is easy to see, that
all conditions (QC1)-(QC5) and (QM1)-(QM3) have to be satisfied. Since the
notion of matching role successor is exactly the same for the object and metalanguage roles in SHIO, the satisfaction of (QC6) can be demonstrated by the
same argument as used in the proof of Theorem 19. Finally, for (QM4), observe
that whenever c |= ¬(r v s) holds in c ∈ C, then there have to be d, d0 ∈ ∆,
such that hd, d0 i ∈ rJ and hd, d0 i 6∈ sJ and so that the condition (QM4) has to
be satisfied in QSS defined as above.
(⇐) Let QSS be a quasimodel for K. In the following steps we define a model
M = (Θ, C, ·J , ∆, {·I(c) }c∈C ) for K. The interpretation of the context dimension
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follows immediately from the definition of the context structure. Since hS, Si
is a context structure, then S must be a C-admissible set of context types. But
then, by Theorem 18, for any multiset S× such that S ⊆ S× , there must be
some interpretation function ·J such that (S× , ·J ) is a model for C. Fix C =
{k to | hk, to i ∈ QSS } and Θ = {tkc | k = htc , f, νi ∈ C} ∪ {tc ∈ S | htc , f, νi 6∈
C for any f, ν}. Then clearly, (Θ, ·J ) is also a model for C. The tuple (Θ, C, ·J )
is incorporated into M.
Now, consider the object dimension. For every k ∈ C, we fix the set of object
types Tk = {to | hk, to i ∈ QSS } realized in this context. A run ρ through QSS is a
function which to every k ∈ C assigns a single type from Tk , such that:
• for every k, k 0 ∈ C it is the case that ρ(k), ρ(k 0 ) are matching S5-successors,
• for every k ∈ C, if hCiD ∈ ρ(k) then there is k 0 ∈ C, such that k 0 =
ht0c , f 0 , ν 0 i, C ∈ t0c and D ∈ ρ(k 0 )0 .
A set R of runs through QSS is called coherent iff the following conditions are
satisfied:
• for every k ∈ C and to ∈ Tk , there is a ρ ∈ R such that ρ(k) = to ,
• for every a ∈ objo (K) and k ∈ C, with k = hto , f, νi, there is a unique
ρ ∈ R, such that ρ(k) = ν(a),
Next, we define the interpretation of the object dimension as follows. First,
fix the object domain as:
• ∆ := R
Then, for every k ∈ C, with k = htc , f, νi, and ρ, ρ0 ∈ ∆ set the interpretation
function as:
• aI(k) = ρ iff ν(a) = ρ(k), for every a ∈ objo (K),
• ρ ∈ C I(k) iff C ∈ ρ(k), for every C ∈ cono (K),
• hρ, ρ0 i ∈ rI(k) iff ρ0 (k) is a matching r-successor for ρ(k) under f .
As all the conditions (CSx), (QCx) and (QMx) are satisfied by the assumption, it is not difficult to verify that M = (Θ, C, ·J , ∆, {·I(c) }c∈C ), defined as
++
C
above, is indeed an CL
}. Again for
SHIO -model for K, for LC ∈ {SHIO, EL
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the interpretation of the roles (including inverses and transitive roles) and satisfaction of the role hierarchy we apply the same argument as used for the case
of the context ontology in the proof of Theorem 19.
q
By Lemmas 3 and 4, the simplest brute-force NE XP T IME algorithm for checking satisfiability of K first guesses a quasimodel and then checks whether all
conditions (CSx), (QCx) and(QMx) are satisfied. Clearly, such a check can be
accomplished in a polynomial time in the size of the quasimodel, and thus in
at most an exponential time in the size of K.
q
++

Theorem 23. Knowledge base satisfiability in CEL
SHI , with only local roles, is in E XP T IME.
Proof. Again, we start by defining the relevant notion of quasimodel.
Definition 47 (Quasimodel). A quasimodel candidate QSS for K, where K is a know++
ledge base in CEL
SHI , with only local roles, is called a quasimodel iff it satisfies the
following conditions:
(QM1) for every k, k 0 ∈ S, with k = htc , f, νi and k 0 = ht0c , f 0 , ν 0 i, and to ∈ Π,
whenever tc = t0c then hk, to i ∈ QSS iff hk 0 , to i ∈ QSS ,
(QM2) for every hk, to i ∈ QSS , with k = htc , f, νi, and C v D ∈ f , if C ∈ to
then D ∈ to .
For every k ∈ S with k = htc , f, νi:
(QM3) if a : C ∈ f then C ∈ ν(a),
(QM4) if r(a, b) ∈ f then ν(b) is a matching r-successor for ν(a) under f ,
(QM5) (rigid object names) for every a ∈ objo (K) and k 0 ∈ S with k 0 =
ht0c , f 0 , ν 0 i, ν(a) and ν 0 (a) are matching S5-successors,
(QM6) (rigid object names) for every a ∈ objo (K) and hCiD ∈ ν(a) there is
ht0c , f 0 , ν 0 i ∈ S, such that C ∈ t0c , D ∈ ν 0 (a).
Next, we prove the corresponding quasimodel lemma.
++

Lemma 5 (Quasimodel lemma). A knowledge base K has an CEL
SHI -model iff there
is a quasimodel for K.
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Proof. The proof is slightly more involved than in the case of Lemma 4, as here
we need to restrict the space of possible quasimodels only to those built over
the minimal context structures, generated by Algorithm 1.
(⇒) Let M = (Θ, C, ·J , ∆, {·I(c) }c∈C ) be a model for K. As in the proof of
Lemma 4, we first fix a mapping τ from C and ∆ to the corresponding context/object types. For every c ∈ Θ set τ (c) = tc , such that:
• C ∈ tc iff c ∈ CJ , for every C ∈ conc (K),
For every hc, di ∈ C × ∆ set τ (hc, di) = to , such that:
• C ∈ to iff d ∈ C I(c) , for every C ∈ cono (K).
Further, for every c ∈ C set τ (c) = htc , f, νi, such that the following correspondences hold:
• C ∈ tc iff c ∈ CJ , for every C ∈ conc (K),
• ϕ ∈ f iff M, c |= ϕ, for every ϕ ∈ subo (K),
• ν(a) = τ (hc, aI(c) i) for every a ∈ objo (K).
Define set Ω = {C | (hCiD)I(c) 6= ∅ for any hCiD ∈ cono (K) and c ∈ C}. The
set contains all those metalanguage concepts whose satisfaction is enforced by
means of object concepts containing context operators which are actually satisfied in the model. Then compute the set SC,Ω . Observe, that by Theorem 21,
SC,Ω has to be non-empty. Next, for every tc ∈ SC,Ω , set f (tc ) = {ϕ | C : ϕ ∈
O, C ∈ tc } and define the context structure hS, Si and the quasimodel QSS by
applying the following steps.
1. Set S = SC,Ω , S := ∅, QSS := ∅, and Ttc := ∅, for every tc ∈ SC,Ω .
2. For every c ∈ C and every tc ∈ SC,Ω :
• let τ (c) = ht0c , f 0 , νi. If tc ⊆ t0c , then add htc , f (tc ), νi to S and for all
d ∈ ∆ add τ (hc, di) to Ttc .
3. For every k ∈ S, with k = htc , f, νi, and to ∈ Ttc , add hk, to i to QSS .
It is not difficult to verify that all conditions (CSx), (QCx) and (QM1)-(QM4)
have to be satisfied by hS, Si and QSS . Conditions (QM5) and (QM6) are special variants of (QC4) and (QC5) and impose rigid name assumption on individual object names, i.e. the requirement that for every a ∈ obj o (K) and c, c0 ∈ C,
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it is always the case that aI(c) = aI(c ) . It is not hard to see that whenever an
++
CEL
SHI -model satisfies this constraint, (QM5) and (QM6) are also satisfied in
the corresponding quasimodel.
(⇐) Let QSS be a quasimodel for K. In order to construct a model M = (Θ, C, ·J ,
∆, {·I(c) }c∈C ) for K we proceed in a similar manner as in the proof of Lemma 4.
In the case without the rigid name assumption, we first fix the interpretation
of the context dimension (Θ, C, ·J ) and define runs through QSS as before, and
impose only one coherency condition on sets of runs. We say that a set R of
runs through QSS is called coherent iff the following condition is satisfied:
• for every k ∈ C and to ∈ Tk , there is a ρ ∈ R such that ρ(k) = to .
Next, we define the interpretation of the object dimension as follows. First, fix
the object domain as:
• ∆ := R
Then, for every k ∈ C, with k = htc , f, νi, and ρ, ρ0 ∈ ∆ set the interpretation
function as:
• ρ ∈ C I(k) iff C ∈ ρ(k), for every C ∈ cono (K),
• hρ, ρ0 i ∈ rI(k) iff ρ0 (k) is a matching r-successor for ρ(k) under f .
Finally, we fix the interpretation of the individual object names. For every
k ∈ C, with k = htc , f, νi, and a ∈ objo (K):
• aI(c) = ρ(k), for some unique ρ ∈ R such that ν(a) = ρ(k).
When the rigid name assumption applies, first pick any k ∈ S, with k =
htc , f, νi, and then remove all k 0 from S, with k 0 = ht0c , f 0 , ν 0 i, and hk 0 , to i
from QSS , such that for some a ∈ objo (K), ν 0 (a) and ν(a) are not matching S50
successors. By conditions (QM5) and (QM6) the resulting sets S and QSS must
be still a context structure and a quasimodel, respectively. Then we formulate
the coherency conditions as:
• for every k ∈ C and to ∈ Tk , there is a ρ ∈ R such that ρ(k) = to ,
• (rigid object names) for every a ∈ objo (K) there is a unique run ρa ∈ R
such that for every k ∈ C, with k = htc , f, νi, it is the case that ν(a) =
ρa (k).
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The construction of the model remains the same as in the case without the assumption, with the only difference in assigning the interpretation to individual
names. For every k ∈ C and a ∈ objo (K):
• aI(c) = ρa (k).
In both cases, one can see by the construction that the resulting interpreta++
tion M = (Θ, C, ·J , ∆, {·I(c) }c∈C ), is an CEL
q
SHI -model for K.
The E XP T IME procedure, which we sketch here, finds a quasimodel for K,
whenever it exists. This, by Lemma 5, provides a decision for the satisfiability
of K. The procedure combines computations of Algorithm 1 with the type
elimination technique. It involves two non-deterministic steps marked with
(♣) and (♠) below, which, as shown later, can be reduced to a deterministic
computation over exponentially many possible choice.
Let f (tc ) = {ϕ | C : ϕ ∈ O and C ∈ tc }, for every tc ∈ Ξ. Start by (♣) picking
a subset P ⊆ conop
c (K), fixing Ω = P ∪ {{a} | a : ϕ ∈ O} and computing SC,Ω
and UC,Ω . Then fix a context structure hS, Si as follows:
• Set S := SC,Ω and S,
• (♠) for every tc ∈ UC,Ω and a ∈ objc (K), such that {a} ∈ tc add a single
tuple htc , f (tc ), νi ∈ S, for some unique mapping ν : objc (K) 7→ Π;
• for every tc ∈ UC,Ω , such that {a} 6∈ tc for every a ∈ objc (K), add
htc , f (tc ), νi ∈ S, for every mapping ν : objc (K) 7→ Π.
Then define a set QSS = {hk, to i | k ∈ S, to ∈ Π} and proceed with elimination of elements of QSS and S:
• for (QC1): eliminate k from S, whenever it violates the condition. Subsequently, eliminate every hk, to i from QSS ,
• for (QC2)-(QC6): eliminate hk, to i from QSS , whenever it violates any of
the conditions,
• for (QM1): eliminate hk, to i from QSS , whenever hk, to i gets eliminated,
• for (QM2): eliminate hk, to i from QSS , whenever it violates the condition,
• for (QM3)-(QM4), (rigid name assumption (QM3)-(QM4)): eliminate k
from S, whenever it violates any of the conditions. Subsequently, eliminate every hk, to i from QSS .
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Let QSS be the result of the elimination. If QSS 6= ∅ and hS, Si is a context
structure, then clearly QSS is a quasimodel. In such case, by Lemma 5, the algorithm returns “K is satisfiable”. Else, the algorithm repeats the elimination
procedure using a different subset P ⊆ conop
c (K) in step (♣) and/or a different
set of mappings ν : objc (K) 7→ Π in step (♠). Note, that by Theorem 21, and the
fact that only concepts in conop
c (K) might occur inside the context operators,
it follows that if a quasimodel for K exists, there has to exist also a quasimodel based on a context structure corresponding to one of the pairs SC,Ω , UC,Ω
computed by Algorith 1. Thus, if for all such combinations the procedure fails
to find a quasimodel, then evidently such quasimodel does not exist and, by
Lemma 5, the procedure returns “K is unsatisfiable”.
It is easy to see, that at the start of the elimination the exponential spacebound for quasimodel candidates, Lemma 3, applies also to QSS . Consequently,
a single run of the elimination procedure cannot take more than an exponential time in order to terminate. Further, observe that the non-deterministic
steps (♣) and (♠) can be replaced by a deterministic enumeration of all possible choices. In both cases there are at most exponentially many of them. For
op
(♣) it is 2|conc (K)| , while for (♠) — (|Π||objo (K)| )|objc (K)| , which all together re3
3
sults in at most 2`K · 22`K = 22`K +`K possible sets QSS to perform elimination
on. Therefore, the algorithm has to return the correct answer in a time at most
exponential in the size of K.
q
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ABSTRACT

This thesis offers novel insights into the question of how to represent and
reason with contexts within the paradigm of Description Logic-based knowledge representation. We propose a generic logic-based framework, compatible with Description Logics, for modeling, studying and addressing a range
of problems related to contextuality of knowledge, particularly in the Semantic Web environment. Our approach is inspired by John McCarthy’s theory
of formalizing contexts in AI, in which contexts are treated as formal objects
over which one can quantify and express first-order properties. Our basic
conceptual contribution is a reinterpretation of this theory on the grounds of
two-dimensional possible world semantics, where one dimension represents a
usual object domain and the other a domain of contexts. The notion of context
is thus identified with that of Kripkean possible world. Further, the framework
accounts for two (possibly) interacting languages — the object and the context
language — for explicit modeling of their respective domains. We argue that
this general setup brings a unifying and highly explicatory perspective on a
number of diverse problems reflecting the studied phenomenon. In particular,
we provide the following contributions to support our claim:
• We define a novel family of two-dimensional, two-sorted DLs of context, similar to product-like combinations of DLs with modal logics. We
present results regarding their expressiveness, relationships to other
known formalisms, and computational complexity of the basic decision
problems, ranging from E XP T IME- to 2E XP T IME-completeness.
• We apply the framework to the problem of ontology integration, and introduce a novel task of metaknowledge-driven selection and querying of
195
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data. We demonstrate the ease of the tasks under the proposed approach
and report on a case study of aligning different versions of Wordnet ontologies.
• We apply the framework to the problem of formal verification of data
provenance records, and propose a novel provenance specification logic,
based on a combination of Propositional Dynamic Logic with ontology
query languages. Our proposal is validated against the test queries of
The First Provenance Challenge, and supported with an analysis of its
computational properties.
• We apply the framework to the problem of reasoning with temporal data,
and define a generic mechanism for constructing corresponding temporal query languages, based on combinations of linear temporal logics
with ontology query languages. We elaborate on the practicality of our
approach by enriching the query language and data annotations with additional temporal terms, and by proposing special restrictions that render
temporal querying computationally cheap and relatively straightforward
to implement.

SAMENVATTING

Dit proefschrift, getiteld “Redeneren met Context in Descriptie Logicas”, laat
nieuwe inzichten zien in het representeren van context en het redeneren met
context, in het paradigma van Descriptie Logica gebaseerde kennis representatie. We presenteren een generiek logica-gebaseerd framework, welke overeenstemmend is met Descriptie Logica. Met dit framework kan men een breed scala
aan problemen modelleren, bestuderen en oplossen gerelateerd aan de contextualiteit van kennis, met name op het gebied van de Semantic Web. Onze aanpak is geinspireerd door John McCarthy’s theorie voor het formalizeren van
context in Kunstmatige Intelligentie. Hierin wordt context gezien als formele
objecten, waarover men first-order eigenschappen kan uitdrukken en quantificeren. Onze hoofdzakelijke conceptuele bijdrage is een re-interpretatie van
deze theorie, op basis van de twee-dimensionaly ’possible-world’ semantiek,
waar een dimensie het gebruikelijke object domain representeerd, en de andere dimensie het domein van de context representeerd. We zien de notie van
context daarom als dat van de Kripkean possible world. De frameworks houdt
rekening met twee (mogelijke) interactie talen — een object en context taal —
voor het expliciet modelleren van deze domeinen. We beargumenteren dat
deze aanpak een verbindend en zeer verklarend perspectief bied voor het fenomeen dat we bestuderen. Deze bewering ondersteunen we door de volgende
bijdragen:
• We definieren een nieuwe familie van twee-dimensionale, twee-gesorteerde Descriptie Logicas van context, welke overeenkomsten hebben
met productie-achtige combinaties van Descriptie Logica met Modale
Logica. We presenteren resultaten zoals hun expressiviteit, relaties met
andere formalismes, en de computationele complexiteit van de basis bes197
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luitvorming problemen, varierend van E XP T IME- tot 2E XP T IME- completeness.
• We passen het framework toe op het probleem van ontologie integratie,
en we introduceren een nieuwe taak van meta-kennisgedreven selectie
en het querying van data. We demonstreren het gemak waarmee deze
taken uitgevoerd kunnen worden, en presenteren een case study waarin
verschillen versies van Wordnet ontologieen worden uitgelijnd
• We passen het framework toe op het problem van formele verificatie van
herkomst informatie, en presenteren een nieuwe herkomst-informatiespecifeke logica, gebaseerd op een combinatie van propositionele logica
met ontologie query talen. Ons voorstel is gevalideerd tegen de test queries van The First Provenance Challenge, and wordt ondersteund met een
analyse van de computationele eigenschappen.
• We passen het framework toe op het probleem van redeneren met temporele data en we definieren een generiek mechanisme voor het creeeren van temporele query talen, welke gebaseerd is op combinaties van
lineaire temporele logica. We gaan uitgebreid in op de praktische toepasbaarheid van onze aanpak, door het verrijken van de query taal en data
annotaties met aanvullende termen, en door nieuwe speciale restricties
voor te stellen welke temporele queries computationeel goedkoop maken en relatief eenvoudig te implementeren.
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